IN THE

Supreme Court of Appeals of . Virginia
AT RICHMOND.

Record No. 5644
VIRGINIA:
In the Supreme Court of Appeals held at the Supreme
Court of Appeals Building in the City of Richmond on Wednesday the 27th day of February, 1963.

SIDNEY. C. DAY, JR., COMPTROLLER OF VIRG;INIA;
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS, COMMON-· .
WEALTH OF VIRGINIA·;· AND HOWARD HUGH
HARRIS, STATE HIGHW:A.Y·COMMISSIONER,
.
· .· ·
Plaintiffs in error,
against

R. F. ABERNATHY AND_ L. S. ABERNATHY, PARTNERS, 'TRADING AS L. S. ABERNATHY & CO.,
.
.Defendants in error.
.
From the Circuit Court of the. City o{ Richmond
John Wingo Knowles, Judge
· ,
.

.

·Upon the petition of Sidney C. Day, Jr., Comptroller of
Virginia; Department of Highways, Commonwealth of Virginia; and Howard Hugh Harris, State Highway Commissioner, a writ of error and ·supersedeas is awarded· them to a
judgment rendered by the Circuit' Court of the City of Richmond ()n the 18th day of Sept«i.mber, 1962, in a certain pro:.
c~eding then therein depending, wherein R. F. Abernathy and
L. S. Abernathy, partners, trading as L. S. Abernathy·&
Company, 'vere plaintiffs and the petitioners were. defena.:.
ants; no bond being required.
·'
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PETITION.
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Your petitioners, R. F. Abernathy and L. S. Abernathy,
partners, trading as L. S. Abernathy & Co., respectfully show
unto the Court:

1. On or about March 2, 1960, petitioners entered into a
certain contract with respondent, Department of Highways,
Commonwealth of Virginia, Howard Hugh Harris, State
Highway Commissioner, (designated as Project 0360-042-003,
01, Bl and 0360-050-101, C2) for construction of a bridge
on Highway No. 360 across the Pamunkey River.
2. The aforesaid contract in its design and specifications
for the substructure of said bridge provided for cast in place
concrete piles meeting the specifications set forth in Supplemental Specifications No. 12 of said contract.
3. Petitioners proceeded to execute said contract in accordance with its terms and specifications, until it was foundthat cast in place concrete piles could not be successfully
driven, and on or about June 1, 1960, the design and specifications for said bridge were changed.by respondent, Department of Highways, Commonwealth of Virginia, so as to substitute prestressed concrete piles for those originally specified.
page 3 ~ 4. Petitioners, prior to the time that the design
and specifications were changed by respondent, had
purchased the material required for installation of piles as
required by the original contract, had transported such material to the job site, and had, in addition, at the request and
suggestion of respondent, Department of Highways, Commonwealth of Virginia, purchased and leased certain special
equipment to use in driving the piles and undertaken work
beyond that required under the original contract in the attempt to meet the original specifications. By reason of the
change in design and specifications made by respondent, petitioners are entitled to be reimbursed for material purchased
but not used, transportation costs with respect to such mater-
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ial, expenses incident to the lease, rental and purchase of
equipment beyond that required under the original contract,
done at the instance and request of respondent, and ~xpenses
resulting from hold-up and loss of time occasioned by the
change in design and specifications. A statement of such
items is attached hereto as a part of this petition, marked
''Exhibit A".
5. Claim was filed by petitioners with the State Highway
Department and denied by the State Highway Commission
at its meeting on October 26, 1961.
6. Claim wa.s :filed by petitioners with respondent, Sidney
C. Day, Jr., Comptroller of Virg·inia, and denied on January
22, 1962.
WHEREFORE, your petitioners, being· remediless otherwise than through this proceeding, pray that the Court may
enter judgment on their behalf against respondents, Department of High:ways, Commonwealth of Virginia, Howard
Hugh Harris, State Highway Commissioner, and Sidney C.
Day, Jr., Comptroller of Virginia, in the sum of TwentySeven Thousand Five 1-Iundred Eighty-One Dollars ThirtyThree Cents ($27,581.33), with interest from June
page 4 ~ 1, 1960, until payment, subject to a. credit of $8,734.53 as of April 1, 1961, together with the costs
of this proceeding.
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Filed in the Clerk '.s Office the 21st day of February, 1962.
Teste:

#A-1812
LUTHER LIBBY, JR., Clerk
By E. M. EDWARDS, D.C.
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''EXHIBIT A''
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
DUEL. S. ABERNATHY & CO.
BY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Losses Sustained as a Result of Change
in Foundation Abutment A Piers
No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
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Item #1-Materials left on hand due to change
in foundation abutment A piers #1, 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6, and cost incident to procurement of 1naterials
34 Sec. 7J-8" x 14" x 25' ~Ionotube Steel
Foundation Tubes (with control #2055
nose) @ $80.25
$ 2,728.50
'Vt. 549 lbs. each-18.666 lbs.
32 Sec. 7N14-14" x 14" x 20' Monotube
Steel Foundation Tube Extensions
@ $68.40
W t. 587 lbs. each-18,784 lbs.

2,188.80

36 Sec. 7N14-14" x 14" x 40' 1\IIonotube
Steel Foundation Tube Extensions
@ $136.80
Wt. 1174 lbs. each-42,264 lb£.

4,924.80

8 Sec. 7J-8" x 14" x 25' Monotube Steel
Foundation Tubes
(with control
#2055 Nose) Welded rto 7N-14" x
14" x 40' Extensions @ $217.05

1,736.40

Incoming Freight on Item #1
94,498 lbs. @ $0.78 per 100 Wt.

737.08

Hauling to and from project
Truck and Trailer, 6 Trips, 5 hours
each-30 hours @ $6.50

195.00

20 Ton Truck Crane loading and unloading
30 hours @ $40.00

1,200.00

4 Men, 30 hours each-120 hours
@ $1.50

180.00

Insurance, Taxe.s,
$180.00

Licenses~lO%

of .
18.00
$13,908.58
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Item #2-Work Performed as requested and not
compensated for
7 Shell piles driven, one at suggestion
of Engineer of Bridges Dept. and
Bureau of Public Roads, and replaced
with 12" prestressed concrete piles,
pier #3-446'@ $3.42 per foot
$ 1,525.32
12% Cu. yds. Class .A-AE Concrete required
and poured in above shells @ $50.00
per cu. yd.
Freight on Item #2-11,791 lbs.
$0.78 per 100 lbs.

625.00

@

91.97

Cost of handling & Hauling, Driving
446 @ $2.00

892.00

Insurance, Taxes and Licenses-10%
of $892.00

89.20
$3,223.49

Item #3-Special Equipment suggested and requested by Bridge Division, Department of Highways, and cost incident to
procuring suc'h equipment
One Spud · for opening piles after
driven
$
Truck and Driver, 8 hours, pickup and
waiting @ 3.50
Vertical drill-32' long

574.23
28.00
855.00

~ci~

~~

.Air Motor rent~d from Thorington
Const. Co. @ $50.00 per week

50.00

Truck and Driver, pickup and return
50 miles @ 0.20

10.00

$ 1,556.26
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Item #4-Expenses for equipment rental resulting from hold-up and loss of time in entire project occasioned by change in
design, approximately 30 days
1 40 ton 599C American Diesel Crawler
$ 3,135.00
· Crane-per mo.
Set of leads & D. E. 30 Diesel Hammer
1,600.00
-per mo.
1 22B Bucyrus-Erie Diesel Crawler
1,345.00
Crane-per mo.
1 4~ cu. yd. Concrete Mixer-per mo.
509.00
1 10 Wheeler Reo Truck for Concrete
:Mixer-per mo.
750.00
1 Front End Loader HR Four Wheel
Drv. gas-permo.
724.00
1 Set of Material· Hopper & Scales (con350.00
crete)-per mo.
1 18" x 32' Portable Conveyor (gas motor)-per mo.
220.00
1 25' Cement Screw Conveyor (gas mo110.00
tor)-per mo.
2 Trailers for hauling and storage of
100.00
cement $50.00 per mo-each
1 Tractor-make White (gas) ·for hauling equipment per nio.
50.00

$ 8,893.00
RECAPITULATION
$13,908.58
3,223.49
1,556.26
8,893.00

TOTAL-Item #1
Item #2
Item #3
Item #4

$27,581.33
CREDIT: Returnable piles to factory
$9,834.10
Freight allowed back to factory, 80,714 lbs. @ $0.78 per
100 wt.
$629.57

Sidney C. Day, Jr., v. R·. F. Abernathy
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Crane-S hrs. loading piles on
cars and truck to get to ·siding @ $40.00
320.00
Truck and Trailer, 8 hrs. @
$6.50
52.00
4 men, 8 hrs. each 32 hrs. @
$1.50
4sno
Material for tying and blocking lumber and wire straps 50.00
$1,099.57 $8,734.53
Filed 2/21/62.
E. :NI. ED"\VARDS, D.C .
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Now comes the respondents Sidney C. Day, Jr., Comptroller of Virginia; Department of Highways, Commonwealth of Virginia; and Howard Hugh Harris, State Highway Commissioner; and make this their answer to the petition previously filed against them in this proceeding.
1. Respondents admit that the contract alleged in Parag-raph 1 of the petition was entered into with petitioners on
or about March 2, 1960, whereby the petitioners were to construct .607 mile of roadway, including a bridge over the
Pamunkey River, all in accordance with the plans, Virginia
Department of Highways Road and Bridge Specifications
dated April1, 1958, special provisions and proposal for Project 0360-042-003, C1, B2; 0360-050-101, 02.
page 7 r 2. Respondents deny the allegation in Paragraph
2 of the petition and state that the cast-in-place concrete piles were to be constructed in accordance with Section
403 of the Virginia Department of Highways Road and
Bridge Specifications dated April 1, 1958, as supplemented

8
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by the supplemental specification No. 12. A copy of Section
403 of the 1958 Specifications is attached hereto as "Exhibit 1'' and a copy of the supplemental specification No. 12
is attached hereto as "Exhibit 2" and both are prayed to
be read as a part of this Answer as if fully set forth herein.
3. Respondents deny the allegations in Paragraphs 3 and 4
of the petition.
4. Under the contract, respondents were to pay the petitioners for the cast-in-place concrete piles at the rate of
$7.50 per linear foot for the nurnber of linear feet of the pile
remaining in the completed structure, and according to Section 403.15 of the 1958 Specifications (see ''Exhibit 1'' attached hereto), such payment was to be full compensation
for furnishing all labor, tools, materials and equipment for
driving, cutting off, treatment of heads, splicing, constructing build-ups and extensions of concrete piles, painting of
steel piles, and all other incidentals necessary to satisfactorily
complete the work.
5. Petitioners were required by the contract to furnish for
the cast-in-place concrete piles metal shells of a design form
and thickness adequate to hold the original form and prevent harmful distortion of the shell resulting from the driving of it (.see ''Exhibit 2'' attached hereto), but the metal
shells selected by the petitioners for use on the project were
of an inadequate design form and thickness, thus resulting
in their failure when driven.
page 8 ~ 6. At petitioners' request, respondents made several suggestions of methods whereby petitioners
might facilitate the driving of the metal shells and prevent
their failure, but at no time did any of the respondents direct
the petitioners to use any of the methods suggested.
7. Petitioners' failure to be able to satisfactorily drive the
Inetal shells which they had purchased for the cast-in-place
concrete piles resulted in their requesting the respondents to
substitute prestressed concrete piles on the project. Respondents agreed to the change after petitioners indicated that the
origina.l unit price of $7.50 per linear foot would still apply
and a work order covering this matter was executed on or
about June 2, 1960, by petitioners and respondents. A copy
of the 'vork order is attached hereto as "Exhibit 3" and
prayed to be read as a part of this Answer as if fully set
forth herein.
8. The piling· on the project was completed in accordance
with the contract as amended by the work order and the respondents paid petitioners the contract unit price for the
number of linear feet of piling remaining in the completed
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structure in accordance with Section 403.15 of the 1958 Specifications. (See "Exhibit 1" attached hereto.)
9. Section 105.13 of the 1958 Specifications, which is attached hereto as "Exhibit 4" and prayed to be read as a
part of this Answer as if fully set forth herein, is a part
of the contract between petitioners and respondents, and the
written notice required by such section was not given by
petitioners.
10. Respondents admit the allegations of Paragraphs 5
and 6, but state that such claim was filed subsequent to the
completion of the work.
page 9 ~ 11. Respondents deny that they are indebted to
the petitioners for any sum of money, by reason
of breach of contract or otherwise.
The respondents request a reply from petitioners to this
Answer.
Received & filed 1\farch 16, 1962.
LUTHER LIBBY, JR., Clerk
By E. M. EDWARDS, D.C.
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REPLY.
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•
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The Reply of R. F. Abernathy and L. S. Abernathy, partners, trading as L. S. Abernathy & Co., to the Answer of
Respondents filed in this proceeding.
1. Petitioners state that cast-in-place concrete piles as
specified in accordance with the contract and meeting all of
the contract requirements with respect thereto were sought to
be driven in accordance with the terms of the contract, until
it was found that the conditions existing at the site of said
contract prevented the use of cast-in-place concrete piles, and
to this extent, they deny the allegations in paragraph 2. of
the Answer.
2. Petitioners further deny that the metal shells selected
by them for use on the project were of inadequate design
form and thickness and state that such metal shells met all
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the standards required by the contract, and that the reason
they could not be driven successfully was because of the
· nature of the ground at the job .site. Petitioners agree tha.t
respondents made suggestions of methods wherepage 11 r by the shells might be driven without failure; that
at the suggestion and direction of respondents,
petitioners attempted to use certain of these methods, in all
instances without success, in the effort to cooperate in every
way possible in the completion of the contract. Petitioners
deny that they requested respondents to substitute prestressed concrete piles on the project, and state that this change
in design was made by the Department of Highways, when it
was found that the specifications and design of the bridge
were not suitable to the ground involved. Petitioners admit
that the work order filed as "Exhibit 3" was executed by
them, at the initiative and suggestion of the Highway Department, as is disclosed by the contents of the said exhibit, and
admit that they were paid at the unit price specified in the
work order.
3. Petitioners deny that Section 105.13 of the 1958 specifications is applicable to the claim herein made because in
this case petitioners could not know before the work was
commenced that it would prove unsuccessful and result in
change of design, and it is for the costs .arising from such
work perforn1ed before the change of design that the claim
is made.
4. Petitioners adopt in addition to the averments contained herein the allegations of their original petition, and
deny all allegations in the Answer of respondents at issue
or inconsistent therewith.
R. F. ABERNATHY AND L. S. ABERNATHY
partners, trading as L. S. Abernathy & Co.
By Counsel
JOHN PAUL CAUSEY
For Sutton and Causey, Attorneys
West Point, Virginia
LINWOOD E. TOOMBS
Attorney at Law
Mutual' Building, Richmond, Virginia
Counsel for Petitioners.

Sidney C. Day, Jr., v. R. F. Abernathy
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I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing answer 'vas served on the respondents by mailing
copies thereof to Robert Y. Button, Attorney General of Virginia, ~L Ray Johnston, Assistant Attorney General, Supreme Court Building, Richmond 19, Virginia, and Paul D.
Stotts, Special Counsel, State Highway Building, Richmond
19, Virgi.nia, Counsel of record for respondents, this 31st
day of March, 1962.

page 12

JOHN PAUL CAUSEY
Of Counsel
Received & :filed April 2, 1962.
LUTHER LIBBY, JR., Clerk
By E. M. EDWARDS, D.C.
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ORDER.
This day came the petitioners and respondents, by counsel
and tendered a stipulation as to certain documents, and moved
that they be permitted to file the same, and that said stipulation be accepted as to the documents set forth therein
and as evidence in this cause; which motion the Court doth
grant and doth order that said stipulation be :filed as a part
of the record herein.
Entered: 9/7/62.
JOHN WINGO KNOWLES
Judge

page 18
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STIPULATION.

It is hereby stipulated that the docu1nents hereunder described, to which we have respectively set our names on the
fir.st and last pages, shall and may be admitted, read and
used as evidence at the trial of this cause; and that such of
the documents as are described as copies or extracts shall
be deemed and taken to be, and shall be used as true copies or
extracts, without further proving same; and that such copies
or extracts shall and may be read in evidence as primary
evidence, and that the original documents shall not be required to be produced, and ~o objection shall be taken to
reading a.s evidence the documents so marked, saving all just
exceptions to the admissibility of the originals as evidence.
Following are the documents above referred to:
page 19 r
1. A copy of the proposal, contract, special provisions, supplemental specifications, work orders, and bond
between L. S. Abernathy & Co1npany of Glen Allen, Virginia, and the Comn1onwealth of Virginia, for the construction of Project 0360-042-003, C1, B2; 0360-050-101, 02 on
Route 360 in Hanover and I{ing "\Villiam Counties. This
document is attached hereto and n1arked as "Exhibit 5".
2. A copy of the Virginia Department of Highways Road
and Bridge Specifications dated April 1, 1958, which was incorporated into the contract for Project 0360-042-003,C1,B2;
0360-050-101,C2 by reference. This document is attached
hereto and marked ''Exhibit 6".
3. A copy of the plans governing the construction of the
bridge over the Pamunkey River on Route 360 under the
contract for Project 0360:042-003,B2. These plans are entitled ''Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, Proposed Bridge Over Pamunkey River-12.0 Mi.
Fr01n I\fechanicsville Sta. 638+00-Route 360- Proj. 0360042-003,B2 Hanover and J{ing William Counties 5-52Ft.,
3-77 Ft., Steel Bean1 Spans". This document is attached
hereto and marked "Exhibit 7".
Received & filed September 7, 1962.
LUTHER LIBBY, JR., Clerk

By E. l\11. ED"\VARDS, D.C .
page 20
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MOTION FOR SUMl\fARY JUDGMENT.

•

•

•

•

•

Now come the respondents Sidney C. Day, Jr., Con1ptroller
of Virginia; Department of Highways, Commonwealth of
Virginia; and Howard Hugh Harris, State Highway Commissioner; by counsel, and move the Court to enter summary judgment for the respondents in accordance
page 21 ~ with Rule 3:20 of the Rules of Court on the
ground that under the pleadings a·nd contract,
specifications, and plans :filed therewith, no cause of action
exists against respondents for the a.Jleged losses suffered by
petitioners in the performance of the contract.
Received & filed September 7, 1962.
LUTHER LIBBY, JR., Clerk
By E. M. EDWARDS, D.C.

page 22
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In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, the 17th
day of September, 1962.

•

•

•

•

•

This day came ag·ain the plaintiffs and defendants, by
counsel, and also a jury, to-wit: Malcolm D. Roddenberry,
Allen R. Miles, George B. Ricker, Peter W. Roughton, Garland H. Reams, Jr., Earnest ,V. ~Iiles and Leroy S. Young,
being sworn 'vell and truly to try the issues joined in this
case.
And thereupon the defendants, by counsel, moved the Court
to enter summary judgment in favor of the defendants in accordance with their written n1otion heretofore .filed in this
case; which motion the Court overruled, and to which action
of the Court tl1e said defendants, by counsel, excepted.
And the evidence of the plaintiffs having been heard, the
defendants, by counsel, thereupon moved the Court to strike
said evidence; which motion the Court overruled, and to which
action of the Court the said defendants, by counsel, excepted.
And the evidence of the defendants having been heard, and
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at the conclusion thereof, the defendants, by counsel, again
moved the Court to strike the evidence ; .which motion the
Court overruled, and to which action of the Court the said
defendants, by counsel, excepted.
And the jury were thereupon adjourned until tomorro'v
afternoon at 2 :00 o'clock.

•
page 23

~

•
INSTRUCTION NO. 1

The court instructs the jury that the function of the jury
is to determine the facts from the evidence, and to reach a
proper verdict by applying thereto the law as contained in
the instructions of the court. Instructions 1 through 10 are
all of the instructions of the court given to the jury in this
case, and you shall consider them together in arriving at
your verdict.

J. W.K.
page 24

r

INSTRUCTION NO. 2

The Court instructs the jury that a verdict must not be
based upon surmise, conjecture or .sympathy for either of the
parties, but must be based solely upon the evidence and the
instructions of the ·Court.
The term ''preponderance of the evidence'' does not necessarily mean the greater number of witnesses, but means the
greater weight of the evidence or that degree of proof which
the jury finds more convincing and worthy of belief. The testimony of one witness in whom the jury has confidence may
constitute a preponderance.
The jury are the sole judges of the 'veight of the evidence
and of the credibility of the witnesses. And in ascertaining
the preponderance of the evidence and the credibility of witnesses, the jury may take into consideration tl1e demeanor of
the witness on the witness stand; his apparent candor or
fairness; his bias, if any; his intelligence; his interest, or
lack of it, in the outcome of the case; his opportunity, or lack
of it, for knowing the truth and for having observed the facts
to which he testifies; any prior inconsistent statements by
the witness if proven by the evidence ; and from all these and
taking into consideration all the facts and circumstances of
the case, the jury are to determine the credibility of the
witnesses and the preponderance of the evidence.

J.

W.K.

Sidney C. Day, Jr., v. R.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 3

The court instructs the jury that the rights, duties, and
obligations of the plaintiffs and defendants are fixed and
deter1nined by the provisions of the contract between them of
1\tiarch 2, 1960, and all work orders issued thereunder as explained in the other instructions of the court.

J. "\V.K.
page 26

~

INSTRUCTION NO. 4

The Court instructs the jury that "\Vork Order No. 1 entered into by the plaintiffs and defendants on or about June
2, 1960, was a part of the contract between the parties and
modified the original contract of l\:farch 2, 1960, only to the
extent of eliminating cast in place concrete piles and substituting prestressed concrete piles at .the same unit cost,
and all other terms of the original contract remained in full
force and effect and 'vere binding on both parties.

J. W. K.
page 27

~

INSTRUCTION NO. 5

The Court instructs the jury that Work Order No. 1 is a
part of the contract in this case and that this represents a
determination by the Highway Department that the type of
pile specified in the original contract could not be satisfactorily driven in the type of material encountered at the job.

J. W.K.
page 28

~

INSTRUCTION NO. 6

The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from a
preponderance of the evidence that the original contract between tl1e Hig·hway Department and Abernathy specified
cast-in-place piles, that Abernathy in accordance with said
contract purchased materials necessary to carry it out, that
the Highway Department on or about June 2, 1960, determined that this type of pile could not be satisfactorily driven
in the type of material encountered at the job, that cast-inplace piles were as a result eliminated from the contract, that
prior to final payment under the contract Abernathy filed a
claim with the Highway Department for payment of the cost
incurred by him in connection with the eliminated item, that
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such claim was disallowed by the Highway Department, that
Abernathy then filed claim with the State Comptroller, which
was disallowed; then Abernathy is entitled to recover.
(1) The cost, if proven, of materials purchased for the installation of cast-in-place piles and of moving the same in
and out from the job;
(2) The cost, if proven, of work done at the request of the
Highway Department, not paid for, in connection with the attempted installation of cast-in-place piles in pier number 3;
(3) The cost, if proven, of special equipment, with the
exception of the spud and transportation thereof, used at the
suggestion of the Highway Department, not paid for, in connection with the attempted installation of cast-in-place piles;
and
(4) The expense, if proven, caused by delay in the prosecution of the contract resulting from the change of specification
by the Highway Department;
subject to net credit for returnable materials, and in no event
greater than the amount claimed in the petition.
J.W.K.

page 29

r

INSTRUCTION NO. 7

The Court instructs the jury that the items in the claim of
Abernathy of ''One Spud for opening piles after driven,
$574.23", and ''Truck arid Driver, 8 hours, pickup and waiting, $28.00' ', are eliminated from the claim of Abe rna thy.
J.W.K.

page 30

r

INSTRUCTION NO. 8.

The Court instructs the jury that if you find for the plaintiffs, Abernathy, in this case, then you shall allow the plaintiffs such items of their claim as you may believe from a preponderance of the evidence to l1ave been proven, after crediting such amount as the evidence may show could have been
recovered by the plaintiffs l1ad the unused piles been returned to the factory.
J. W. K.
page 31 r
INSTRUCTION NO. 9
The Court instructs the jury that if you find for the plaintiffs your verdict shall not include any interest in the amount
of the award.
J.W.K.

Sidney C. Day, Jr., v. R. F. Abernathy
'page 32

~
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INSTRUCTION NO. 10

The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the
evidence that the plaintiffs have heretofore received aU
amounts due to them under the contract which is the subject
of this action and that nothing further remains to be paid to
them, then you shall find your verdict for the defendants.

J. W. K .

•
page 34
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INSTRUCTION NO. B

The court instructs the jury that under the terms of the
contract between the plaintiffs and defendants, the plaintiffs
were under an obligation to furnish for the cast in place concrete piles, metal shells of a design form and thickness adequate to hold original form and prevent harmful distortion
of the shell resulting from the driving of it, and any adjacent
shells, but in no case was the shell to be of less than 11
gage for driving without a mandrel, and the selection by the
plaintiffs of metal sheUs of 7 gage was not in and of itself
sufficient to discharge the plaintiffs from further obligation
under this portion of the contract.
Refused.

J. W. K.
page 35

r

INSTRUCTION NO. C

The court instructs you that the plaintiffs entered into a
contract 'vith the defendants, and under the contract was paid
for the piling at the contract unit price per lineal foot for
the number of lineal feet of the piles remaining in the completed structure. Such payment was in full compensation for
furnishing all labor, tools, materials, and equipment for driving, cutting off, treatment of heads, splicing, constructing
build-ups, and extensions of concrete piles, painting of steel
piles, and all other incidentals necessary to satisfactorily
complete the work. Therefore, the court further instructs
you that the plaintiffs are entitled to no additional compensation under the contract.
Refused.

J. W. K.

18
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INSTRUCTION NO. D

The Court instructs the jury that the proper n1easure of
damag·es, if any, for idle equipment 'vhich results frmn delay
and loss of thne is one-half of the rental Tate of the equipment.
Refused.
J.W.K.
pag-e 37

~

INSTRUCTION NO. E

T·he Court instructs the jury that if you believe by a preponderance of the evidence that at the time the difficulty
in driving the piling arose, the plaintiffs and defendants mutually agreed to modify their contract by substituting prestressed concrete piles for cast in place concrete piles, and
that plaintiffs were compensated for the placement of such
piles, you shall find for the defendants, if not, you shall find
for the plaintiffs.
Refused.
J.W.K.
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VERDICT.

We, the jury, on the issue joined find in favor of the
plaintiffs against the defendants Sidney C. Day, Jr., Comptroller, etc. and Department of Highways, Commonwealth
of Virginia and Howard Hugh Harris, State High,vay Commissioner and assess their damages at $15,403.57.
PETER R. W. ROUGHTON
Foren1an
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In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, the 18th
day of September, 1962.

•

•

•

•

•

This day came again the plaintiffs and defendants, by
counsel, and the jury sworn in this case on yesterday appeared in Court in accordance with their adjournment and
having fully heard the arguments of counsel were sent out of
Court to consult of a verdict and after some time returned
into Court with a verdict in the w·ords and figures following,
to-wit: "vVe, the jury, on the issue joined find in favor of
the plaintiffs against the defendants Sidney C. Day, Jr.,
Comptroller, etc. and Department of Highways, Commonwealth of Virginia and Howard llugh Harris, State Highway Commissioner and assess their damages at. $15,403.57.''
(signed) Peter R. ,V. Roughton, Foreman"
The defendants, bjr counsel, thereupon n1oved the Court to
set aside the said verdict of the jury as being contrary to
the law and tl1e evidence, and to enter up judg1nent in favor
of the said defendants; which motion the Court overruled,
and to which action of the Court the defendants, by counsel, excepted.
Therefore it is considered by the Court that the plaintiffs
recover against the defendants the sum of Fifteen Thousand,
Four Hundred Three DoUars and Fifty-seven Cents and
their costs by them about their suit in this behalf expended .
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NOTICE OF APPEAL.
Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 5 :1, Section 4, of the
Rules of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, Sidney
C. Day, Jr., Comptroller of Virginia; the Department of
Highways, Commonwealth of Virginia; and H. H. Harris,
State Highway Commissioner, hereby give notice
page 43 ~ of appeal from the final order of the Circuit Court
of the City of Richmond in the above styled cause,
and file the following
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ASSIGNMEN,TS OF ERROR.

1. The Court erred in overruling the defendants' motion for
summary judgment.
2. The Court erred in overruling· the defendants' motion to
strike the plaintiffs' evidence and enter up judgment for
defendants.
3. The Court erred in refusing to set aside the verdict of.
the jury and enter up judgment for defendants.
4. The Court erred in ruling that as a matter of law Section 109.05 of the Virginia Department of Highways Road
and Bridge Specifications, dated April1, 1958, applied to the
plaintiffs' claim.
5. The Court erred in ruling that parol evidence was inadmissible to explain the Engineer's statement of necessity
for proposed work as set forth in Work Order No. 1, executed
by L. S. Abernathy on June 2, 1960.
6. The Court erred in ruling as a matter of law that plaintiffs had complied with the provisions of Section 109.05 of
the Virginia Department of Highways Road and Bridge
Specifications, .dated April 1, 1958.
7. The Court erred in amending Instruction 4 by inserting ''eliminating cast in place concrete piles and'' and in
not granting said instruction as tendered by defendants.
8. The Court erred in granting Instructions 5 and 6.
9. The Court erred in refusing to grant Instrucpage 44 ~ tions B, C, D and E.
Received & filed November 8, 1962.
LUTHER LIBBY, JR., Clerk
By E. ~1. EDWARDS, D.C.
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A transcript of the evidence and other incidents in the
above-styled when heard on September 17 and 18, 1962, before Honorable John Wingo Knowles, Judge, and a Jury.
Appearances: Messrs. David N. Sutton, J obn Paul Causey
and Linwood E. Toombs, counsel for the Petitioners ;
Messrs. M. R.ay Johnston and Paul D. Stotts, Assistant Attorney-Generals, counsel for the Respondents.
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page 4 ~

The Court: All right. Are there any other matpage 5 ~ ters before we begin with the opening statement?
Mr. Stotts: Yes, sir, we have a Motion for
Summary Judgment.
The Court: Do you want to n1ake this out of the presence
of the jury?
Mr. Stotts: Yes, sir.
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The Court: Gentlemen, you have a written motion which
I ·received on September 7. I take it this is the motion which
you are now making?
Mr. Stotts: Yes, sir, Your Honor, as you may recall, we
had a demurrer earlier in this same proceeding.
The Court: That demurrer ran through the response of
the plaintiffs to the answer which you all have filed.
Mr. Stotts: Yes, sir.
The Court: But it wasn't a general demurrer of the
whole thing, was it?
}fr. Stotts: Well, the plaintiffs', or petitioners' reply
did incorporate their petition in their reply and to that extent it would run to that, but our motion is this briefly: The
original contract between the Abernathy Company and the
Highway Department for the construction of this bridge over
the Pamunkey River on Route 360 in Hanover and King
William County was entered into, and under the
page 7 ~ terms of this contract, one of the things the contractor was to use cast-in-place concrete piles, under Section 403 of the Virginia Department of Highways
"Road and Bridge Specifications,'' dated April 1, 1958,
which have been stipulated and are a part of the record before now, and the supplemental specifications in his contract entitled ''Supplemental Specifications. Sec. 403, Bearing Piles,'' dated December 8, 1959.
Now in the specifications it was stated that the contractor
was to place these metal shells, drive the metal shells, and
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then fill them up with concrete. It's spelled out in the .specifications that these n1etal shell walls may be fluted, helically
corrugated, or '3Inooth. The entire shell, including tip, shall
be of a design form and thickness which are adequate to
hold original form and {n·event har1nful distortion of the shell
resulting from the driving of it and any adjacent sheUs. In
any case the thickness of the wall n1etal be no less than 18
gauge for driving with a n1andrel or no less than 11 gauge
or Ys" for driving without a mandrel.
Now under the general specifications in the book
page 8 ~ under Section 403-15 it specifies the basis for payn1ent for the driving of these shells and also the
complete placement of the piles, and it spells out that each
·type bearing pile shall he paid for at the contract unit price
per linear foot for the number of linear feet of the type of
pile remaining in the completed structure. It goes on in the
second paragraph and spells out that "these payn1ents shall
be full compensation for furnishing all labor, tools, n1aterials
and equipn1ent for driving, cutting off, treatment of heads,
splicing, constructing build-ups and extensions of concrete
piles, painting of steel piles and aU other incidentals necessary to satisfactorily cmnplete the work."

page 9
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•
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Mr. Stotts: Under these specifications the contractor undertook to drive these piles. Difficulty was encountered in
driving the she.Jls for the piers of the bridge, and
page 10 r after several conferences between the parties a
work order "ras entered into, which is a part of the
contract and which is filed here also as Exhibit 5 I believe.
This work order which is dated ,June 2, 1960, it is signed by
Mr. Abernathy and deals with the change from concrete piles
cast-in-place to 12" square pre-stressed concrete piles.
The Court: Did you g·ive the number of that?
1\fr. Stotts: Work Order No. 1. As I said, it was dated
June 2, 1960, was the date it was signed by Mr. Abernathy,
and several days subsequent it was signed by the various
parties in the Department of Highways. Under this work
order the 12" square pre-stressed concrete piles 'vere substituted for cast-in-place concrete piles, which was spelled
out to be in the construction in the original contract.
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In addition, under this work order this statement is included here: ''I hereby agree to perform andjor non-perform, as indicated, the work shown above at the unit prices
given in accordance with m.y original contract and in accordance with any special specifications which may
page 11 ~ be attached.'' That was signed by Mr. L. S. Abernathy, a contractor, dated June 2, 1960, and subsequently signed by the Department and then becan1e a part
of this contract.
The work then proceeded on this prestressed concrete
piles and the Department paid for the piles at the price per
linear foot for the piles that were in the completed structure,
and subesquent to that this claim came up in which the contractor requests additional compensation, for certain labor,
certain materials in connection with the driving of these
piles and delays caused by this change, a change in the plans
which is alleged was made by the Department of Highways.
Our position is simply this: We have a contract here.
The original contract entered into called for this cast-in-place
concrete piles. \Vhen son1e difficulty w·as encountered, the
parties at that time got together, agreed as to how they
would proceed, entered into a 'vork order 1nodifying the
original contract in one term only, and that was to substitute prestressed concrete piles for cast-in-place concrete
piles, and to proceed under the original contract,
page 12 ~ except that one term.
The original contract called for a compensation to be paid at a per unit price per linear foot for the
piles in the completed structure, and this was done, and, therefore, as a matter of law, the contractor is not entitled under
this contract to any additional con1.pensation and, therefore,
this cause of action, as a matter of law, must fail.
I have some citation of authorities on it, but, if you prefer,
I will let the other side state their position, either way which
is preferred by the Court.
The Court: Your basis for the authority is just a general
proposition. In other words, if the contract was modified in
that respect and he agreed to it, the new agreement constitutes the ne'v contract and anything else that he claims has
to be a claim made in pursuance of the provisions of the
contract?
Mr. Stotts: That's right.
The Court: All right.
~r. Cau~ey: Judge, our position on this matter is simply
this: I think we have agreed, certainly for the purposes
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of argument of this motion, that the original conpage 13 ~ tract was entered into; that that contract wa.s
·
arnended by Work Order No. 1, which is a Inodification of the contract, and fhat for the purposes of this
nwtion that the controversy would essentially be determined
by the construction of the contract, of the provisions which
are now before you.
Now there is no question but wha.t up until the time that the
vVork Order No. 1 was entered into that ~ir. Abernathy proceeded in accordance with the tern1s under the original contract. The contract was amended by Work Order No. 1,
which I believe you have before you. That work order, as we
read it, constitutes a determination by the Highway Department which is found in the Engineer's explanation of necessity for proposed 'vork and reads as follows: ''After observing failure of steel monotubes as being driven, it is evident
that this type of pile cannot be satisfactorily driven in the
type of material encountered.'' Then it goes on to say they
will substitute 12" square pre-stressed concrete piles and
believe they will be more suitable under the conpage 14 ~ ditions encountered. One of the issues of fact
raised in the pleadings is whether the gauge or
desig11 form and thickness used by Mr. Abernathy and in accordance with the specifications meet the specifications. The
Highway Department's statement in vVork Order No. 1, 'vhich
was prepared by the Highway Department and which obviously is to be taken in the strictest sense, precludes any
question like that. It represents a finding that the type of
pile originally specified in the contract C.Quld not be satisfactorily driven.
Then ·we come, if you please, to the effect of this Work
Order No. 1, so far as the contract is concerned. 'Vhat that
does is first eliminate from the contract the requirement that
Abernathy should be required to use concrete piles cast-inplace, and then it provides that he will install 12" square
pre-stressed concrete piles at a unit price of $7.50 per linear
foot, and the work order further provides that "I hereby
agree to perform and,lor non-perform, as indicated, the work
shown above at the unit prices given in accordance with my
original contract,'' which definitely establishes
page 15 ~ that there is no other provision in the .Qriginal contract which is changed, except for the elimination
of the cast-in-place concrete piles and his agreement to install
12" prestressed concrete piles at a unit price of $7.50 per
linear foot.
The Court: Literally, what he means when he signs that
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is that he will comply with the specifications providing for
12" pre-stressed concrete piles. To that extent, one portion
of the specifications may have been applicable to cast-in-place
piles, he is now over into another portion of this specification, to-wit: Those applicable to 12" pre-stressed concrete
piles.
Mr. Causey: What it does is eliminate one item from
the contract and provides what he will do, and the contract,
except for that, remains unchanged, and in the contract, and
again these road and bridge specifications, Section 109.05,
Eliminated Items, ''If any item or items in the contract is
found to be unnecessary for the proper completion of the
work contracted, the Department will, upon written notice to
the contractor, eliminate such item or items from
page 16 ~ the contract a.nd allowance will not be made for
such item or items so eliminated in making final
payment to the contractor, except for such actual wo1·k as
shall be done and materials purchased, including the cost of
moving in and out the special equipment necessary for work
on the eliminated item or items prior to notific.ation of the
elimination of such item or items." Now that, very frankly,
is the provision in the contract on which 've rely as the basis
for our claim.
This i~s not a claim for extra work. This is not a claim for
anything in connection with the insta.Hation of the prestressed concrete piles which he went ahead and insta.Ued
and was paid for on the basis of the work. This claim is for
work done, materials purchased and so forth with respect to
the items which was eliminated from the contract.
If you please, the item for ca;st-in-place concrete piles requires the procurement of steel tubes which shall be driven
and then concrete is poured into them. Mr. Abernathy procured the necessary tubes to be driven for the pouring of the
concrete. l-Ie procured those before the 2nd of June, which
was the effective date of this work order and the
page 17 ~ elimination of this item from the contract, and he
is entitled to recovery for those items and the
work done with respect to this eliminated item.
Let me draw you an analogy. I suppose you are familiar
with these interstate roads and how very often they have a
bridge which carries over a· secondary road. Let's suppose a
-contract was entered into for the purpose of constructing a
given section of interstate road which provided for a secondary overhead bridge, and during the course it was determined
by the Highway Department that that bridge was not necessary or that they desired to eliminate it from the contract.
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It would be eliminated in a work order exactly of this type
showing a decrease, and there is no question but what contractor under Section 109.05 would be entitled to recovery
for the materials which he had purchased and for the work
which he had done in carrying out that item.
We are exactly in the same position here. The Higlnvay
Department by its deterinination determined that this work
was unnecessary or was not possible of performpage 18 ~ ance. They eliminated the other. The agreement
is under the work order, and you look at the document, and, if it is not ambiguous, the document is not ambiguous, and the agreement was we 'vould put in pre-stressed
concrete piles at $7.50 a linear foot, and he did it. There is
no claim with respect to that. The claim is with respect
to the eliminated item.
There is a question which I think should be averted to,
which has been gone into in the pleadings, where there is
a reference to the effect so far as Section 105.13, which is
compensation for extra work and the procedure which must
be followed there so far as a claim, and at least in the Highway Department pleadings, apparently, the apprehension that
this case was covered under those provisions, it is not, sir.
In the first place this i~s not a clain1 for extra work, let me
read you the first sentence. (Reading) ''In any case 'vhere
the contractor deems that extra compensation is due hhn for
work or material not clearly covered in the contract or not
ordered by the engineer as an extra., as defined herein, the
contractor shall notify tbe engineer in writing
page 19 ~ of his intention to make claim for such extra compensation before he begins the work on 'vhich he
bases the elaim. '' Necessarily, in the circumstances of this
case that could not be done because he was proceeding in accordance with the original contract. He did not know at the
time that he purchased the material that the item for 'vhich the
material was purchased was to be eliminated from the contract. It's not the compensation for work or material not
clearly covered in the contract. It was work and material
which was covered in the original contract clearly, and he,
accordingly, does not fall within those provisions as alleged,
but falls clearly within the provisions of the Section 109.05,
and I would invite further to your attention, returning to
Section 109.05, the reference in that particular article which
shows the recognition by the Highway Department of the
practicalities of these situations. Down in the middle of it,
it says ''And allowance 'viii not be made for such item or
items so eliminated in making final payment to the contract-
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or." Necessa.rily until the contract is finished and it is
known 'what particular items are eliminated, when
page 20 ~ it is known, as the contractor is required to do
what he might be able to go ahead and do in reduction of damages, and until it con1es down to the time of
final payment it is basically and it is recognized by this
position and by this provision that this allowance which is
necessary for and proper for eliminated items cannot be
determined.
Our position, very frankly, is we are not in a. position to
ask for summary judgment because there might be a factual
issue so far as actual damages are concerned.
The ·Court : While you were talking I was thinking about,
well, this calls for 2331 linear feet driven and under the
system that you all were using tha.t you bought the pipe, but
you didn't kno'v how much pipe, literally, to buy to end up
with 2300 linear feet, so there would be the question of determining that.
1\IIr. Causey: I think we are in this position, and I think
this might very well influence your outcome as far as the
motion for summary judgment is concerned. I think you
will find, if you deny the motion for summary judgpage 21 ~ ment, that then the only factual issue that we have
to try is the extent of damages. The other factual
issues which are raised in the pleadings are precluded because
of the construction of the contract on its face; that what
we would come down to wou1d be the determination to the effect that Abernathy is entitled to recover under this provision
of the contract for eliminated items, and it would be a matter
of factual proof of the items of the amount which we are
entitled to recover.
It is our position in looking at the contract that its construction under general principles of law, there is some authority which bears generally on this subject. I will be perfectly honest with the Court, so far as a case for recovery
for items eliminated, I have not been able to find any case
directly in point on the eliminated item proposition. There
are a number of cases with regard to extra work.
~Ir. Sutton: I think that, sir, covers our position. It occurs to us that it is primarily a. question for the Court to
determine, and, the Court having determined the
page 22 ~ constructi9n of this contract, that if the determination is adverse to the Hig-hway Commission,
it will be .simply a question for the Court to have the jury
determine the quantum of the damages.
The Court: One thing that struck me, 1\{r. Sutton and Mr.
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Causey, is this: That let's agree for the sake of this argument that this is an elhninated item. At least, the concrete
piles cast-in-place constitute an eliminated iten1. Would not
a practical way to approach tl1e problem I guess during the
course of the execution of the contract be when you get down
to your payment unit price for your 12" square pre-stressed
concrete piles, then include in that unit price whatever loss
you incurred by virtue of having brought this other stuff onto
the site and having the extra equipment there and all of
that 1 I mean it struck n1e in the course of going over the
papers and examining the exhibits that there 'vere two ways
to approach it. One way would be if you could determine it
right then and to get the work order in, you see, and the
unit price to be fixed or determined, which could be deternlined only after you had returned to the manupage 23 ~ facturer your casings. N o'v as far as your equipment rental or anything else, you had that right
there, but you return to the manufacturer your casings and
you get credit or allowance for that. Then it would appear
to me, in other words, you proe.eed with your work and you
get your 12" square pre-stressed piles and you deliver them,
and then you would take the base unit p·rice of $7.50, which
was to cover aU consequences and difficulties you were going
to run into anyway and then add to that the amount which
was sufficient to cover your loss by virtue of the change.
1\fr. Causey: Considering the nature of this case I don't
tl1ink you can do it, particularly under the facts in this case.
Here is a situation where lVIr. Abernathy had on hand which
was purchased for driving, a substantial quantity, actually in
dollar value a substantial amount of these steel tubes.
The Court: Some $9,000.00 worth.
l\Ir. Causey: Yes, sir. The difficulty is it is unknown at
tltat time as to whether the persons fr01n whon1 he has purchased them will accept them in return; whether,
page 24 ~ conceivably, he tnight be able to use them on another job where there would be then no loss or
damage as far as he was concerned, and at the time that the
work order is executed I don't see as a factual matter how
that l1e could go ahead and that be determined.
The Court: That is what I say. You let it stay at the
base unit price of $7.50 pre-stressed concrete driven,. and
then you would have a note in there to the effect that subject to change or some agreement between the parties that
the contractor would be credited with loss by virtue of equipment rental, labor, and so forth.
Mr. Causey: Our position is, so far as Mr. Abernathy
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is concerned, under the terms of this work and under the
terms of this contract he was not required so to do. He has
the right to reply under this proposition so far as eliminated
items is concerned, and this was prepared by the Highway
Department and it's to be construed most strictly against
them.
Had t'he Hig·hway Department wanted to protect against
this claim of eliminated iten1s, they could have inpage 25 ~ serted a provision in this, and it would have been
up to Mr. Abernathy to have accepted that, but this
$7.50 unit price, not only took care of that, but eliminated the
item and that is not in there, and I think it should be construed that it was the elimination of the concrete piles castin-place, and he agreed at a rate of $7.50 per linear foot, and
as a practical matter that was a concession to the Hig·hway
Department because it is more expense that he would drive
them at the same price.
Mr. Toombs : May I add I believe the evidence will :show
that that would also be impractical, insofar as a change in
price would have to be approved by the Bureau of Roads, and
we had a rather long delay anticipated if that had to be the
case, and the evidence will probaby show that that was the
main reason they had to use the same price, and as a result
Mr. Abernathy conceded and agreed to go ahead and proceed
under this price rather than have a delay.
The Court: You are coming right down now to what I
said. That· is why I said why was there not a
page 26 ~· supplemental agreement instituted. In other words,
go ahead and use this $7.50 unit price and then
have the work order show that a supplemental agreement was
entered into whereby Abernathy Company as soon as they
could get the figures together would present their claim.
In other words, this is what brings it up. Section 109.05
where you talk about "allowance will not be made for such
item or items so eliminated in n1aking final payment to the
contractor, except for such actual work as shall be done and
materials purchased, including the cost of moving in and out
the special equipment necessary for 'vork on the eliminated
item or items prior to notification of the elimination of such
item or items." It strikes me that there could have been an
allowance in the final contract payment for the actual work
done and the rnaterials purchased, including the cost of your
equipn1ent, and so looking at it from the converse side for
you all's position, it would seem. that a logical inference to
be drawn from Work Order No. 1 is that when he agreed to
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$7.50 per linear foot for pre-stressed concrete piles
driven, that that, in effect, was supposed to take
care of any possible claim of any eliminated mat-

ter.
Mr. Causey: Of course, we differ with Your Ifonor under
that proposition.
The Court: I understand that, but I want to hear why
that is wrong, if it is.
l\fr. Causey: The reason I •say, first, it's an impossibility
under the circumstances as they then existed to determine
at that time what would be the amount of the claim. Mr.
Abernathy, as I have said, had the steel tubes on hand. He
was not in a position at that time to know what of them he
could dispose of, what he could do with them ·as far as ascertaining the expense to him by reason of the elimination
of this item.
As lVIr. Toombs has indicated, actually the factual situation is here that this was a contract in which the Bureau
of Public Roads was involved. There would have been further
delay if there had been a basic increase so far as the contract
on the proposition of the unit price for driving the prestressed concrete piles. The unit price for drivpage 28 ~ ing them is essentially a more expensive proposition.
The Court: Let's say that he, as far as the more expensive operation for pre-stressed concrete pile driving, you all
gave that up voluntarily the way that ·is submitted therc1\rir. Causey: Yes, sir, the final thing that I 'vould say is
this : I think the Court, as a matter of la,v, has to look to the
instrument, unless there is ambiguity-this instrument has
no ambiguity on its face. It simply says one item is eliminated, and it simply says he will do something· else at a
unit price and that he will do all of the other things under
his contract.
You have put it to us as to why Abernathy did not do thus
and so, feeling, perhaps, that he might have protected himself by doing thatThe Court: Or conversely.
Mr. Causey: The IIighway Department who drew this up
did not choose to protect itself as it could have very well done.
We think the equities of the law prevail as far as the contractor is concerned.
}fr. Stotts: Your fionor, in regard to Section 109.05, I
think it is very interesting that Mr. Causey says
page 29 ~ that the Highway Department says it was not possible of performance. I see nothing in that sec-
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tion which provides for that. vVe needed piling under that
bridge. "\\Te couldn't build the bridge without the piling. We
asked the contractor and he had agreed to put cast-in-place
pilings. "'\Ve needed pilings. Now what happened is when the
difficulty aro~e and the contractor was looking around for a
solution, the parties got together and agreed that he could
use another kind of piling instead of the on/3 he had agreed,
but that piling, item, was not eliminated.
I agree with Mr. Causey that if he had an interstate project and eliminated the. bridge, we would have to pay, true,
but we didn't eliminate this piling.
vVe and the contractor agreed together that here is what
we are doing. Here is how we will pay it. We will substitute
this kind of piling for the other kind of piling and go ahead
under the original contract. If you will read this part of Section 109.05, it says, ''If any item or items in the contract is
found to be unnecessary for the proper complepage 30 r tion of the work contracted, the Department will,
upon written notice to the contractor, eliminate
such item or items .from the contract and allowance will not
be made,'' and so forth. This means a unilateral action on
the part of the Departn1ent. We don't have to ask a contractor if we can eliminate something from the contract. We
can write a letter and say you will eliminate it. By virtue
of the agreement then 've would have to pay hin1 what f We
'vould have to pay him for the actual work done up to that
point and materials purchased.
The Court : That would cover everything?
l\fr. Stotts: That is true. Mr. Causey says impossible to
put into the work order. They knew what work they had done
on the job. They could have included and they didn't. They
went and substituted one for the other, which, as a matter
of contract, the parties can do and it is not for the Court to
'vrite a ne'v contract. Only the parties have the capabilities
of writing their own contract, and, therefore, it is nothing to
be argued about an eliminated item, and, secondly, his remark about Section 105.13, giving notice. He said,
page 31 ~ "We didn't know at the time it began." They
knew at the time the 'vork order was entered into
what had occurred. Did they give notice at that time that·
they expected to put in a claim~ It is possible that the Department would not have agreed to a change. It is possible
that the Department 'vould have said you prove you cannot
drive pilings under this system with cast-in-place concrete
piles. They had only done a portion of it. At this time the
parties agreed to help the contractor, and we said we will
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change under these conditions and the contractor said fine,
and now they come in and say, ''We want a new agreement.''
These work orders are entered into every day modifying
these contracts, and, as you pointed out, all kinds of conditions are put in there. It is put in there, if you can't obtain materials at this price and have to go somewhere else,
then X price and other conditions. All these conditions are
spelled out in these. work orders because it's modification of
the specifications of the contract.
The Court: I gather that the actual facts will show in this
case that as they were driVing the. pipe they ran
page 32 ~ into geological conditions, to-wit: rock, material,
and so forth, and as a result the pipe wouldn't
work. N O\V it it was a question of the Highway Department
changing as a favor to the contractor, it would appear to n1e
that it would depend to a large extent upon who ran the
geological surveys to determine what specifications were
necessary. In other words, Mr. Abernathy could say all right,
they say cast-in-place concrete piles and I go out there and
I try by generally accepted consbuction methods and I
can't drive them, so it's impossible of performance, and I just
tell them it's impossible of performance, and it's not my
fault because the ~specifications that they set out have to be
construed in that case strictly against the Highway Department, calling for cast-in-place concrete piles, and so there the
Highway Department would be soup, so to speak. They 'vould
be forced into some change such as this.
Mr. Stotts: Under that circumstance the contractor at
this point did not have to sign the work order if that was the
case. However, as I say, the facts would show this
page 33 ~ was the beginning of the job. At least a third
to a half of the pilings had been successfully
driven and paid for.
The Court : Some 500 linear feet.
l\!r. Stotts: Well, Abutment B was completed with no
trouble. Pier 7, they were able to open them up and the
Department paid them for all of them.
The Court: Suppose Mr. Abernathy said, ''I can't drive
them this way. This is it. I am ready to go ahead, but you
have called for something that I can't perform.'' Then where
would the parties have been?
Mr. Stotts: Then the parties would have had to sit down
and "rork it out, and what I am saying is that the parties did
sit down and work it out. Whether or not it is impossible, it
is immaterial. The parties at that time when they got to
that point, whether it was difficult or 'vhether it was one
said it was impossible, they said all right, we are at this
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point and where do we go from here, and the parties said this
is where we will go and executed "\Vork Order No. 1.
The Court: That is what I said in the beginpage 34 ~ ning. That was the time and place on which things
could have been agreed upon.
1\ir. Stotts: That is right. This is the accepted practice,
not only in the State of Virginia, -but, all over. You are bound
to have changes during the work. Is it true that the contractor can come in and agree at what price he will make the
changes and then later come in and say, well, here are some
items I didn't cover and I want to be paid for them? Section
403.15 says the payment shall be on a per linear foot basis.
1\{r. Johnston: The only thing that has happened was a
substitution from concrete cast-in-place to pre-stressed concrete piles. All of the other provisions of the contract remained the same.
The Court: Then it was contemplated in that case that, unless the linear price per linear foot is increased to take care of
what has been purchased and in the delay in equipment and
keeping people on the job, then any contractor with the state
has no recourse whatsoeverf
Mr. Stotts: Because he is at that point to know
page 35 ~ what his expense is to take the proper safeguards,
and, as mentioned, very often these work orders
show an elevated price, and that is the very reason for the
elevated price, the conditions and so forth.
The Court: Suppose Mr. Abernathy comes back and says,
"I want $12.00 a linear foot for this pre-stressed concrete
pile," and the Highway Department says, ''That is too much
money. We are not going to pay you.'' What would his recourse have been there, to stop? It it goe.s to the engineer
for arbitration and the engineer says, no, you can drive these
things and you want too much money and the engineer's decision is final, as I understand itMr. Stotts: As a matter of law, I don't think the arbitrator's decision is, if it is shown that his decision is arbitrary
and capricious, and if that was shown, he could resort to the
courts.
The Court: I am talking about a practical situation of
the man is on the job and eve1·ybody wants to go ahead with
the job, and he comes in and he says, ''All right,
page 36 ~ you want to go to pre-stressed concrete piles and
it's going to cost you $12.00 a foot,'' and the engineer says, ''We are going to pre-stressed concrete and
that is g·oing to cost too much moneyMr. Stotts: Then we would go into forced account price.
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Then I think we would be forced into taking unilateral action.
The Court: That doesn't answer it.
1vir. Stotts: Under Section 109.04, speaking of extra work,
"The engineer may, in lieu of the aforementioned work order,
direct that such extra work be performed on a force account
basis, in which case the contractor shall be compensated as
specified in Section 109.04. ''
The Court: But you didn't go into the force account at
all.
1\{r. Stotts: No, because the parties took the contract in
lieu thereof.
Mr. Causey: Your I-Ionor, we are talking about this work
order. Actually, as you have seen the practical situation,
\vhen \Ve came to the proposition of the cast-in-place piles not
being satisfactorily driven, there w·ere a number of courses
of action which could have been followed. Acpage 37 ~ tually, the Highway Department could have stood
on its original contract and said this contract
specifies for cast-in-place piles and we are going to require
you to drive them. If it is not, it is breach of eontract and
you are subject to penalty, or what have you. Instead, and
this is the Hig·hway Department's doings, in the work order
itself the I-Iighway Department, under the "Engineer's Explanation of Necessity for Proposed Work: After observing
the failure of steel monotubes as being driven, it is evident
that this type of pile cannot be satisfactorily driven in the
type of material encounte·red. '' That representative determination by the Highway l)eparhnent that the original specifications could not be performed. They didn't have to make
that detenniuation. They having made that determination
and spelled it out, they are bound by it.
.
The Court: "\Veil, they buttressed that by saying in the
latter part of the staten1ent where they put the asterisks in
front of the 12" square pre-stressed and then dow·n below
spelled out new items same price as cast-in-place.
page 38 ~ 1\fr. Johnston: We took the position that
·
whether the contract could have been performed
or not has no bearing on the question of la\v which is presented to the Court. In other words, whether this was a substitution of material by the parties, it was a mutual agreement. It was signed first by 1\tir. Abernathy1\fr. Toombs: But your own contract calls for a new item.
The Court: In no •sense belaboring it now, because I want
to go into it in my own mind. some more, at this time I think
the hest proeedure is for 1ne to overrule the motion for summary judgment and let the plaintiff go ahead and take his
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testimony, and then after the con1pletion of the evidence
you may be in a position to move to strike it or renew your
motion for summary judgment, but it strikes me that so long
as my mind is not made up at the m01nent, then the only fair
procedure to everyone is to allow them to proceed, and then
in the event I have made up my mind contrary to the plaintiff, then they have the record which would enable them to
attempt to correct me on the one hand, or if I am
page 39 r affirmed or if anyone has lost, whatever time it
takes to put on the plaintiff '.s case, and, if necessary, to put on the defendant's case-in other words, it
would strike me, since I am not exactly fixed in my own
mind as to which is the proper conotation to place on the
whole contract and what you have stated and what the
pleadings cited, there is no sense in wasting all of the time
of the people, and we c.an get along with it, and during the
time it is going on I will be in a better position to rule on
the point.
1\ir. Causey: Let 1ne ask you this, if I may. There are
certain matters which arose in the pleadings wl1ich raise certain issues of fact. The question we have in our 1ninds, and
there may be certain of those who n1a.v come in that we would
object to as far as the admission of that evidence, which
we deem to be the construction of the contract. For example,
the question of whether the monotube.s could be drivenThe Court: Isn't it more or less agreed that they could
not and would not1\{r. Stotts: No, sir.
page 40 r 1\fr. Sutton: That would be our position; that
the Highway Department, certainly when the engineer said, "After observing failure of steel monotubes
as being driven, it is evident that this type of pile cannot be
satisfactorily driven in the type of material encountered,"
our position is that they cannot now raise the question.
The Court: Do vou want him to come in now and verbally change his oph1ion after they acted in reliance of it?
lVIr. Stotts: What did he observe~ He observed No. 7
monotube piles being driven. That couldn't be drivenThe Court: He didn't say anything about No. 7, He said,
''After observing failure of steel mono tubes as being driven,
it is evident that this type of pile cannot be satisfactorily
driven in the type of n1aterial encountered." He said, "T·his
type of pile,'' which is a cast-in-place pile, andMr. Johnston: If Your Honor please, are we arguing the
motion for summary judgment?
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The Court: No, I have already ruled on that.
Mr. Johnston: May I for the purposes of the
record note an objection and exception for the
reasons previously stated.
The •Court: All right. What we are arguing now is that
the engineers come in and say, ''We don't have the right
kind of tubing there.'' I don't see how they can do that, when
they say this is the agreement, leaving out the question of
whether this is an eliminated item or not, this is the agreement pursuant to which Mr. Abernathy went ahead with the
job, and, if he relied on it, it looks to me the engineer would
be estopped to come in and say, "No, I didn't mean what I
said in this letter.'' There is no equivocation in- this letter
about any No.7. It says it is evident that this type of pileYr. Stotts: What did he observe?
Mr. Toombs: He said monotubes.
The Court: The whole point I am making the engineer
made this recommendation in explanation of the necessity for
the proposed work, and when he spells out that this type of
pile can't be satisfactorily driven, he cannot be heard literally
to me to come back and say ''concrete piles castpage 42 ~ in-place'' was anything but exactly what it says.
He is estopped.
Mr. Stotts: Then are we at the point that the question of
what Mr. Causey says, damages only, wouldn't that make it
imperative for the Court to pass on the question of the interpretation of this contract before proceeding any further!
Why should the parties proceed further until the Court has
passed on the interpretation of this contract 7
The Court: If you all don't want to proceed further and
Mr. Causey does, you can leave. We still have the jury to
make the determination. You still haven't confessed it.
As I see it, there is still more than one question of fact
that may have to be proven in this case. Ordinarily, I wouldn't rule on the admissibility of evidence in advance, but
here this is so patent it looks to me like there is no argument
about it.
Mr. Johnston: If Your Honor please, I don't see that
that is a part of the contract. As I under.stand itThe Court: Your Mr. Stotts said it was a. part
page 43 ~ of the contract.
Mr. Johnston : I am speaking about the explanation of the engineer. Why isn't that an inter-departmental communication between the engineer and the main
office and the enrineer who must prove this contract Y
The Court: ·You could leave out Section 109.05 because

page 41

~
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that is not part of the contract, and we are not talking
about that right now. I mean everything that is in here is a
part of it.
Mr. Causey: You have location of the proposed work and
the engineer's explanation of the necessity. That i.s admission against interests, if you please, but the point is Mr.
Abe rna thy relied on this.
Mr. Johnston: Does Your Honor think that it is a question of law as to 'vhether this contract constitutes the prestressed pile at the same unit price, and, by saying the same
unit price, all other terms of the contract remain the same
and he was to be paid for the lineal feet ren1aining satisfactorily in the bridge?
The Court: I am not going to agree to any
page 44 ~ blanket statement like that. I still say there are
questions of fact and law involved. Mr. Causey
has asked one specific question about one particular part of
the evidence, and this thing speaks for itself, and I think we
all would agree that when you have a contract in writing,
parole evidence is hard to get in there to modify it, but here,
as I see it, this is binding that this type of piling cannot be
satisfactorily driven.
Mr. Johnston: We object and except to the ruling of the
Court as to the admissibility of the evidence and for the
record we feel that evidence is admissible upon the provisions
of the work order No. 1 relative to whether or not the castin-place piling would work for the reason that the contractor
was under an obligation to select a piling which was of
sufficient thickness to hold its shape and form when being
driven; that the contract provided that he could select the
thickness of the shells from 11 gauge, which is the smallest,
to a 3 gauge, wh1ch is for practical purposes among the
largest thicknesses permitted; that he selected a 7 gauge and
that a 7 gauge was being driven on the job at the time these
pilings failed; that no engineer is qualified to obpage 45 ~ serve a 7 gauge piling and say that no type of
monotube would work.
We, therefore, feel that this contract is not so clearly stated
as to preclude testimony. As a matter of fact, we think that
it states clearly that the piling as being driven, being a 7
gauge piling as the ~statement made by the work order, that
the 7 gauge would not work, and that as a result of the 7
gauge not working at this particular location, then between
the contractor and the Highway Department there was an
agreement to substitute the other piling at no additional
ood.
·
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The Court: The obvious answer to that is why didn't it
say go to 11 gauge or go to smuething else~
Mr..Johnston: Because we made a comprornise with then1.
The Court: vVe have been in here a little over an hour
and fifteen minutes, and it just strikes n1e that is one of
those things that is pretty obvious. They said it can't be
driven and go to an entirely different type. If it had been a
question of ordering then1 to go to an 11 gaug·e and that had
been in the work order, that would have been one
page 46 ~ thing.
Note: At this point Court and counsel return
to the Courtroom and in the presence of the jury opening
statmnents are made by counsel to the Court and jury, and
the hearing continues as follows :
L. S. ABERNATHY,
one of the petitioners, first being duly sworn, testified as follows:
DIRECT EXA1IINATION.
By J\ilr. Causey:
Q. vVill you please state your name, sir?
A. L. B. Abernathy.
Q. Are you associated 'vith your brother, R. F. Abernathy,
in business or were you at the time this contract was entered into?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you trade there as L. B. Abernathy and Con1panyf
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you on or about ~Iarch 2, 1960 enter into a contract with the Department of Highways for the construction
of a bridge across the Pamunkey River on Route
page 47 ~ 360 at the Hanover-King William County line1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. \Yhat was your general business 'vhich you conducted
then under the name of L. S. Abernathy and Company?
A. General contracting.
Q. You have performed other contracts with the Highway Department?
A. Ye.s, sir.
Q. This was not the first one?
A. No, sir.
Q. In connection with that bridg·e, ~fr. Abernathy, with
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respect to the specifications for pilings, what was the original
general type of pile which was specified~
A. Well, from 11 gauge without mandrelQ. First, what I was trying to get at is I think there are
two general types of masonry pilings, one which we called
cast-in-place pilings and one which we call pre-stressed concrete pilings. In the original contract which was specified Y
A. Cast-in-place.
·
Q. Will you describe to the jury, because these jurymen
I think are laymen with respect to details of this sort, what do
you mean by cast-in-place pilings Y
A. \Vell, it's a steel tube conforms to the specifications put
out by the· Highway Department and which is
page 48 ~ driven in the ground and filled with concrete later
after completing it.
Q. What is what we describe as pre-stressed concrete piling?
A. That is piles poured using pre-stressing cables and
tension, which, in turn, say 5,000 PSI, pounds per square
inch, has to develop and they drive it or wash it.
Q. But that is a pile which is formed I believe probably
away from the jobsite~
A. That's right.
Q. And delivered?
A. That's right.
Q. And is a solid pile which is driven and requires no
filling?
A. Correct.
Q. With respect to the type of steel tubes which you would
use in driving cast-in-place piles, are there different types
of such tubing?
A. There are. There is Canton which you nse the fluted
in there. You have a Taylor Forge which is a straight wall
section pile, one that is tapered, and in this particular case,
most all of them in this part of the country use 7 gauge,
about the heaviest thing they drive.
Q. When you were awarded this contract, what type of
tubing did you order for the performance of this workY
A. The monotube which is the steel fluted pile.
page 49 ~ Q. Is that a fluted pipe which is .square at the
bottom or does it taper'
.A. Tapers to an eighth inch point.
Q. Now what gauge of these monotubes did you order, sir?
A. 7 gauge.
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Q. Is there a requirement in the specifications with respect
to the gauge of such tubing 1
A. Not that I know of.
Q. Do they set a minin1um requirement 7
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is the minhnum requirement¥
A. 11 gauge.
Q. I think you referred back in answer to an earlier question to something being driven with or without a mandrel?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is driving with a mandrel f Can you explain that
for us?
A. A mandrel pile is a much thinne·r pile, and the mandrel
is no more t11an a piece of pipe collapsible, which fits inside
of it and you drive it, and after it's driven to its bearing
capacity, then it is collapsed and pulled.
page 50 ~ Q. Did they specifiy so far as the specifications
on this job 1 Was it optional whether you should
drive with a mandrel or notY
A. That was our option.
Q. If you did not drive with a mandrel, wha.t is the
minimum specification for a thicker tube than if you had
driven with a mandrel~
A. The mandrel power was 18 gauge and the other one
was 11.
Q. Driving without a mandrel was 11?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. With respect to these gauges, they relate to the width
of the steel tube of the shell?
A. (Nodding head).
Q. If I speak to you of an 11 gauge shell and then speak
to you of a 7 gauge shell, whieh is the thicker shell so far
as the wall is concerned Y
A. 7.
Q. In other words, as the gauge number goes down the
thickness of the shell increases?
A. Yes.
Q. What was that thickness that you ordered and secured
for this job Y
A. 7.
Q. 7 gauge f All right, where did you start so
page 51 ~ far as driving piles are concerned 'f
A. Abutn1ent B.
Q. That is on the King William side?
A. That's right.
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Q. Actually as the terrain is situated there, the King William side is a bluff, is it not?
A. That is true.
Q. Were the piles driven in Abutment B sucessfully?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What depth approximately was it required to drive
those piles?
A. Approximately 25 foot average.
Q. After those had been driven successfully where did you
next proceed T
A. Pier 7.
Q. And that is the first pier which is in the ·water on the
King William side? It is actually in the water or on the bank
edge?
A. On the edge of the water.
Q. What happened so far as your experience when you
came to driving at Pie·r 7'
A. Well, the first one we drove, 've drove it on down, or
the first day we drove 've drove it on down. We drove them
on. We figured it was going to rain and we wanted to get on
and drive as many as we could. We couldn't
page 52 ~ check them for the dust in them to tell whether
they were caved in or not, and so the rain ran us
out and the water got high, and they went on down, as well
as I recall, on that particular pier around 40 feet down. I
wouldn't be positive, but I believe that was about 40 feet
those piles were in, but when we pumped the water out of
there after the water went down, we found that all but one
had caved.
Q. ""7bat do you mean by caved? Can you describe that
to the jury?
A. Well, the outward pressure, or hydrostatic pressure or
the outside pressure was g-reater than the method which
would in force collapse it.
Q. That would mean then that you had no tube in which to
pour the concrete?
A. That is correct.
Q. Did you try to drive piles at any other location besides
Abutment Band Pier 7?
A. We moved across to Pier 3 after we had driven that.
Q. Pier 3¥ What was the nature of the terrain there?
Was that in the river or on ground or what?
A. That is on ground.
Q. Was the type of ground on the Hanover side of that
river low ground there?
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. With respect to Pier 3 what did yon encounter so far as driving~
A. We encountered the same condition we did in 7. In
other words, the piles caved or crushed from the pressure,
outward pressure.
Q. vVhen you ran into those conditions, were they brought
to the attention of the Highway Department representatives
who were in charge of the project Y
A. They were.
Q. What did you do, if anything, with respect to the effort
to go ahead and drive piles successfully in either of those two
areas as originally specified Y
A. \Vell, we met with the Highway Department. They
sugg-ested boring.
Q. Did you bore Y
A. We ordered a drill and rented a n1achine from Thorington Construction Company to drill those piles or drill a hole
to put then1 in.
Q. When you say boring, can you describe to the jury just
exactly the procedure which you followed when you use that
term1
A. Well, what we call boring there, we had 18-1/2 horse
power air motor coupled in with a 14" awl which the auger
was 40 feet long, and we drill it down and pull it out and then
put the pile in the hole.
page 54 ~ Q. Were you able successfully to drive the pile
on that basis Y
A. We never did get one in the hole.
Q. What was the reason, sir Y
A. T·hey still caved.
Q. Was there then any other suggestion made as to how
you might construct piles in that location of the tube-type Y
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Did you try any other alternative type of pile Y
A. We did. We had a pile sent in from New York, L. B.
Foster Company, which was a uniform pile, no taper to it,
that we drove which did not cave.
Q. Do you remember the location at which that was driven,
whether it was at 7 or 3T
A. It was at 3.
Q. That as distinguished from the type of shell 'vhich you
first used was a cylindrical rather than a tapered shell?
A. Yes.

page 53
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Q. What was that?
A. That was a .179 Powell and that is a little thinner than
a 7 gauge.

Q. After that test pile had been driven and driven successfully did you order any more Y
A. Yes, sir, we ordered enough to complete the
page 55 ~ project.
Q. Were they delivered Y
A. They were delivered.
Q. Vlhen you ordered it, I believe you referred to this as a
Taylor Forge pile!
A. That's right.
Q. When you actually placed the order for the Taylor
Forge pile, did you specify the same gauge as the test pile
which had been driven or did you specify a different gauge?
A. A salesman representing the company guaranteed his
pile to drive, so, consequently, after he sent the test pile down
and we drove it, we ordered it, which later the test pile did
cave· in fr·om driving the adjacent pile.
Q. \Vhen these Taylor Forge piles were delivered, did you
then proceed and go ahead and attempt to drive them?
A.. Yes, sir.
Q. What were the results .so far as that was concerned,
sir?
A. They caved also.
Q. Do you know what a Spud is, Mr. Abernathy?
A. I take for granted you have reference to what we made
to open up the piles.
Q. Yes, sir.
A. It was suggested that we make a Spud to
page 56 ~ open up the piles in No. 7 hole, No. 7 Pier, which
was made out of an old railroad engine axle, taped
to a point and using a 6" heavy duty pipe or an upright piece
for to drive in.
Q. \Vhat did you do so far as that Spud is concerned 7
How do you use it?
A. We drove it with the Falcon Hammer, and after driving
it we would pull it out with the machines.
Q. What is the purpose of driving the Spud within the
piling tube?
A. To open them up to the 75%, or as near to 75% of the
circumference of the pile as possible so as to get concrete in.
I believe it was Mr. Clary and Mr. Coblentz, who was the
salesman for the Union Metal Manufacturing Company.
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Q. What success did you. have so far as opening up the
piles with the Spud 1
A. Very good I would say. We got those open to the point
of passing them.
Q. Did they open uniformally all the way downY
A. That would be hard to say. I think so.
Q. What was the final outcome of the work on Pier 7? You
had stated I think that they had been driven there but collapsed, and tl1en I believe you opened them with a Spud.
vVbat was the final outcome of that work?
A. We were paid for footage in the gTound.
Q. So that those tubes were filled?
page 57 ~ A. That's right.
Q. When you come to Pier 3 where the tubes had
failed when originally driven, were those attem.pted to be
opened upf
A. No, sir.
Q. Why not?
A. I don't kno·w.
Q. Was there disucssion continuing with the Highway Department with respect to the type of pile which could be successfully driven?
A. There was.
Q. .After you found that these Taylor Forge piles had been
driven, 'vas there a decision made as to the type of pile which
would be driven?
A. There was.
Q. Where was that decision made Y
A. In the Richmond office as well as I recall.
Q. Of the Highway Department Y
A. Mr. Johnston's office.
Q. And you were up there talking?
A. Mr. Johnson and 1\fr. Clary and I don't recall anyone
else a.t the time.
Q. Who is Mr. Johnson T What is his position so far as the
Highway Department is concerned Y
A. Construction Engineer.
.
page 58 ~ Q. And Mr. Clary's position so far as the Highway Department is concerned?
A. He is the bridge engineer.
Q. At the time of that conference in the Highway Department what was the decision which was made?
A. To go to pre-stressed.
Q. Rather than the other type f
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A. Yes.
Q. Mr. Abernathy, what is the comparative costs of installation between cast-in-place pilings and pre-stressed
pilings 1 "\Vbich is the most expensive Y
A. The costs, the actual costs is not a whole lot of difference, but the handling and the driving of the heavy piles
makes it a lot more costly to the contractor.
Q. What I am talking about is installed costs Y
A. Installed costs the pre-stressed concrete pile is the
most cost.
Q. I believe the contract will show that your original bid
so far as cast-in-place piling was concerned was at the rate
of $7.50 per linear foot; is that correct?
A. That is true.
Q. That under the terms of the contract is the cost installed of the pilingY
A. That is correct.
Q. All right, when it was decided to use prepage 59 ~ stressed concrete piling on this job rather than
cast-in-place, was there a work order executed at
that time by you f
A. There was.
Q. Again on the bids, I believe you bid on the basis of a
lineal foot of pile driving. Did you agree then to a price for
pre-stressed concerete pile that you would drive it at installed Y
A. Ye.s, sir.
Q. What was the price 7
A. $7.50, with the understanding though-those papers you
have there I took down to the Highway Department, and they
wouldn't give me any more for the simple reason that the
Bureau of Public Roads would not approve an increase in the
price of pilings.

Mr. Causey: Judge, may we see the exhibits?
The Court : You mean 5, 6 and 7 f
Mr. Causey: Yes, sir, I think they are the ones which
were stipulated.
The Court: Here they are.
By Mr. Causey: (Continuing)
Q. Mr. Abernathy, I show you a document which is identified at the top thereof as "Work Order No.1" and ask you if
that is the work order by which you ag-reed to drive the pre-
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stressed concrete piles at the rate of $7.50 per
foot t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is the date on which you executed that work
order1
A. June 2, 1960.
.
.
.
Q. It is also executed by various officials of the Highway
Department at a subsequent date?
A. That is true.

page 60

~

:1\{r. Causey: If Your Honor please, I think the terms of
the stipulation were that these various documents could be
offered in evidence ·without going to the original; but I do not
believe that they are actually in evidence at this time yet formally because the stipulation did not provide them for so
being.
Note: It is agreed by 1\{r. Stotts that the exhibits referred
to are formally in evidence.
The Court : Very well.
By Mr. Causey: (Continuing)
Q. Mr. Abernathy, I show you a document marked ''Exhibit No. 5'' and captioned "Proposal Contract and Bond for
State Highways" and ask you whether this is a true copy of
the contract which was originally executed by you 'vith the
Highway Department¥
A. It is.
page 61 ~ Q. I further show you, as attached and in that
binding, documents which are attached to it, respectively identified as 'Vork Order No. 3, Work Order No.
2 and Work Order No. 1, and ask you if those 'vere 'vork
orders executed by you in connection with this contract f
A. Myself and brother tog·ether.
Mr. Causey: We will at this time, if Your Honor please,
offer Exhibit 5 in evidence as constituting the contract and
bond and supplemental work orders in connection with this
job.
The Court: It will be received and marked as Plaintiff's
Exhibit No. 1 to keep it in order. I will strike out the 5 and
mark it No. 1.
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By ~Ir. Causey: (Continuing)
Q. Mr. Abernathy, I also show you a red book which is
entitled ''Road and Bridges Specifications,'' and dated April
1, 1958 and ask you if this is also a part of it f In other words,
the provisions in this book constitute part of the contract
between you and the Highway Department?
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Causey: "\Ve would also introduce this at this time and
I take it this would be Plaintiff's Exhibit No.2?
page 62 ~ The Court : All right, since you all have agreed,
let's call them Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively. I
think that would be a better way.
Note: At this point the last document identified is marked
as Exhibit No. 2 and filed in evidenc-e.
By lVIr. Causey: (Continuing)
Q. lVIr. Abernathy, we sort of departed from the course of
things so I could get these various exhibits before the Court.
I think we were discussing Work Order No. 1 which is part
of the contract which has just been introduced, and this is the
work order by which you agreed to install the 12" square
pre-stressed concrete piles at the rate of $7.50 a foot?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I believe you had said that you agreed to that-you
mentioned the Bureau of Public Roads. Would you resume
your testimony at that point as to why you agreed to. the
figure of $7.50 a foot?
A. Well, it was stated that to make a foundation change,
to go back to wooden piles or some type of piles that would
drive, would cause an undue delay, and they could go over to
this pre-stressed piling and save thi~s delay without having
to go into the foundation data of the structure,
page 63 ~ and the Bureau of Public Roads, my interpretation, would not okay a contract or a work order for
more money than was designated on the original plans.
Q. And that is the reason you agreed to that at that time?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there any discussion at that time with the representatives of the Highway Department?
A. Well, I asked them about how I was g-oing to collect for
my pilings that I had on hand, and they said through a claim
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or what not, and they said that was my prerogative, or whichever words they used.
Q. Did you then proceed to construct the bridg·e in accordance with the new specifications, that is putting in prestressed concrete pile rather than cast-in-place pile~
A. Correct.
Q. ·Has the job been completed T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Has it been accepted Y
A. ·Correct.
Q. Except for what you are now claiming have you been
paid?
A. No, sir.
Q. Final payment has not been made?
A. Yes, sir, other than this.
page 64 ~ Q. Were you paid for the piling which went into
Pier No.7?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are you making any claim in this proceeding for payment on that piling?
A. No, sir.
Q. Are you making any claim in this proceeding for any
payment for any of the pre-stressed concrete piling that you
installed?
A. No, sir.
Q. What constitutes your claim, Mr. Abernathy? What
do you think the Highway Department owes you for f
A. We drove numerous piles that caved, some of them at
the request of the engineers, and the Bureau of Public Roads
was there also before a decision was reached on the change.
We filled the one that failed. We filled them with concrete
before they would accept them, which we were not paid. There
was the hauling to and from the project, the pi.ling and the
delay of the tilne between the driving and the decision to be
reached.
Q. Let me be more specific if I may, sir. At the time that
you began this contract and you undertook this work, did you
order and purchase the steel tubes which were necessary for
completion of the work?
A. Yes, sir.
page 65 r Q. What quantity did your .order, sirf
A. Approximately 2800 feet as well as I recall.
Q. You have the invoices with respect to these various
orders?
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A. I don't know whether A and B releases it or not, but I
can look and see (examining· paper writings).
Q. What are those papers which I have given you, sir?
A. Authorizations to release monotubes from the Union
Metal Manufacturing Company.
Q. And that is a shipping order and confirmation and so
forthT
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was shipped to you?
A. 69 No. 7 gauge 8" x 14" x 25' and 40 No. 7 gauge
14" X 14" X 25'.
Q. And that is covered by one shipping order?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were there additional monotubes which were shipped to
you, sir?
A. Yes, sir, this was 2/6/60 and later we ordered 45 No.
7 gauge 8" x 14" x 25' and 41 No. 7 gauge 14" x 14" x 40'.
Q. Were these piling tubes which were required for the
contract to effectively perform it?
A. As far as we could determine, yes, sir.
page 66 ~ Q. What was the cost of those? Do you know?
A. Approximately $18,000.00.
Q. Would you be in a position from the papers that you
have there to verify the costs more particularly? Are they on
a poundage weight or were they on a weight per tube?
A. They were on a footage.
Q. Footage weight?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what the cost of them were per footT
A. $3.42 on the extensions which are the 14 x 14 and $3.21
on the tapered sections which have the control nose or point.
Q. vVha.t was the total cost, Mr. Abernathy, of those tubes
which were furnished to you?
A. The first order was $8,273.25; the second order $11,488.05.

Q. What was the arrangement on which they were shipped
to you? Did you have to pay the freight on them or did you
have to pay F. 0. B. the jobT
A. No, sir.
Q. You had to pay the freight?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How n1uch 'vas the freight Y
A. $0.78 a hundred.
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Q. Do you 1.11ow what the total weight may have
been¥
A. I do not have it worked up to exact total
weight. The freight bills are here though.
Q. Did you at the tin1e you filed this suit-did you file a
statement of your account with tl1e Deparbnent of Highways
with the petition? In other words, at the time you filed this
suit was there a statement of account filed with it~
A. I don't think .so.
Q. "Where these tubes were laid down, delivery by rail,
how did you get them from that site to the job?
A. By truck.
Q. vV as there expense which was there involved?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was it just a truck or did you need some other equipment as well?
A. I needed other equipment also, a~so labor.
Q. How did you get these tubes off the railroad cars 7
A. With cranes.
Q. Is that a crane which you ordered or was it a crane
which you rented 1
A. A crane which we owned.
Q. Do you have a statement or an estimate there of tl1e
costs in connection with the unloading and hauling of these
tubesf
A. I have unloading and hauling $1,200.00.
page 68 r Q. Does that include the labor at the time
there?
A. No, sir.
Q. What were your labor costs in addition to that?
A. Labor costs, 4 men 30 hours each, 120 hours at $1.50,
$180.00.
Q. On the labor which is there do you have to pay such
things as Workmen '·s Compensation Insurance and Social
Security and Unemployment Compensation Y
A. We have added 10%.
Q. Of the labor costs!
A. Labor costs.
Q. What does that amount to?
A. $18.00.
Q. You testified I think that in Pier 3 a number of these
shell piles ·were driven which collapsed. Were you paid for
those?

page 67

~
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A. It was two, as well as I recall, in there that didn't collapse tha.t we were paid for. Other than those, no.
Q. At whose suggestion or request were the other shell
piles in that pier driven?
A. No one in particular I wouldn't say, because we drove
those, trying to make them work.
Q. Did you fill them 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Even though they were not accepted?
page 69 ~ A. Correct.
Q'. With respect to those tubes which were
driven in Pier 3 and which were not accepted, what was the
cost of those?
A. The cost of the tubes?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. The cost of the tubes alone and the handling runs about
$892.00.
Q. Now you had to fill them with concrete?
A. Correct.
Q. How much concrete did you have to put in them 1
A. 12 and 1/2 yards; unit price 01'" the job was $50.00 per
cubic yard.
Q. How much would that run, 12 and 1/2 yards at $50.00 a
cubic yard?
A. $625.00.
Q. What was your costs so far as driving the piles in that
location, those 7 piles which failed~
A. $2.00 a foot, furnishing the equipment and driving.
Q. How much would that amount toY
A. $892.00.
Q. Then again you had a 10% figure on labor. Would
that be right?
A. That's rig·ht.
page 70 r Q. You have referred I think to a drill or an
aug·er in your earlier testimony which you used in
connection with Pier 3. "\Vho did you procure that from, Mr.
Abernathy?
A. Mcilhany Equipment Company.
Q. Did you buy or rent it?
A. Bought it.
Q. How much did it cost you?
A. $855.00 plus $39.03 freight.
Q. Would you have bought it otherwise than for your requirements on this job?
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A. No, sir.
Q. At whose suggestion was it that drill method should
be employed to see whether it would provide a method for
satisfactorily driving the piles Y
A. I believe that was Mr. Clary's suggestion on that of the
Bridge Department.
Q. I believe we also talked a while back about a Spud f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You made that of your own material?
A. No, sir.
Q. Who made it for you Y
A. I had Tredegar Company make it.
Q. How much did they charge you for that?
A. $574.23.
page 71 ~ Q. Did you have to transport it from Tredegar
Company down to the job site Y
A. Picked up by our truck, yes, sir.
Q. What was the cost of such transportation Y
A. One man 8 hours waiting on it and delivering it.
Q. What is the hourly rate on that Y
A. $3.50.
.
Q. That would make $28.00 f
A. Yes.
Q. In connection with this particular work and this special
equipment were you required to rent some kind of air motor!
A. Wewere.
Q. From whom?
A. From Thorington Construction Company.
Q. What did that cost you Y
A. $50.00.
Q. Did you have to transport that back and forth?
A. That is correct.
Q. What was the cost of transportation?
A. 50 miles at 10¢ a mile; we used a pick-up on that.
Q. That was 50 miles each way?
A. That's right.
Q. So that would be 100 miles at 10¢ a mileY
page 72 ~ A. That's right.
Q. What was the air motor used forT
A. To turn this drill.
Q. You would not have had to rent the air motor unless
you had to use the drill, and you wouldn't have used the drill
except at the suggestion of the Highway Department?
A. Correct.
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Q. Mr. Abernathy, when did it become substantially apparent that these piles weren't going to be driven as originally specified?
A. I would say when we got No.7 Pier down and they all
caved as they did, it was apparent that something had to be
done.
Q. Do you recall approximately what date that may have
been?
A. The last of March.
Q. Then you continued work there? What was the decision
finally made by the Highway Department which eliminated
these cast-in-place piles and you bid and agreed to put in prestressed piles Y
A. Approximately the first of June.
Q. Because of the delay in making that decision were you
put to any increased cost so far as the job is concerned Y
A. Approximately a 30 day delay on equippage 73 r ment and material tied up.
Q. How much would that amount to in total?
A. $8,893.00.
Q. What type of equipment generally was tied up by this
delay?
A.. Well, we had a 40 ton crane, which is a three-quarter
yard machine, and a three-quarter yard mixer and a 10 wheel
tn1ck, bins, conveyors, cement and materials, trailers for
hauling and storing of cement, tractors for handling.
Q. When you fig11re that delay and you :figure this cost,
_
how did you arrive a.t that cost?
A. The time between the time the decision was made to
change the concrete pile and the delivery could be made and
to get back to driving.
Q. Was this on the ba:sis of fair rental value of that
equipment?
A. It's based according to the A-A-E R.ental Book of
1962.
Q. That is this book (indicating) 7
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is that the one which is in standard use in connection
with respect to rental Y
.A. Yes.
.
Q. When this cast-in-place piling was eliminated, did you
have some material left on hand T
page 74 r A. Quite a bit.
Q. What did you do with that material or what
have you tried to do with it, sir?
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.A. Well, I sold Thorington up here on Route 95 a considerable amount of it and sold \Voodrow Ford out of Nor-·
folk some, and we were still left with some on ·hand.
Q. In the statement filed with your petition you itemized
there materials left on hand. Does that represent the materials left on hand after the sale to Thorington 1
A. Correct.
Q. In other words, this does not include any of the amounts
or any of the n1aterials which you have been able to dispose
of?
.A. No, sir.·
Q. You still have this quantity of material left on hand
a.s ~et out in your petition?
.A. I still have it.
Q. Are you going to be able to dispose of that 1na terial
which you have left on hand?
A.. We are hoping to. We have shipped it back to the
factory, but we don't have anyQ. FirmA.. -firm commitment that it will be accepted.
Q. Sometime back did they give you a figure at which
they might possibly accept it?
p~ge 75 ~
A. They did.
Q. Are they now still holding to that figure or
are they modifying it 1
A. They are modifying it.
Q. In your statement filed with your petition you showed
a figure for credit of returnable piles. Was that on the
basis which the factory gave you that they would credit
you?
A. Correct.
Q. And the figure which they will now allow you is somewhat less?
A. I would say $1,000 or $1,200 less.
Q. vVbat was the figure after taking into account shipping
costs and so forth which the factory would have allowed you
had you shipped it back at that time, sir?
A. The 10% cost in there for restocking, which they add
on us no,v, and then freight rate had also increased.
Q. But there is a figure I think in your statement that you
filed with your petition as to your credit which you expected
to 1·ecover?
A. $8, 734.00.
Q. Would I be correct that with respect to the material
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which you have left on hand and the costs of getting it in and.
off of the job that that amounts to $13,908.58?
A. That is correct.
·
Q. With respect to the piling which you drove
page 7.6 ~ in Pier No. 3 for which you have not been com.
pensated, would that amount to $3,223.49!
. .A.,. Correct.
Q. With respect to the special equipment, that is the Spud
and drill and auger, what is that amount?
A. $1,556.26.
Q. With respect to the cost accounted for by delay occasioned by this change, how much would that amount to,
sir?
A. $8,893.00.
Q. Making a total of those four items is how much 1
A. $27,581.33.
Q. Against that you are giving a credit of how much for
returnable material?
A. $8,734.53.
Q. When was this contract completed approximately, Mr.
Abernathy?
A. Approximately June of 1961.
Q. You have not yet been paid for these amounts which
·
you are claiming?
A. No, sir.
·
Q. Mr. Abernathy, when did you first notify the Highway
Department of your intention to claim this amount?
A. Well, according to the Section 109.05, I
page 77 ~ didn't think I had to notify them at that time.
Q. When did you first make your claim 1 Did
you 1uake it before final payment was made to you Y
A. I don't know the exact date.
Q. Did you make a claim before the Highway Department?
A. I did.
Q. Was it turned down by the Highway Department?
A. It was.
Q. Do you remember when it was turned down?
A. Final decision was reached October 26, I believe, of
1961.
Q. It was turned down by the State Highway. Commission
of the Highway Department in October, 1961?
A. I think so.
Q. '\Vas that the first time it had been considered by the
Highway Commission, sir?
A. Yes.
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Q. Mr. Abernathy, I was not sure from the answer you
gave me earlier, but have you received final payment from
the Highway Department on this contract or is final payment
being· held up until this claim is settled¥
A. I have received the final payment. The payment is not
being held up until this is settled.
Q. You have received payment for everything
page 78 ~ to which you consider yourself entitled under this
contract except for the claim which you are making
here?
A. Correct.

CROSS EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Stotts:
Q. You have testified here as to the provisions dealing
with the driving of these piles for this contract. I believe
that you said the original contract called for what kind of
piles?
A. Cast-in-place.
Q. And this entails a certain kind of metal shell?
A. Correct.
Q. What type of metal shell could you use 7
A. Either mandrel driven or casing without mandrel.
Q. I show you this special provision here. Would you
identify what specification this is?
A. Supplemental Specifications, Section 403, Bearing Piles.
Q. Under this would you identify this section here 1
A. 403.12-Cast-in-Place Concrete Piles.
Q. Would you read this provision dealing with shell walls Y
A. (Reading) ''Shell walls maybe fluted, helipage 79 ~ cally corrugated, or smooth. The entire shell, including tip, shall be of a design form and thickness which are adequate to hold original form and prevent
harmful distortion of the shell resulting from the driving of
it and any adjacent piles. In any case, the thickness of the
wall metal shall be no less than eighteen gauge (18) for driving with a mandrel or no less than eleven (11) gauge or oneeighth inch (1/8") for driving without a mandrel.''
Q. I believe you testified that you were driving without a
mandrel?
A. Yes.
Q. And, therefore, would be using not less than 11 gauge?
A. That's right.
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Q. Under this where .it says shell walls may be fluted,
helically corrugated or smooth, you picked which one of the
three?
A. V\T e used smooth; we tried smooth and the fluted.
Q. Which did you start with first?
A. Fluted.
Q. Then you went to smooth?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Then you changed to pre-stressed?
A. That is true.
Q. Under this same contract and specifications I
page 80 ~ believe you referred to that a:s Supplemental to
403 of the specifications. 'Vould you read Section 403.15 of this section dealing with bearing piles?
A. (Reading) "Each type bearingQ. vVhat is the title of it first T
A. Basis for Payments. (Reading) ''Each type bearing
pile shall be paid for at the contract unit price per linear
foot, for the number of linear feet of the. type of pile remaining in the completed structure. Test piles shall be paid for
at the c~ntract price per unit test pile. Loading Tests shall
be paid for at the contract price per unit load test. Payment shall include the cost of the reinforcing in concrete
piles required to extend beyond the end of the pile for connections, pointing tips, when found necessary, and the furnishing, fitting and attaching of steel shoes when they are
specified or found necessary for protection of the tips of
timber piles. These payments shall be full compensation for
furnishing all labor, tools, materials and equipment for
driving, cutting off, treatment of heads, splicing, constructing
build-ups and extensions of concrete piles, painting of steel
piles and all other incidentals necessary to .satisfactorily complete the work. ''
Q. Under that you testified that your contract unit price
was what under the original contract¥
A. $7.50.
page 81 ~ Q. And that was to be, as you read here, full
compensation for all the incidentals necessary for
driving these piles satisfactorily, is that correct¥
A. According to the book, yes, sir.
Q. Were you paid'
A. I W8JS paid $7.50 per foot.
Q. For driving these piles?
A. For driving these piles.
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Q. Referring to this diagram that is over here, I believe
you ·said you started with Abutment BY
A. Right.
Q. How many piles did you drive?
A. I don't re1nember exactly how many were in there, but
I believe it is nine.
Q. Ifow many failed?
A. Not any.
Q. Pier 7 was next 7
A. Yes.
Q. How many piles were driven?
A. Sixteen I believe ; I won't be exact.
Q. How many were paid for?
A. All.
Q. What was the next one you went to, the next pier?
A. No.3.
pag·e 82 ~ Q. I-Iow many were in that pier?
A. Eleven I believe.
Q. Eleven of the steel shells?
A. Correct.
Q. How many were paid for in that pier?
_
A. T'vo steel ones, or three steel ones, and the balance of
them was pre-stressed. ·
Q. In other words, in Abutment B you drove nine and
were paid and in Pier 7 you drove sixteen and were paid and
Pier 3, the next one, you drove eleven you say and were paid
for three steel piles f
A. That's right.
Q. If my aritl1metic is correct, nine and sixteen is twentyfive and eleven is thirty-six piles, and out of that nine and
sixteen, which is twenty-five, and three more of the eleven
were paid for completely by the Department of the first ones
you drove?
A. (Nodding head).
Q. Yet, you state that this type of pile could not be satisfactorily driven; is that correct?
A. No, I didn't state that.
Q. Could this pile be satisfactorily driven?
A. It wasn't.
Q. ·Could it have been satisfactorily~Ir. Causey: If Your Ifonor please, I think that
page 83 r we would object to this line of questioning. If
you want to hear us on it in the absence of the
jury, it was a matter of the possibility of this issue coming
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up when we were in Chambers, and we think it is precluded,
Slr.

The Court: You are asking him whether it could be successfully driven any place other than where it 'vas actually
driven Y
Mr. Stotts: On the job.
The Court: He stated that he put in three and the rest
were pre-stre,ssed at Pier No. 3; is that right¥
Mr. Stotts: That's right. As I understood from his testimony, it couldn't be driven satisfactorily, so the Highway
Department directed him to change it.
The Court: That is what he stated before.
Mr. Stotts: Just now he said he didn't say that it could be
satisfactorily driven.
The Court: He has already answered it once before, and
now he has changed his answer as I understand it. \Ve are
not going into the details at this time.
page 84 ~ Mr. Causey: I think the line of questioning is
headed towards that.
T·he Court: Let's wait for thaf. I will overrule the motion at this time.
By Mr. Stotts: (Continuing)
Q. The question was I believe, since you state that it could
not be .satisfactorily driven, would you answer now could
they satisfactorily be driven Y
J\IIr. Causey: If Your Honor please, that is exactly· the
point which we are getting at, 'vhich as I understand it from
what we have discussed previouslyThe Court : Suppose we retire to Chambers for a minute
and get over _this.
·
Note: At this point Court and counsel retire to Chambers,
and in the absence of the jury the hearing continues as follows:
J\:fr. Causey: If Your Honor please, the only purpose of
this line of questioning is either to elicit, perhaps, an opinion
from the witness that the piles could be satisfactorily driven
or to lay the basis for examination of another witness in
contradiction. Should he express the opinion· they could not
be satisfactorily driven and someone would come
pag·e 85 ~ along and testify that they couldThe Court : Haven't we already established
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for the purposes of this case the question of whether he
used the proper gauge had been satisfied?
Mr. Causey: Yes, sir.
The Court : In other words, that he used 7 gauge, and in
the engineer 'is opinion, the type of piling, the concrete poured
in place which "ras called for was not satisfactory on the
job.
1\Ir. Causey: That's right.
The Court: Now if Mr. Abernathy differed with the engineer and the Highway Department still wanted to change
it, how could it hurt Mr. Abernathy? That is. 'vhy I didn't
want to exclude him to the point. In other words, we have to
get to the question of whether or not when they get into the
question of the size or the gauge or something like that, but
their own engineer has stated that they were unsatisfactory.
Now Mr. Abernathy n1ay have thought they were and there
might be an explanation of why the change was made.
Mr. Causey: Our point, sir, would be this: that
page 86 r the Highway Department, having made the determination that that type of pile could not be satisfactorily driven, that that issue is settled and it makes no
difference whatsoever whether anybody thought it could be
driven or not.
·
The Court: I see what you are driving at. You are saying
that the basic proposition makes no difference.
Mr. Causey: ·Yes, sir.
The Court: In order to be consistent, as I ,said before, it
looks like the Highway Department, or Mr. Day through the
Highway Department, and Mr. Harris are estopped to say
that they could be satisfactorily driven, but what worried me
you have one pier here and you have three that went in all
right, and then they shifted over to the other type, and then
I thought they were carrying on over to what you opened
the door on to where they stopped and why they stopped
when they got to the point, and I think he would be entitled
to go up a.t least to the point you went to. In other words,
you asked Mr. Abernathy, as I recall, what happage 87 ~ pened.
Mr. Causey: Yes, sir.
The Court: . He ·said when he got to Pier 3, or at least
Pier 7, he drove them out of sight, but they let us fill them up,
and, in effect, they used them and then he got to Pier 7, and
I think they are entitled to show at what point did the shift
take place, and I think they are entitled to show that they had
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to delay driving or attempting to drive the casings and get
over into the other.
Mr. Causey : But the question which was asked himThe Court: Did he feel that these kind could be driven.
Mr. Oausey: Yes, sir, and we feel that issue is closed.
~1r. Stotts: In n1aking the statement to him that up to
that point they could not be satisfactorily driven, and that is
what I understood him to say on direct examination, and
when I was going on that statementThe Court: You were just impeaching his testimony.
:hfr. Stotts: He .said, ''I didn't say that,'' and then I
thought it was legitimatepage 88 ~ The Court: l-Ie denied making the statement.
Mr. Stotts: Yes, sir.
.
The Court : Then you can ask him you don't recall having
said that or you now deny what you said before. That part is
perfectly all right. He is, in effect, impeaching· your witness on a different statement made on cross examination
than he made on direct examination.
Mr. Causey: .He has already answered that because his
answer was, ''No, I did not make that statement." I said
that the Highway Department determinedMr. Stotts: No, he didn't say that. He said, "No, I did
not make that statement." If he is going to make two inconsistent statements in the record:hfr. Causey: The proper question now is whether he simply
made that statement or did not make that statement.
Mr. Sutton: He said why, yes, some could be driven.
That was really his answer, and then when he was asked then
you say none could be driven, his answer would be no, because
some had been driven successfully.
page 89 }- The Court : The point is they drove them all
right, but then they crumbled in the bottom.
1\fr. Stotts: Some of them crumbled, but that is immaterial.
The Court : Shall we agree on it this way, keeping in
mind the ruling of the Court : You try to avoid questions
which deal with whether the gauge was heavy or not or otherwise, because as I see it the Highway Department has already said that type of piling,. whether it was three gauge
or one gauge or what, wouldn't work in there.
Mr. Causey: If it is solely the question that you claim
that he gave a different answer before, that would be a different thing, but you don't get at that by asking is that your
opinion.
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Note: At this point Court and counsel return to the
Courtroom and in the presence of the jury the hearing con..:
tinues as follows :
·
By Mr. Stotts: (Continuing)
Q. Mr. Abernathy, we were at the point wl1ere Abutment
B had been joined and nine piles driven successfully and
sixteen driven and at Pier 3, three which were
page 90 ~ metal shelLS' and they were driven suc.cessfully and
paid for, twenty-eight at the contract unit price.
You had been paid at the contract unit price; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. At this point for Abutment A had any piling been
driven for Piers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6?
A. No, sir.
Q. Were any pilings even driven for these without metal
shells that were successful~
A. No, sir.
Q. Now in ordering n1eta.l shells, you ordered how many
feet and had it delivered to the job?
A. Approximately 4800 feet, 47 or 4800 feet.
Q. Can you recall what the quantity on the contract plans
called for?
A. 2800.
Q. How do you explain the difference in the quantity you

ordered and the quantity shown on the plans?
A. Over-run, estimated over-run; we drove 4600 and some
I believe.
. Q. I mean at the time you ordered I believe you state that
you ordered all of these and had them on the job before this
difficulty arose, had your contract quantities; is that correct?
A. They were ordered but not all of them were
page 91 ~ on the job.
Q. How many feet were on the job when your
difficulty arose ?
A. Approximately 2800 feet.
Q:·· Do you have "\yhen those were delivered on the job?
A. I do not here, but I do at the house.
Q. But it was approximately the contract quantity at that
time?
A. Correct
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·Q. You say you had the others on order but had not been
delivered¥
A. They were on railroad cars when we decided to make
the change.
Q. When were they on railroad cars loaded 1 What date
approximately?
A. Approximately May 1st.
Q. When did you first run into difficulty on these piers?
A. The latter part of May-the latter part of April.
Q. The fir.st time that you ran into difficulties did you make
any attempt to stop delivery on these or could you?
A. No, sir, they 'vere rolling.
Q. I believe you have testified that they were
page 92 ~ on freight cars the first part of May?
A. That's right.
Q. You found out about tbe difficulty the latter part of
April!
A. True.
Q. I am saying in the latter part of April could you have
stopped further shipments of these?
A. Yes, but we had completed driving and didn't know
they had failed, and we had ordered enough to go ahead
through with the next job that we were short then.
Q. When did you learn of the failure then?
A. Around the first of May.
Q. In other words, you did not learn of it in time to have
stopped the shipment 7
A. That is correct.
Q. Could you have returned the .shipment?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did you make any inquiry as to whether or not you
could return the shipment?
A. I did not.
Q. Have you ever had dealings with this company before
and on this type of piling?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you ever had to return any piling to them?
A. No, sir.
page 93 ~ Q. But. you made no inquiry as to whether or
not von could have returned these 7
A. Not at that date.
Q. At what date did you make inquiry?
A. It looks like June 6th.
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Q. June 6th you made inquiry Y What did this inquiry
consist off
A. Do you want me to read this (indicating) Y
Q. You can read it if you want or just tell us in your own
words. You made inquiry of Union Metal Company? Did
they say they would or not take them back Y
A. They said, "Please note the quantity of pile Mr.
Abernathy has on hand at their site at ·Glen Allen, Virginia.
I would appreciate your bearing this in mind as this material
could be used if a job came up requiring this type piling,
saving the freight.''
Q. You stated on direct examination that it cost 10% for
restocking charges, but now you say they waived that 10%,
or did you?
A. It wasn't then, but no'v there is a reconditioning
charge.
Q. But at the time you could have sent them back without
the 10% restocking charge~
A. Yes.
Q. Did you drive a test pile on this project, or
page 94 ~ any test pile~s Y
A. No, sir.
Q. Do the specifications call for driving a test pile 1
A. I don't know.
Q. I direct your attention to Section 403.09 of tl1e specifications dealing with these bearing piles and I would ask you
to read that section.
A. (Reading) ''Test Piles-The contractor shall he responsible for determining the correct lengths of piles required
for adequate bearing and shall drive test piles sufficient in
number to determine correct lengths. These test piles shall be
of ample lengths to provide for variations in sub-soil conditions without necessity for splicing. Any test pile driven in
proper location and remaining in the structure shall be considered for payment as hereinafter .specified.''
Q. You say you did not drive these test pi1es as called for
here, but, yet, you made a. determination as to how many feet
of piling you would need on the project; is that correct?
A. That's right.
Q. On what was that based?
A. What we had driven previously.
Q. On this job?
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page 95

~

A. Yes.
Q. lVIr. Abernathy, did you ever request the

Highway Department to give you any sugges-.
tions as to what to do about this job Y •
A. I don't know.
Q. Well, did the Highway Department just come out and
say you are in trouble and here is what we suggest¥
A. They knew I was in trouble.
Q. But you don't recall asking them for suggestions?
A. Definitely, I don't reca.ll definitely asking them, althought we had suggestions made to us which we tried to
carry out.
Q. Then you don't recall that they weren't made at your
request?
A. That is correct.
Q. You stated that the decision was made to change to prestressed concrete piles, in the course of 'vhich this work
order was entered into. Whose decision was this?
A. The Highway Department as far as I know.
Q. How did this come about Y
A. Well, we couldn't successfully drive the other type.
Q. Did the Highway Department just come up and say or
did they tell you you had to go to pre-stressed or tell you you
could go to pre-stressed~
A. They suggested that we go to pre-stressed.
page 96 ~ Q. What did you say?
A. I don't know what I said at the time.
Q. The Department suggested that you go to pre-stressed,
but you don't know wha.t you .said? Did you say, ''I will or I
won 't''i
A. I don't say I won't, because I did.
Q. Was there a discussion of the price for driving prestressed at this timeT
A. There was.
Q. What was the decision as to the priceY
A. The decision as to price was in the Richmond offi-ce,
and they stated that the Bureau of Public Roads also1\IIr. Collins I believe is correct~said that he could okay the
work order for the amount of the original contract. If it was
more than that, he could not okay it, and, consequently, the
work order wa·s written for the same amount as was on the
original contract.
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Q. I believe this has been referred to also, this "\Vork Order
No. 1 covering the deletion of the cast-in-place and substitu, ing the pre-stressed concrete piles. Does that show the same
unit price for both~
A. Correct.
Q. Would you read this statement as the bottom of this
work order sheet, this statement printed right here above
your name?
page 97 ~ A. (Reading) "I hereby agree to perform
andjor non-perform, as indicated, the work shown
above at the unit prices given in accordance with my original
contract and in accordance with any specific specifications
which may be attached."
Q. Is that your signature?
A. That is my signature.
Q. What did you think that statement meant when you
signed that work orde~r1
A. Well, when I signed that work order, it meant to me to
get the bridge completed for the public. In other words,
they didn't want a hold-up. They simply stated that to me.
They didn't want to redesign the foundations. It would take
time to do that, and I didn't want to hold the job up any more
than they did.
Q. Did this work order result in a conference between the
I-Iighway Department and you as contractor?
A. Correct.
Q. So both parties executed this contract on this knowledge?
A. (nodding head).
Q. 1\fr. Abernathy, you have testified extensively from this
list or statement which was attached to your petition of costs
involved and so forth. All these materials that you list here
left on hand, I believe you testified that they were all ones
that you had on the job and were not able to dispage 98 ~ pose of or use; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
·
Q. The second item, the work performed of seven shell
piles driven, one suggested by the engineer of the Bridge Department and the concrete for that. What do you mean by
this : one at the sng·gestion of the engineer of the Bridge
Department f
A. The Bureau of Public R.oads and the engineer, one of
the enp:ineers came down and wanted to see one driven, so we
drove it until it collapsed.
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Q. Would you have driven any more of these if he hadn't
requested this to be driven Y
.
A. No.
Q. You had stopped using this type of pile at this time 1
A. We had stopped.
Q. Where was this?
A. Pier No. 3.
Q. How many 'vere in there before you drove this?
A. It must have been about eight if nine were drove 1n
there.
Q. I believe you testified earlier that you all had eleven in
Pier 7?
A. Yes, eleven is what it takes.
Q. Where do the seven piles driven come in
page 99 ~ then. Are these ones that failed?
A. That is correct.
Q. Under what you read did you understand under your
contract that you were only supposed to be paid for those
satisfactorily driven in place?
A. I don 't-I don't know.
Q. Well, you testified that you had other bridge jobs with
the Highway Department; is that correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. Have you driven this type of piling on other jobs f
A. I have.
Q. Have you ever been paid for one that wasn't satisfactory?
A. I have never had one to collapse before.
Q. You never had one to collapse?
A. No, sir.
Note: After a recess for lunch the hearing continues at
2:00 o'clock P. M. as follows:
By Mr. Stotts: (Continuing)
Q. 1\fr. Abernathy, I believe we were going through at the
time this list of damages you l1ad attached to your petition.
Here on Item 3 you list certain equipment the cost incident
to procurement of one Spud. I believe you testipag·e 100 r fied that Spud wa.s used where, on which piles
here?
A. Used on the piles on Pier No. 7.
Q. And was not used at any other pier?
A. No.
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Q. It was not used at Pier 3~
A. No.
Q. Were you paid for the piles in Pier 7 f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was this a cost incidental to the driving of the piles
and pier setting for which you were paid!
A. It was a cost up and above that figured in the driving
of piles in Pier 7.
Q. "\Vhat do you mean by that figured in the cost of driving
the pilesf
A. We didn't figure on having to buy Spuds when we
figured on driving the piles.
Q. I believe from Section 403.15 that you did agree that all
compensation, or the compensation for furnishing all labor,
tools, materials and equipment for driving these would be
paid for at the unit price for those satisfactorily driven in
place, did you not?
A. I would say yes, with the exception of this special equipment, such as the building· of a Spud or something that is not
customarily used in driving piles.
Q. Does this statement in here ''Basis For
page 101 ~ Payment,'' does that say for what is customary
or does it say for all?
A. For all.
Q. For all?
A. For all.
Q. Now this sam.e item lists a vertical drill. Where was
this vertical drill used 1
A. It was used to drill the holes as suggested to try to
drive the piles in after the others had caved.
Q. Is this also equipment incidental to the satisfactory
driving of these piles in the same category as a Spud f
A. Up and above, yes, .sir.
Q. Up and above what you agreed to under the contract?
A. No, sir, I don't mean it that way. I mean up and above
customarily used for driving· piles.
Q. But you did agree that the unit price would be for all
the equipment, tools, materials and labor for driving these
piles?
A. (No answer).
Q. Going on further, you list certain pieces of equipment
and I believe you testified that vour figures were derived from
this book on rental rates?
·
A. Correct.
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Q. Did you rent all of this equipment?

page 102

~

A. We do rent some equipment. We rent
equipment from others and also vice versa. We
rent equipment out and we also rent some equip-

ment.
Q. Was any of this equipment that you listed here rental
equipment or was it your own equipment?
A. The drill was the only piece as I recall of the outside
rental equipment.
Q. In other words, the 40-ton crane and the 220 BucyrusEric Diesel Crawler Crane and the concrete mixer and so
forth were all your equipment Y
A. That is correct.
Q. Isn't it customary in the construction industry, when
yon are making a claim, not to claim the full rental, but only
a portion of it, because it was only a portion of the equipment
being used that would be applicable if you were using it?
A. If you were renting it-I don't know of it, no, sir.
Q. What I mean, if you were renting it, you could say,
"I pay so much per month"?
A. They don't make any discretion if you are renting.
Q. Exactly, but it was your equipment. You weren't working it, were yon? Were you working this equipment during
this timeT
A. No, sir, it was being held up.
page 103 ~ Q. It was sitting there idle?
A. It was being held up to a certain extent.
Q. If you were working it, would there be certain depreciation on that equipment?
A. Depreciation goes on whether it is working or not working.
Q. Would it depreciate more sitting there or being worked?
A. I would say it's very little difference. It depends on
how you took care of it.
Q. ·Then you 'vould say it doesn't depreciate any more
working your equipment than it does sitting on the job?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Let me get one thing straight. This contract that provided for the driving of the piles, you drove the piles as you
testified on one abutment of these two piers before this change
or work order was entered into; is that correct?
A. One abutment and one pier.
Q. "'When was the work order entered into?
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A. The first of ~lay I believe is the date-the second of
June I believe it is.
Q. And you say at that time you had not driven any piles
in Pier 37
A. No, I didn't say that. I said we hadn't finished. We
had completed Abutment Band Pier No.7. It was
.
page 104 ~ none other than those two piles of three was the
only piles that were driven in No. 3 that would be
acceptable.
Q. But piles had been driven in No. 3 Y
A. Yes.
Q. And no piles driven in the remainder of the piers or
abutments?
A. No, sir.
Q. And no attempt was ever made·?
.A. No, sir.
~Ir.

Stotts : No further questions.
The Court: Any redirect examination 7
Mr. Causey: Yes, sir.
RE.DIRECT EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Cau~ey:
Q. Mr. Abernathy, I think there bas been some question
raised as to the amount of the materials or tubes that you
ordered for the job. I show you the original estimate or
proposal on which you bid and ask .you the number of linear
feet which was specified in that estimate as being the estimate on which would be driven?
A. 2,831 lineal feet.
Q. Now you ordered, I believe you testified, something in·
the nature of 4,000 feet?
A. All told I would say yes, sir.
Q. Why did you order that excess quantity, Mr. Abernathy?
page 105 ~ A. Well, after driving Pier No. 7 we found that
the pilings were overrunning at approximately
20 foot per pile.
Q. In other words, that the amount of piling which was
driven necessary to obtain the required bearing was more
than what had been anticipated from the contract? ·
A. That's right.
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Q. Did the total amount of piling which was driven on that
job overrun in the final analysis?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Mr. Abernathy, I 1show you Work Order No. 2 which is
filed as a part of Exhibit No.1 and ask you to read from that
work order the overrun which existed when the job was finally completed. What was the overrun so far as concrete piles
cast-in-place f
A. They had deleted and this was an increase here after
the deletion of 446 feet.
Q. What was the overrun as far as pre-stressed concrete f
A. 1,331.4 feet.
Q. vVhich makes a total ofA. vVhich makes 1,777 feet.
Q. If you go ahead and add that 1,777 feet to the original
amount of 2,831 feet, 'vhat did you get as to the final amount
of piling used?
A. Correct.
page 106 ~ Q. '¥hat would be the total of those two figures,
4500 feet approxiately?
A. Approximately.
Q. And that is approximately what you ordered?
A. That's right.
Q. A pretty good estimate. Have you ever had occasion on
previous bridge jobs that you have done for the Highway
Department before, and you testified there have been several
and have those jobs been jobs involving cast-in-place piling?
A. I would say we had 8, 6 or 8 or 10 various jobs.
Q. Ifave you ever had occasion on any of those previous
jobs to be required to purchase or to make any such equipment as the Spud or drill that you had to make to use on this
job?
A. No. sir.
Q. I think there was some question as to the time which
you filed this claim. You recall wl1en you originally made
your claim and to whom it was made, sir?
A. Approximately April of 1961.
Q. You say April of 1961?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you recall when final statement was done on this
job?
A. Approximately September of 1961, the first
page 107 ~ of September of 1961.
.
Q. So that the claim was filed with the Highway
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Department prior to the final statement and final payment t
A. Correct.
Mr. Causey: That is all.
RECROSS EXAl\JIINATION.
By Mr. Stotts:
Q. Mr. Mr. Abernathy, I believe you testified just now on
redirect examination that you never had to purchase this
special equipment for driving these piles before. Isn't that
due to the fact tha.t you had never run into this difficulty before that the question had never arioSen'
A. That is correct.
Q. One other question I would like to ask. The question as
to when this time as to the filing of this claim, was any demand, written or otherwise, made for compensation at the
time of the work order, not before the final or anything, but
at the tiine of the change that was n1ade from cast-in-place to
pre-stressed f
A. I took at the time that we were talking about the work
order and before I signed the work order I took this-I
wouldn't ·say all these, but some of these very pape1~s here
down to Mr. Johnson's office and I asked him personally
what could I do about collecting for these piles
page 108 ~ I had on hand, and the answer was that of, of
course, I could enter a claim. I asked him if I
would have to enter a claim, and he ans"Tered that that was
my prerogative.
Q. Did you enter a claim at that time?
A. No, sir.
Q. '¥hen did you make a claim 1
A. April of 1961.
.
Q. Did you make any provision for letting the Department
check on these prices or anything in regard to thi's claim at
the time the change was made from one to the other?
A. No, sir, I didn't feel that it was necessary according
to my interpretation of the Section 109.05.
Q. You didn't feel it was necessary to let the Department
know that you were going to make a claim in order that they
would be on notice and could check these figures?
A. Correct.
Witness stood aside.
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Mr. Causey: Your Honor please, we are through with this
witness and we would rest, sir.
Mr. Stotts: If Your Honor please, we would
page 109 ~ like to make a motion.
The Court: All right, let's go in Chambers.
Note: At this point Court and counsel retire to Chambers
and in the absence of the jury the hearing continues as follows:
l'Ir. Stotts : Your Honor, we would like to make a motion
to strike the plaintiff's evidence and move for summary judgment on the basis that the plaintiff has not established a case
here and on the basis, as a matter of law, this cause of action
cannot be had against the defendants at this time.
N o'v we base this on the same reasons that we based our
motion for summary judgment originally; that we had an original contract whereby the parties entered into to build this
bridge, and one of the terms of the contract was to provide
this cast-in-place concrete piles, which was undertaken, and
when difficulty arose the parties got together, entered into
a work order modifying the original contract in one term only,
and that was the term substitute pre-stress for cast-in-place
concrete piles and to perform thereunder, and
page 110 ~ that this having been done, that under the terms
of the express contract which the parties have
made, the terms of the contract should be enforced as made
by the parties, and, therefore, having been paid for it under
the contract unit price, they are not entitled to any additional
compensation for which they are seeking in this action at this
time, and that, in essence, is QUr position.
.
~fr. Causey: Our position is as it was before. Under the
contract this is a claim that clearly falls under Section 109.05,
which is a claim with respect to an item eliminated from the
contract; that the item was eliminated at the direction of the
Highway Department, and that we are entitled to go ahead
and recover the damages which are permitted us under the
contract.
I can reiterate all that we have said beforeThe Court : I don't think it's necessarv to reiterate it. One
thing that struck me is this: As I unders-tood Mr. Abernathy
in his testimony, he stated that, in effect, .he went on and
drove the piling, did he not, in Abutment B, Pier
page 111 ~ 7, and in the process of driving Pier 3 he had
only three successful ones, but I understood him
to say that he went ahead and drove some others and that this
took place in the latter part of April.
}.fr. Causey: Yes, sir.
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The Court: Then it wasn't clear in. my mind as to what
his testimony was at to who, in effect, called for this chang-e.
I mean for some reason it was nebulous to me as to whether
the Hig·hway n1an had said, "'Ve have got to chang·e it"what I am getting· at is this Spud and this drill and those various itcrns w'hich were extra equipment they were using in,
more or less, experimental work1\tir. Causey: l\tly understanding of his testimony, as best
I recollect it, he testified that so far as the Spud and drill
were concerned that they were procured by him and used
at the suggestion of the Highway Department. The q1:1estion
was asked him on cross examination as to whether he requested the Highway Department to make suggestions. He
said he was not sure, but I think he was quite direct in saying
that the Spud and drill were used at the sugpage 112 r gestion of the Highway Department.
.
Mr. Stotts: I think Mr. Causey did state that
correctly that he wasn't sure whether he requested it or not.
The Court: Then we are at the point now, I take it, the
only real que:stion is the word elimination1\tir. Stotts: Under eliminated items where it says items
found unnecessary, the piling is necessary.
Mr. Causey: Actually, what was found for completion of
the contract was that cast-in-place concrete piles were found
unnecessary to complete it, the piling being changed.
The Court: Well, anything that was on hand, materials,
orders and workMr. Stotts: If any iten1 is found to be unnecessary, and
that is like his example about eliminating the bridge, and you
cut out the whole bridge and he had his steel beams on it and
you have to pay him by the beams, in effect.
The Court: What I am still worried about: Mr. Abernathy
said he communicated with the Department in April, 1961 to
the effect that he wanted to make a claim for
page 113 r these extras, so to speak, and he 'vent ahead and
accepted the final payment under the contract,
and, if I am remembering correctly, there is something in
there that would indicate that it would be up to him to have
put in son1e kind of claim in writing.
Mr. Causey: The claim was in in writing.
The Court: Or had the matter considered before final
payment, because isn't that provision in there? I may be
wrong, but isn't there a provision that says final payment is
final payment and that is it and you can't come back later¥
1\fr. Stotts: Here is the section on acceptance and final
payment.
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The Court: Yes, Section 109.09, but after reading this,
I mean it would appear to me that there was or should be
some burden on the contractor to indicate to them that final
payment was not ~satisfactory.
Mr. Causey: There was a elaim which was pending before
the Highway Department at that time. In other words, here
was the claim pending which was over and above, and the
Hig·hway Department had knowledge of the claim,
page 114 r and there is nothing in Section 109.09 which says
that the payment, in other words, what the Highway Department will allow so far as the job is concerned precludes the consideration of any claim, particularly when that
claim is filed and is known by the Highway Department at the
time.
The Court: You go back to Section 109.05 where it says
''allowance will not be made for such item or items so eliminated in making final payment to the contractor, except for
actual work as shall be done and materials purchased, including the cost of moving in• and out the special equipment
necessary for work on the eliminated item or iten1s prior to
notification of the elimination of such item or items,'' and
that would indicate to me that under the contract you would
say, ''All right, here we sit. You put in this clahn for this
extra work and for these iten1s eliminated-," let's just call
it for ite1ns eliminated, "-and, yet, at the same titne 'vhen
·we present you with a final staten1ent 'vhich shows all that we
are going to pay, you accept it; you accept the check and
you deliver title to the job to the IIighway Depage 115 r pa.rttnent," let's call it, but all you have here you
have a claim before the Commission, true, but
wouldn't you have said, "vVait a minute. 'Ve have got this
claim here. 'Ve are not going to accept final payment. We
are g-oing- to keep this case open until the Commission acts on
that clain1. ''
In other words, if you are allowing on the elimination
portion of the contract, then it would stand to reason that
you would have to comply with the provisions of the contract,
and the provisions of the contract provide what shall be .done
and how payment shall be made for eliminations, and instead
of that Mr. Abernathy lets the contract go as she runs and
he gets his final payment, and then he comes back later and
he says, "Wait a minute, I have got this claim here which,
admittedly, ougl1t to be paid in the final payment if it is
going to be paid at all, and, yet, I went ahead and accepted
the final payment, still leaving it outstanding.
~fr. Causey: I think you have this situation: The claim
had been filed before the final statement 'vas prepared.
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The Court: True.
Mr. Causey: It was pending before the Highway Commission. This goes both ways. The Highway Departn1ent could have said, "So long as the claim is
pending we are not going to certify this thing for final payment," or, contrary-wise, in your theory the proposition that
Mr. Abernathy could have refused the final statement, in effect, and said, ''I am not going to enter into any final statement until the clain1 has been disposed of.''
Actually, what happened as far as the chronology is concerned, the claim was pending at the time the final statement
was prepared and everybody was aware of that and that it
was a pending claim, and that so far as the consideration of
the claim was concerned, the fact of the final statement had
no bearing on it. It is not raised, in any way, shape or
form in the defense in the pleadings. The Highway Commission did not actually act on it, did not consider it until
after the final statement had been made and final payment
on that basis, because this was something over and above,
which was going ahead and pending, and if the Highway Department had turned it down on the ground that
page 117 ~ in their practice and their procedure and so forth
the fact that he had accepted the final payment
precluded him fron1 any further prosecution of this claim and
if that was not in accordance with their practice, I think it
would have been argued in accord and satisfaction, but that
argument has not been made, so I think that the parties recognize that the final statement under the situation of this·
particular case did not preclude consideration of a claim
which was pending actually at the time.
The Court: You mean by the Commission?
Mr. Causey: Or in the absence of any plea of accord and
satisfaction.
Mr. Stotts: Let me say first he says this works both ways.
The Highway Department had no need to say, ''Mr. Abernathy, remember if you take this, you are not going to have
anything under this section.'' The claim pending before the
Highway Commission at that time was not based upon any
part of this section being applicable at all. It was just for
compensation for these additionalMr. ·Causey: I have a letter which refers to
page 118 ~ 109.05 in the final paragraph.
Mr. Stotts: It wasn't brought to the attention of the Commission.
1\fr. Toombs: I drafted the letter and I put it in there.
Mr. Stotts: I might be wrong about that, but even with
that notice to them, that might be even more reason. Tl1ey

page 116 ~
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may say if he accepts final payment, that is up to him, but
the fact was that it was turned down first this section not
even being applicable.
The Court: I took the best way. I took it that what the
Highway Department said, in effect, when they tendered for
examination in accordance with the contract the final certificate before the final draft was drawn to pay Mr. Abernathy
that, since they did not include anything about this claim and
now that they have, in effect, denied the claim, I don't see
how you could read it any other way, unless as Mr. Causey
and l\fr. Sutton and Mr. Toombs says, that they knew that
this was the ground on which the claim was being made and as
a result of that they saw fit to deny it, and as a practical
matter Mr. Abernathy didn't want to wait any
page 119 ~ longer than he had to because he had people to
pay a.nY'vay, and rather than take a chance and
issue a check to him for his balance ·without the final certificate, which they couldn't do, because then the Commonwealth would be liable for the full amount, they went ahead
and paid the check, and I can see the practicalities of it, but
it strikes n1e that, in essence, the only way this case can
stay in is by virtue of it being an elimination, by virtue of
considering the elimination of the item of cast-in-place pilings and the substitution therefor for pre-.stressed pilings,
because if that is the case, you might say on a quasi contract
basis implicit between the basic lines of the contract that
lfr. Abernathy may be entitled to recover and the Department may be estopped to deny a determination by virtue of
their action in issuing the final certificate without mentioning the claim as it then stood.
lfr. Sutton: If Your Honor please, Mr. Abernathy was
told when he asked about that thing at the time that ''Your
prerogative is to file a clain1, '' told by the Highway Commission, and he did exactly what the Highway
page 120 ~ Commission told him to do, file a claim, and since
then he has actively been prosecuting that claim.
Mr. Toombs : The accord and satisfactionThe Court: I think I raised that.
Mr. Sutton: I know you have to notify the Comptroller
and about seven others.
The Court: The date of the institution of the suit is not
particularly important. The only question for the purpose of
this is whether there was a claim in fact filed with them in
connection with it.
Mr. Sutton: We have tl1e written clain1, and the claim
recites that particular number be testified tha.t it was filed,
and they have a copy of it.
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The Court: As far as prin1a facie case is concerned-again
I am ducking the question of law-I feel that since these
gentlemen vouched the record, and I take it that when we
enter by stipulation or otherwise introd_uce the record ~s _to
the filing of the claim, I feel that at th1s stage the pla1nhff
l1as established a prima facie case, and I think we .should go
ahead, and I overrule your motion to strike the plaintiff's
evidence.
page 121 r I am just overruling it in general. I am not
going to give you any basis.
J.\IIr. J ollnston: May we for the purposes of the record note .
our objection and exception for the reasons previously stated~
The Court: All right.
Mr. Johnston: May we request that you strike the evidence of the plaintiff insofar as the Spud and the time and
labor insofar as it relates to those pilings in Pier 7; that that
evidence as to Pier 7 shows Mr. Abernathy as having been
paid for and applying the law of the specificationsThe Court: You mean on Mr. Abernathy's own admission
you are saying that, in effect, he was paid for that piling
and no other way to look at it and that tha.t was one of those
difficulties unforeseen and those other mattersYr. Johnston: Meant to be covered by the specifications.
The Court: Which he was held for?
Mr. Johnston: Yes.
Mr. Causey: Our position would be on that in ~fr. Abernathy's testimony we come down essentially to the proposition that this was the first and only job which
page 122 ~ he has ever experienced where it ultimately developed, pursuant to a finding of the Highway Department, that 'vhat had been specified in the way of cast-inplace plies were not suitable so far as the job was concerned;
that because tha.t was basically the responsibility of the
Highway Department in making· initially the 'vrong determinations as to what could be satisfactorily used so far as
the thing was concerned; that he was required to go to extra
and unusual expense in his efforts to meet the Highway Department's requirements, which subsequently they found to
be unmeetable, and so far as the Spud and drill are concerned that they fall into that category.
Now I will admit that the Spud, and according to Mr.
Abernathy's testimony, the Spud was only used with respect
to Pier No. 7, and all the cast-in-place piles which were
driven there were accepted and paid for.
If this item had not been eliminated from the contract, I
think I 'vould further be required to admit that any special
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equipment which he bought to g·o ahead and complete it would fall within the payment division
under Section 405.13, I think it is, but in the
particular feature in this case, because of the efforts and
the requests which were made, and that I think that it was
undisputed that it was at the request of the Highway Department that the Spud and drill be used, but he is entitled for
reimbursement for those.
The Spud is one thing and the drill another. The drill
where it was used the holes closed and, as a matter of fact,
no piles were driven in any of the holes that were closed.
The Court: I understood Mr. Abernathy to say you drill
the hole when you put the piling in; and then subsequently
when the earth started working back on you, it crushed those
pilings.
1\'Ir. Abernathy: Yes, sir.
~Ir. Sutton: But none of them were ever accepted.
1\Ir. Johnston: All piers in Pier 7 were accepted and paid
for. There was no question of impossibility of performance
on Pier 7 because by way of fact those pier,s were put in the
ground and the concrete was poured inpage 124 ~ The Court: You mean pilings~
:M.r. Johnston: Yes, and the concrete was
poured in there and he was paid for the lineal feet.
The Court: This was the only basis that the Spud and
drill were used on Pier 77
Mr. Stotts: I think l1e testified that the drill was used on
Pier 3, but the Spud used only on Pier 7. On Pier 7, what was
used exclusively on Pier 7, the Spud was used exclusively on
Pier 7, which was completely paid for.
The Court: Well, it would appear at this time that it is
not necessary to strike that evidence. What we are going to
have to do is we will have to instruct the jury in the long run
in an instruction that you cannot recover that; but under the
circumstances you must disregard any evidence as to the
cost of the Spud and drill, if we get to it.
:.Mr. Causey: I may be putting words into their mouth, but
I think they realize that the Spud and drill are to be separated.
The Court: Again I say that as of the moment the prime
impression that I have from my own notes and
page 125 ~ from listening to Mr. Abernathy is to the effect
that the Spud and drill were utilized at the instance, so to speak, and I use the word advisedly, of the
Highway Department and it was done by him in one sense
as an accommodation by him to see if they couldn't 'vork
these piles into the ground, and it 'vasn 't a necessary addition
page 123

~
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J. N. Clary.
to his expenses from the standpoint of here he was with his
equipment and his materials. He was ready to put it in the
ground, and for that reason I won't rule on your motion
right now. I will hear the evidence from the defendants and
rebuttal fro1n the plaintiff on that particular point.
Mr. Johnston: We would like to object for the Court.'s
failure to rule on that motion at this time.
We "rould like to approach the Court and vouch the record, producing the witnesses who will testify that this contract could have been performed as drawn by the specifications.
The Court: We will do that out of the presence of the
jury. In other words, if we get to it in its proper form,
what we will do possibly late this afternoon, if
page 126 ~ you see fit, after the jury is dismissed for the day
you can put your witnesses on and have your
direct examination and cross examination so you will have
all of that in the record "rhat would have been said but for the
ruling of the Court, or it may be done the first thing in the
morning.
Note: At this point Court and counsel return to the Courtroom and in the presence of the jury the hearing continues
as follows:
STIPULATION.
It is stipulated by and between counsel for the petitioners
and the defendants that the original claim made by Mr.
Abernathy giving rise to this case was made under date of
April 13, 1961 and was made under the provisions of Section
109.05 of the 1958 Road and Bridge Specifications as part of
the contract.
~

J. N. CLARY,
a 'vitness introduced on behalf of the defendants,
first being duly sworn, testified as follows :
page 127

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Johnston:
Q. Would you state your name and address?
A. J. N. Clary, 1300 Laburnum Avenue, Richmond.
Q. Would you give your age and occupation?
A. Sta.te bridge engineer and I am 56.
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Q. What are your qualifications for the position you hold 7
A. 'Veil, I have been in the Department in the· Bridge
Division .since 1926, and I have been State Bridge Engineer
since 1952. I am a Fellow of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, and I am registered by written examination by
virtue of my job. I am a member of the Bridge Committee
of the Southern Society of Highway Officials. I am a.t present Chairman of the Bridg·e Committee of the Highway and
Research Board and a member of the American Society of
Engineers. I have served on a number of sub-committees. One
was to develop the specifications for pre-stressed concrete
piling.
There are others I have had to turn down. I am also
listed in Who's Who in engineering in the south and southeast.· I believe that about covers it.
Q. vVhat are your present duties with the Highpage 128 ~ way Department?
A. I am in charge of all bridge work on the
highways of the state, principally for design, handling, maintenance and construction problems as they arise. Tha.t is
maintenance and construction personnel generally 'vould not
come under my supervision.
Q. Do you ever visit the site of construction t
A. Yes, especially when trouble develops.
Q. In your capacity as bridge engineer with the Department of Highways would you have had occasion to become
familiar with the contract for the plans and specifications for
the bridge over the Pamunkey River on Route 3607
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are you familiar with the provisions of the contract
dealing with the piling for that particular bridge?
A. I believe I am, sir.
Q. Did you ever have occasion to visit the site of the
construction. of this bridge!
A. Yes, sir, I was called upon to visit the site on the occasion of driving-well, first I was asked to visit the site
when Pier 7 trouble developed, which I did not go and
which I sent an assistant. I was present when "Air. Abernathy
came to my office with the inspector.
Q. What transpired at. that meeting?
A. That was on the occasion of the collapse of
page 129 ~ a number of piles in Pier 7. At that time the
question came up as to what could be done. Mr.
Abernathy asked for suggestions, and based on previous experience I suggested the only way, if he could not pull the
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bad piles and reph1ce them, would be to a tten1pt to wedge
them open and called to his attention the fact that on a job
south of Petersburg· such a method had worked successfully.
·
At the same time he asked me for my advice on what might
help him over on the other side of the river to g·et piles down.
I suggested what was frequently done in such cases was to
drill a hole part way down to ease the driving. That was
the end of that visit.
Then later I was called to the site of Pier 3. I had a call
from the Bureau of Public Roads engineer involved saying
that they had driven certain piles which bad collapsed and
they planned to drive another and would hold up the driving
until we arrived.
I went dow·n there to the site and it was three engineers of
the Bureau of Public Roads, including Mr. " 7alker, their
bridge engineer. After arriving at the site that one pile near
Pler 3 was driven, and as they would drive a 'vhile, then they
'vould stop and examine the pile to see if there was any damage. That was repeated several times and finally it was down
at 35 feet or so-I don't know the distance-and when we
examined it there was a collapse down very much
page 130 ~ in the lower section within, say, five to ten feet
of the lower end that had collapsed partially during that last driving.
Then there was considerable discussion as to means of doing something about it. I recall there were four suggestions
I offered. ~Ir. Abernathy said what could he do and did I
have any suggestions to offer of ho"T be might handle the
situation. The first suggestion was, of course, the idea of a
heavier gauge, a thickness of pile. Of course, that was rejected because he had so many piles, on hand. He did not
want at that time to go any further with that.
Q. That 'vas rejected~
A. That was rejected by 1\{r. Abernathy for his own reasons, having, as he stated, sufficient of the other piles on hand
that he didn't want to fool with that.
The second suggestion 'vas we would go along with pouring
concrete in the lower portion of the pile and then pour the
concrete in, and then realizing that would take son1e time to
wait for the hardening of the concrete before he could drill
further, that was rejected because of the time delay, and
the third, which was also considered as being practical and
it was perfectly possible to use, and that was a mandrel, a
heavier interior that could be used which would prevent col-
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lapse, and then there was a fourth ~sug-gestion which Mr.
Abernathy seemed to like, and that was that be might try a
pre-stressed concrete pile, and I discussed that
page 131 ~ with Mr. Walker, the Bureau of Public Roads'
engineer, if he would agree to recommend such
a change.
In that discussion, while we normally would have required a 14" square pile, which is our standard procedure,
we agreed to go along with this pre-.stressed for economy
with a 12" size, provided there 'vas no increase in the cost to
the state or the Bureau of Public Roads, and shortly after that
I left the job. At that point ~{r. Abernathy indicated that
sounded good to him as a solution and that he was already
familiar or he had approached someone and got a price on a
pre-stressed job, and we left the job expecting a work order
would be processed to use a pre-stressed pile, and I heard no
more from that.
Q. Were there any more conferences concerning the work
order'
..
A. Not at tha·t time. The next occasion I came into the
picture was another call that they had driven a different type
of pile, pile shell, which was the Taylor Forge, or what be
secured from L. B. Foster, and I was told that there had been
some collapse on some of those, and I was asked if I would
visit the jobsite, and I did 'vith lVIr. Walker and :h{r. Shea
and McCabe with the Bureau of Public Roads.
dn this occasion I did not see any of the piles driven, but
on examining the piles I found I believe they had driven six
in this particular pier. Three had not collapsed;
page 132 ~ three had. At the san1e time I noted that three
piles had been driven in Pier 4 of that type. Also,
they had collapsed. Again we discussed a. way out and Mr.
A.hernathy appeared to be very much impressed with the idea
of using pre-stressed piles to get out of his difficulty. After
discussing the fact that both I and Afr. Walker, the local
bridge man of the Bureau of Public Roads, that we would
agTee to recommend such a proposal from the contractor, and
Mr. Abernathy asked the inspector on the job if we would
take care of the paper work and work up the work order for
the·· submission of the signatures, and that was the end of that
particular visit.
Q. Did the Department ever order or direct Mr. Abernathy
to do anything-~
·
A. No, sir, it did not. }.fr. Abernathy asked for suggestions
and we gave him whatever advice we could, leaving the way
open for him to make his own choice.
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So far as I was concerned I never heard anyone in my presence, including myself, direct him to take any specific action.
We did say that t'he piles in place were unacceptable. They
would either have to be pulled or filled up with concrete, one
or the other, but we did not tell him anything else he had
to do, except the piles, they had to be made acceptable, and
the ones in place which had collapsed to a very considerable
extent-! may go back to corroborate one part of
page 133 ~ my testimony on Pier 7. On the collapse of Pier
7 Mr. Abernathy I believe, perhaps, mentioned
this: They had collapsed by varying percentages. The information submitted to my offi.ce in writing showed that two
had not collapsed. The others had varied from perhaps 80
to 90 percent collapse, and on Mr. Abernathy's visit to my
offi.ce I agTeed to go along with the idea of restoring any of
those that could be, restoring them to as much as 75 percent
of the cross section, that we would accept them as being adequately strong for the purpose, and we would accept them.
On my visit on the site that had all been covered and the
footing poured.
Q. Did J\fr. Abernathy ever ask you to substitute the castin-place, or to substitute pre-stressed piling for the cast-inplace concrete piling?
A. He asked for suggestions, and when I mentioned that 2
he asked me would it be all right for him to do it, and I .said
if you wish it, we can work up a work order, if you wish it.
Q. Was anything said about the price at that time f
A. At no increase in price, at the same unit price, at no
extra cost to the state or to the Bureau of Public Roads.
page 134

~

CROSS EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Sutton:
Q. Pre-stressed piles completely in place normally are
more expensive than the others, isn't that correct Y
A. I would say, no, .sir. They are strictly competitive in my
opinion.
Q. Have you specified pre-stressed piles when you have
some other type would not do the job Y
A. We have specified it in subsequent contracts and have
had no further failures.
Q. In subsequent contracts Y
A. Since that time.
Q. Which one?
A. Well, I can't name them specifically, but we have a
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group of contracts on Route 95 north of Richmond. I might
say thi.s, sir: every contract we have had since that time has
had either cast-in-place piles or pre-stressed concrete as an
alternate. I believe the only exception to that has been the
bridge over the Rappahannock Riv·er at Tappahannock.
Q. What type did you use there¥
A.. Everything was pre-stressed there because it was exposed above the water line.
Q. These gentlemen that you mentioned being there, Mr.
Walker, who is he?
A. He is with the Bureau of Public Roads, Dipage 135 r vision Engineer.
Q. Who is Mr. Shea 7
A. He was at that time Assistant Bridge Engineer of the
Bureau of Public Roads.
Q. How about :1\tfr. McCabe?
A.. He was the area engineer for this area for the Bureau
of Public Roads in Richmond.
Q. And you were there representing the State Highway
Commission Y
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. Anyone else representing the State Highway Commission!
A. E.xcept for the inspectors on the site, that is Mr. Yeatts,
inspector, 1\fr. Taylor Turner, who was an assistant inspector
and on the occasion of my visit 1\fr. I-Iomer Perry, who was assistant on the project.
Q. These three representatives of the Bureau of Public
Roads, Mr. Walker, Mr. Shea and 1\fr. McCabe, they all
determined that this type of piling was collapsing. They
saw it collapsing?
A. They saw this particular pile collapse.
Q. And you saw it?
A. Yes. We saw some, sir, that did not collapse.
Q. Well, the one they drove there in the presence of all
of you folks that didn't collapse_page 136 r A. Down at the lower end it did not.
Q. Everyone was there, including the Bureau of
Public Roads officials and the State Highway Commission?
A. That's right.
Q. And it didn't turn out?
A. No, sir. The first time we saw one type of pile that
collapsed. The work order followed a second visit in which
we found some type piles that did not collapse.
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V\T ell, it was after this that your work order was given¥
Yes, sir, it was after this.
When you went there the .second time some of those
piles had also collapsed f
Yes, sir.
·
And then came the work order Y
Yes, sir.
Q. To eliminate this which had been first called for in the
contract and to substitute therefor pre-stressed concrete
piles?
A. I might add that we did not ask to have that done. We
preferred to stick to the pile we bad, but to get Mr. Abernathy, the contractor, out of difficulty we ag·reed to permit
him to do the substitution. Neither of us asked for the
change.
Q. You didn't bother about writing out any
page 137 ~ order, did you? You are familiar with the order f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. The work order says that the engineer-now the engineer, well, that was someone from the Highway Commission
on the Roads Deparbnent?
A. Yes.
Q. That 'vas not Mr. Abernathy's side? That was the other
side?
A. That is correct.
Q. It says the "Engineer's explanation of necessity for
proposed work'' and then it goes on, and I quote, "After observing failure of steel monotubes as being driven, it is evident that this type of pile cannot be satisfactorily driven in
the type of material encountered.'' Now that was the determination of the engineers, 'vasn't it?
A. Yes, sir. It was not brought to my attention.

Q.
A.
Q.
type
A.
Q.
A.

Mr. Sutton: That is all.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Johnston:
Q. Mr. Clary, who prepared the work order?
A. Our field engineer; I presumed the inspector or project engineer prepared it.

Mr. Johnston: We have no further questions.
Witness stood aside.
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R. D. YEATTS,
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants,
first being duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAJ\IINATION.
Bv 1\Ir. Stotts:
·Q. 1\'Ir. Yeatts, 'vould you state your name and address?
A. R. D. Yeatts and my address is Urbanna, Virginia.
Q. 'Vhat is your age and occupation 7
A. 37 and I an1 project engineer with the Highway Depa.rtment.
Q. How long have you been 'vith the Department?
A. Since August of 1943.
Q. 'Vbat have you been doing· in that period of time?
A. Well, from August of 1943 to May 1 of 1955, w.ith the
exception of the time I was in the service, I worked on a survey party, and from lVfay of 1955 until July 1 of 1961 I 'vas
construction inspec.tor, and since that time I have been a
project engineer.
Q. In March, 1960 what were you doing~
A. I was an inspector.
Q. Do you recall what project you were inspector on at
that time?
A. Well, I had been assigned to the Pamunkey
page 139 ~ R.iver bridge project I believe about the latter
part of March, 1960, about March 28 to be exact.
Q. Who 'vas the contractor on that project?
A. Mr. Abernathy.
Q. Are you familiar with the driving of the piles on this
particular project?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Can you briefly tell me and tell the jury what happened
in regard to this driving the piles?
A. vYell, starting at the beginning· we drove the piling in I
believe it was Abutment B, which would be the east side of the
river, on which we didn't have any apparent difficulties on
these particular pilings.
Q. II ow many were driven in Y
A. Either nine or eleven I believe, although I am not positive of that.
Q. Then where did you go from there T
A. Well, from that Abutment we moved down to Pier 7.
Q. What happened at Pier 7?
A. "\Yell, Pier 7 we drove I believe it was sixteen pilings,
which after inspecting these pilings after they were driven,
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we found I think it was fourteen of them to be collapsed or
partially collapsed in this pier.
Q. Two of the sixteen were okay and the othersA. If I rmnember correctly, I believe it was
page 140 r two that was satisfactory.
Q. At this time did ~Ir. Abernathy approach
you or did you approach Mr. Abernathy about what to do
in regard to these collapsed pilings?
A. Well, of course, after we inspected these pilings, which
we always do before we pour the concrete in them, it was obvious fourteen of them had collapsed. Mr. Abernathy and I
talked it over and we decided to contact the Bridge Department, notify the Highway Department, and ask them what
could be done about it since we knew these fourteen pilings
were unacceptable as they were at the time.
Q. Did you contact the Highway Department?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What transpired after that?
A. Well, we contacted the Highway Department and they
asked us to draw up a sketch of this particular Pier No. 7 as
you see up here, showing as best we could on this sketch the
extent to which the pilings "\vere collapsed and approximately
how far from the top of the piling do"\vn the collapse had
occurred and the best we could determine how long the collapse was vertically, and this sketcl1 we took to :hfr. Clary's
office.
Q. You went to Mr. Clary's office?
A. If I am correct, I think I did.
page 141 ~ Q. Did anyone else go?
A. Mr. Perry went. He was Assistant Resident
Engineer on the job at the time.
Q. Did anyone else accompany you at the timet
A. Offhand, I don't think so. I know Mr. Perry and I took
it up there.
·
Q. The contractor was not at this meeting?
A. I don't believe so to the best of my knowledge, but I am
not sure.
Q. What was the result of this meeting?
A. The result of this meeting, if I remember right, wa.s
that Mr. Clary said that these pilings were unacceptable as
they were due to the collapse, but they would be acceptable if
they could be opened up to a point by some means, if we were
able to open them up to a point where we only had maybe
25 to 35 percent of restriction in the collapsed area, that then
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we could go on and pour the concrete, if the contractor could
devise some means of doing this.
Q. Did you relate this information to the contractor!
A. That's right.
Q. What did you tell him about opening them up? Did
you tell them to open them up or how to open them up?
A. No, sir, we didn't tell him how to open them up, not to
the best of my know ledge. We just related the
page 142 ~ information Mr. Clary had given us, if we could
devise some means to open them without having to
pull a.U of the piling out of the structure.
Q. Did he undertake to do this?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you direct him to do this?
A. No, sir, I didn't direct him to do it.
Q. Did anyone in the Department direct him to do this
to the best of your knowledge?
A. No, not to the best of my knowledge.
Q. What happened to this after these were opened on Pier
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A. Of course, after these were opened up there was a Spud
Mr. Abernathy had made· and it was acceptable, and 've poured
these pilings and they were paid for.
Q. For the contract price!
A. Yes, for whatever length was in plaee.
Q. Where was the next place he went to drive these pilings f
A. I believe it was Pier No. 3.
Q. What happened there?
A. We had the same difficulty there with collapsing again.
Q. Did you have a meeting with the contractor again?
A. Yes, sir. In fact, I believe we drew up a
page 143 ~ sketch again on these, if I remember right .
. Q. Was there another meeting to decide what
to dot
A. Yes, sir.
Q. "'\\There was this meeting?
A. I believe back to Mr. Clary's office again.
Q. Was the contractor there? Do you know?
A. Mr. Abernathy was present at one of these meetings,
but I don't recall now which particular meeting it was.
Q. What was the outcome of the meeting here Y What was
the decision?
A. Well, I think it was after this pier that the possibility
of going- to pre-stressed was discussed, I believe.
Q. Discussed with whom?
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R. D. Yeatts.
A. With Mr. Abernathy.
Q. Did you discuss this with :Nir. Abernathy?
A. Yes.
Q. "\Vho discussed it with ~{r. Abernathy?
A. lVIr. ClaryQ. Were you present?
A. Yes, sir, in fact, I think this discussion took place on the
project, if I remember right, after having all the difficulty in
Pier 3 but ~{r. Clary and ~{r. Walker of the Bureau of Public
Road's bridge engineer came down on the job, if I remember correctly, and looked the situation over and
page 144 ~ there it was discussed about the possibility of going to pre-stressed.
Q. Did Mr. Abernathy ever request the Department of any
suggestions as to how to handle this problem that arose?
A. Yes, as far as these collapsed pilings, we talked about
the possibility of what might be done to correct the pilings.
Q. Who made the initial move~
A. Well, that I would be afraid to say whether that was
us or whether that was Mr. Abernathy. I mean we discussed
the problem in general.
Q. When you say we, whom do you mean?
A. The contractor and I.
Q. On the project 1
A. That's right, as to what might be done.
Q. T·his meeting that you were speaking of when Mr.
Abernathy and Mr. Clary and ~fr. Walker were there and
there was a discussion of pre-stressed concrete, did anyone
to your lmowledge advise or direct Mr. Abernathy to go to
pre-stressed?
A. As far as I know, no one directed that ~fr. Abernathy
go to pre-stressed. What I remember, if I remember right,
Mr. Clary and Mr. Walker said they would be willing to go to
pre-stressed concrete pilings. In fact, this is ~fr. Walker of
the Bureau of Public Roads who I believe said
page 145 ~ they would be willing for us to process a work order change to pre-stressed concrete piling if it
involved no additional cost to the piling·. I believe that is
what lVIr. Walker told him.
Q. In other words, when the subject of pre-stressed concrete piling came up, this is what happened?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you prepare the work order T
A. Mr. Perry.
Q. l\fr. Perry~
A. Mr. Perry made up the work order.
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Ho'Yner Perry.

CROSS EXAMINATION.
By }fr. Sutton:
Q. vVho is }fr. Perry Y
A. 1\{r. Perry at the time this happened I believe was the
assistant resident engineer of construction.
Q. He was with the State Highway Department Y
A. That's right.
Q. And he prepared that 'Vork Order No. 1?
A. Yes, sir.
1\fr. Sutton: That is all.
Witness stood aside.
IIOl\fER PERRY,
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants, first being
duly sworn, testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Johnston:
Q. Would you state your name and address please Y
A. Homer Perry, 808 Grafton Street, Fredericksburg.
Q. Would you state your present occupation?
A. &sistant Resident Engineer, Frederick~urg rtesidency.
Q. Your age?
.A. 35.
Q. 'Vhat was your position in 1\Iarch, April and May of
1960?
A. Assistant Resident Engineer of Construction in the
Bowling Green residency.
Q. Did your duties include the overseeing of construction
of a bridge located across the Pamunkey River on Route 360?
A. Yes, sir, I was acting R-esident Engineer.
Q'. Were you ever on the site?
A. Yes.
Q. Were you ever present at any of the conversations between 1\fr. Clary and Mr. Abernathyl
A. On the job or in the office f
page 147 ~ Q. At either place?
A. Yes, in the office.
Q. In whose office?
A. In Mr. Clary's office.
Q. Where is that office located Y
A. In the-
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Q. Is it in Richmond?
A. Yes, it is in Richmond.
Q. Who else was present at that time?
A. Mr. Clary, Mr. Abernathy, myself and Mr. Yeatts.
Q. What was discussed at that time!
A. The trouble or collapsing of the piles in Pier 7 which
they had had on the bridge at the Pamunkey River.
Q. vVhat was the conclusion of that meeting?
A. The discussion went further as to exploring just what
could be done by the contractor to salvage his piles in Pier
7. I think the contractor asked 1\ir. Clary if driving wooden
piles down in the monotubes would be sufficient. He was given
the answer yes, providing they could be pulled. However,
they was likely that they would get stuck and could not be
pulled, and then the discussion came around to what possible
method that he could use to salvage them, and the use of a
steel Spud was suggested by the contractor, and Mr. Clary
to the best of my recollection said that he would go along
with it or almost any method that would bring
page 148 ~ the piles open to within specifications.
Q. Did they ever order Mr. Abernathy to do or
use anything other than the 1naterials called for in the contract?
A. No, not to the best of my knowledge.
Q. Who was the moving party in all of these transactions T
A. To the best of my knowledge the contractor was. He
made suggestions and Mr. Clary said he would go along with
them as long as they brought the pilings within specifications.
Q. Were you present when they discussed the use of the
pre-stressed concrete piling?
A. That came up in the office only slightly, but no conclusion was reached there.
Q. Who brought it up?
A. The contractor brought it up.
Q. Who is the con tractor T
A. Mr. L. S. Abernathy; he was looking for some method
both by which he could salvage the ones he had or what he
could do in the future in ease he continued to have trouble.
Q. Were you present at the time Mr. Clary was on the job
and at Pier 3?
A. No.
.
Q. Did you have any connection whatsoever
page 149 ~ with Work Order No. 1?
A. That was the one that changed from the
monotube piling to pre-stressed concrete.
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Q. I hand you Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 and ask you if
this is the Work Order No. 1 Y
A. Yes.
Q. Did you draw it up f
A. Yes.
Q. 'Vere you present at the conference between Mr. Clary
and 1\'Ir. Abernathy concerning the changing of this piling¥
A. No, not that day.
Q. So you didn't know what was said at that time?
A. No, I got the message from the inspector the next morning that they were going to change to pre-stressed, and this
is how we effected it.
Q. Did Mr. Clary ever see this work order!
A. I don't know.
Q. To your knowledge did he ever see it?
A. No, I mean 've turned it in through the District Engineer in the Construction Division .

.

CROSS EXAMINATION.

By J\.Ir. Sutton:
Q. You say you got the message the next morning that the
work order had been executed Y
page 150 ~ A. No, 've got the message the next morning
from th~ inspector that a work order was to be
prepared.
Q. Who was the inspector?
A. R. D. Yeatts.
Q. In other words, Mr. Yeatts directed you to prepareA. No, he didn't direct me. He said that a work order,
that they, that the decision was to go to pre-stressed piling.
Q. Mr. Yeatts said the contractor was to go to pre-stressed
piling!
A. He told me the next morning that ~Ir. Clary and someone else in the Bureau of Public Roads-I don't remember
who it was-had been on the job, looked at the piling, and
that the decision was to go to pre-stressed concrete, and I,
therefore, started preparing the work order.
Q. That was a representative of the Bureau of Public
Roads and who, Mr. Clary?
A. ~lr. Clary.
Q. And somebody else, :Afr. Yeatts?
A. No, he was the inspector on the job.
Q. But the message was that the Bureau of Public Roads
and 1\fr. Clary had determined to go to pre-stressed Y
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H o1ner Perry.
A. No, I didn't say that.
Q. vVhat did you say?
page 151 ~ A. I said I got the message that it was decided
to go to pre-stressed piling.
Q. Who decided 1
A. I don't know.
Q. Who gave you the message?
A. R.. D .Yeatts.
Q. Is he a representative of the State Highway Commission1
A. Yes, he is.
Q. So your message came to you from a representative of
the Virginia Department of Highways that the decision was
to go to pre-stressed piling?
A. Yes, he did.
Q. And that the State HighwaysA. That they had concurred in it at the request of. the
contractor.
Q'. And you prepared that order?
A. ~hat's right.
Q. And it was signed by all of the various officials of the
State Highway Department?
A. Yes, it was.
"\Vitness stood aside.
~

Mr. Stotts: We have no further witnesses.
Mr. Johnston: We have no further witnesses,
other than the nossibleThe Court: . . Other than 'vhat we talked about?
Mr. Johnston: Yes, sir.
Mr. Sutton: Might w·e have a five minute recess? We
might have some rebuttal.
The Court: Suppose we take a ten minute recess at this
time.
page 152

Note : After a short recess the hearing continues as follows:
Mr. Sutton: May it please the Court, the plaintiff rests.
The Court: Members of the jury, at this stage there are
certain matters that the Court has to take up with counsel.
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I do not see how it will be possible to complete those matters
this afternoon, so it is my suggestion that you all leave now,
and I think if you get back here tomorrow by 2 :00 o'clock,
we will at that time be in a position to go right ahead and
conclude the case tomorrow afternoon.
Note : After the Court gives the jury the usual admonition, the jury is excused for the day, and out of
page 153 ~ the presence of the jury the hearing· continues as
follows:
The Court: You may start your witnesses now, Mr. Johnston.
1\fr. Johnston: Let the record show that these are the
witnesses and this is the testin1ony which counsel for the
defendants desire to have in the record as being pertinent to
the question of the possibility of performing the contract as
originally drawn, I guess you would say.
The Court: So we will limit it to that I take it.
Mr. Johnston: Vl e would like to call as our first witness
Mr. Taylor Turner.
Mr. Sutton: :Nlay it please the Court, it is our understanding that this is the offer of the testimony to introduce
certain evidence which under the ruling of the Court is not
pertinent to the inquiry here, and that it would not be incumbent upon the plaintiff at this time to introduce any rebuttal testin1ony to that, nor vice versa, to even perhaps cross
examine those witnesses, because if there were error, as to
which I am sure there is not, the only thing the
pag-e 154 ~ Ap·pellant Court would do would be to send it
back for a new trial, and we 'vould go through
a lot here that would encumber the record and which would
be of no avail, and for that reason we do not anticipate
cross examination of their witnesses and 've certainly do not
anticipate putting on any rebuttal evidence to an issue that
the Court said was not pertinent.
The Court: I did not want to take the prerogative away
from you of making the statement you just made. Certainly you are entitle<! to remain silent as to cross examination and, if you desire, to introduce any witnesses on the same
point.
e are just trying to get the record in shape so far
as the defendants are concerned.
However you all offer it is in your province.
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TAYLOR FITZHUGH TURNER.
.
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants,
first being duly sworn, testified as follows :
DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Johnston:
Q. Will you please state your name and where you live?
A. Taylor Fitzhugh Turner, Blacksburg, Virginia.
Q. What is your present circumstance or employment Y
A. I am working for the City of Christiansburg inspecting
a sewerage treatment plant that R. Stuart Royer Consultants
have designed.
Q. What was your occupation as of ~Iarch, April and
May, 1960?
A. I was highway trainee for the Virginia Department of
Highways.
Q. Where were you working?
A. Pamunkey River bridge on Route 360.
Q. What was your job at that time Y
A. I was inspector trainee, I reckon.
Q. Did that entail the preparation of any records Y
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I hand you this sketch and ask you have you ever seen
it before?
A. Yes, sir.
page 156 ~ Q. What is itY
A. It's a diag·ram I drew of the piles that were
driven in one of the piers, stating the bearing that we got
the depth and the depth of the bearing and the percentage.
Q. Would you read the depth of the pile and the percentage
of failure in the pilings that did fail and also cite any pilings
which were successful. I want to know the depth the piles
were driven, whether they collapsed or not, and the number
of the pilings.
A. Well, in the order that they were driven, this was Pile
No. 35 was the first one in this particular pier. The depth
of the pile was driven was 61 feet. The failure occurred at 20
feet from the bottom of the footings, .which is from the top
of the pile, and it had a bearing of 48 tons.
Do you want me to go through all of these?
Q. Yes, please.
A. The second one. driven was Pile No. 37 driven to a depth
of 45 feet, and this pile failed 22 feet from the bottom of the
footing.
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Taylor Fitzhugh Turner.
The Court: Would it not be possible for the witness just
introduce his schedule there f
Mr. Johnston : If the Court will permit this to be introduced as an exhibitThe Court: I will put it in as Defendants' Expage 157 ~ hibit No. 1, and we won't, necessarily, let the
jury see it.
1\IIr. Johnston: Will it be made a part of the record?
The Court: It will be made Defendants' Exhibit No. 1 in
this particular aspect of the case.
By Mr. Johnston: (Continuing)
Q. May I ask you to cite the pile number and the percentage
of collapse on each one, not the depth 7
A. The actual pile number!
Q. The actual pile number.
A. Pile No. 35, I cannot determine from this reproduction
here what we have written on there. Pile No. 39 appears to
be the first one we had 50% collapse. Pile No. 40 we had 60%
collapse. Pile No. 33 was 70% collapse, and those are the
only ones I can determine from on here.
Q. Were there any that did not collapse?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. W11a.t were the numbers of those piles?
A. No .. 38, No. 32, No. 41, No. 42, No. 34 and 35.
Q. I hand you herewith a sketch. Have you ever seen it
before?
A. Ye~s, sir.
Q. '¥hat is it?
page 158 ~ A. This is a sketch just like the last one, Pier
No. 7, telling the depth of the pile and the depth
of the failure and the percentage of the failure.
Q. Would you read the pile number as shown in the sketch
and the percentage of failures of the piling?
A. Yes, sir. This will be in the order driven now. Pile
No. I did not fail. Pile No. 2-45% failure ; Pile No. 3-50% ;
Pile No. 4-40%; Pile No. 5-30% ; Pile No. 6-50% ; Pile
No. 7-70%; Pile No. 8-25%; Pile No. 9--40%; Pile No. 10
-35%; Pile No. 11-35%; Pile No. 12-50%; Pile No. 13
-70%; Pile No. 14--65%; Pile No. 15-70%, and Pile No.
16 did not fail.
Q. Would you give an approximation from that as to approximately what depth these piles were driven, just roughly,
the median feet f
·
A. The median depth I would say maybe 45 feet.
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~Ir. Johnston: I ask that that be marked as Defendants'
Exhibit No. 2.
The Court : Very well.

A. (Continuing) These sketches were made using a mirror
to shine down in the hollow piles, and we estimated the percentage of collapse by looking down in the piles.
The depth of the failure, we used a cloth tape and tied a
weight onto it and just dropped it in until we hit the failure.

Mr. Johnston: Those are all the questions I
have of this witness.
The Court: I take it you have no questions 1
Mr. Sutton: We have no questions.

page 159

~

Witness stood aside.
HARRY GIBBON:S,
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants, first being
duly sworn, testified as follows :
DIRECT EXA1\1INATION.
By Mr. Stotts:
Q. Would you state your name and address?
.A. Harry Gibbons, 824 South Woodside Avenue, North
Canton, Ohio.
Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Gibbons?
A. I am a professional engineer.
Q. By whom are you employed 1
.A. The Union Metal Manufacturing Company.
Q. .Are you a graduate engineer?
.A. Yes, sir.
Q. From what school or schools?
page 160 ~ A. I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree from
Texas University and a Master of Science from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Q. Are you a member of any engineering societies f
A. Well, I have a license in Ohio and Michigan as a professional engineer, and I belong to the National Society of
Professional Engineers, .American Society of Civil Engineers, The Highway Research Board and some honorary
engineering associations.
Q. In your present job what are your duties?
A. Mostly on foundation engineering and the development
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Harry Gibbons.
of specifications, building codes, research in the piling, driving and behavior, and at the present time I am also involved
in sales.
Q~. Is your work confined to pilingf
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Sales engineering?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How long have you been doing thist
.l\.. Well, I have been working for Union ~fetal Con1pany
for 13 years, 9 of which were spent as a foundation engineer
a.nd 4 as an assistant manager of the piling department.
Q. Are you familiar with a contract between L. S. Abernathy and Company and the Virginia Department of High'vays for a bridge over the Pan1unkey River on
page 161 ~ U. S. Route 360 in Hanover and l(ing '¥illiam
Counties?
A. V\Tell, I am familiar with the contract that ~1r. Abernathy and Union lVIetal had for that project.
Q. Are you familiar with the plans or any portion of the
plans of contract f
A. I mn familiar with the borings.
Q. You have seen the borings on this project Y
A. Ye~s, sir.
Q. Have you seen this sketch before at any time, Defendants' Exhibit No. 2?
A. Yes, sir, I had a copy of this report.
Q. You have seen this before and have a copy of it?
A. Yes, sir, our :field man obtained a copy of that.
Q. Did you make a study of this?
A. Y e·s, sir.
Q. On the basis of your study and on the assumption that
No. 7 gauge piling-s were used and on the basis of the soil
samples that I believe of the borings that you said you had
seen, would you be in a position to state whether or not in
your opinion a heavier gauge monotube piling would have
'vorked under the conditions encountered on this project f
A. Well, in my opinion it would if you were to go to a
heavy enough gauge.
Q. On 'vhat do you base that opinion?
page 162 ~ A. Well, primarily on the fact that by having, for instance, from a-could I explain it in
mv own words t
·Q. Yes, sir, please do.
A. The coll?psing or the strength against collapse of a
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pile is dependent upon two things. That is the thickness of
the metal and the diameter of the pile. Now by changing
either one you can increase the resistance against collapse
substantially.
For instance, in a 14" diameter pile, by going from, say,
7 gauge to quarter inch, you would increase the ability of the
carrier to prevent collapse by almost three times. If you
go from 14" diameter to 12" and keep the same gauge, you
would increase the ability to collapse one and one-half times ..
If you do both, if you go from a 14" to 12" and also from
7 to 3 gauge, it would increase it four times.
Now that in comparison to the record of the job, if this is
actually what happened-! did not see these piles-but based
upon this record it is peculiar that at least two piles didn't
collapse at all. Several of them had a percentage under 50%
and several had a percentage over 50%, which indicates that
tlw piles are probably around the breaking point, or whether
they are going to collapse or whether they are not going to
collapse.
If you strengthen the pile by either decreaspage 163 ~ ing the diameter or increasing the gauge, it would
be reasonable to conclude that something else
should be installed.
Q. Did your company handle a heavier gauge than seven'
A. Yes, five and three one-quarter inch.
Q. Can you get heavier than that Y
A. Well, you can, but you can go to five-sixteenths, but we
don't normally. We go to one-quarter inch which would be the
heaviest we would ever go.
Q. You say you are familiar from the records of your company of the contract between your company and 1\fr. Abernathy?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did your company ever quote 1\fr. Abernathy on any
heavier gauge pile?
A. Not prior to the start of the job.
Q. I-Iow about subsequent thereto?
A. Subsequent, after this trouble developed.
Q. Do you have any knowledge of whether this was ever
accepted by Mr. Abernathy of a heavier gauge?
A. I don't have that close a contact, but evidently it was
not because we didn't do anything after quoting him.
Q. One more question in reg·ard to this sketch. In your
opinion, from the sketch and from the soil borings that you
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examined on this project and so forth, would you
in your opinion be able to state whether or not
you feel anyone on the basis of what we have here
could have concluded that a thicker gauge metal shell pile
would not have worked under these conditions Y
A. Well, the experience in trouble on jobs, not only of
monotube piles, but, such as this or any other type is to
normally go to a heavier wall, and again not necessarily Inonotube, but, perhaps, a. very heavy wall pipe so that you have
almost an unlimited range, and from other jobs they have
always seemed to be able to solve it by this procedure.
Now the economies are another matter. That is something
else again.
Q. But in your opinion you could not conclude from what
has been presented to youA. No, no, I have no doubt that you can install a cast-inplace of sufficient thickness in that soil.
page 164

~

Mr. Stotts: That is all.
Mr. Sutton: No questions.
Witness stood aside.
Mr. Stotts: "\Ve have no more witnesses, Your Honor.
page 165

~

Note: At this point Court and counsel retire
to Chambers and the hearing continues as follows:

Mr. Stotts: Your Hono1·, I would like to renew the motion to strike the evidence of the plaintiff and enter up summary judgment for the defendants.
The Court: Do you have any new grounds?
Mr. Stotts: I just adopt the ones previously stated this
morning before the plaintiff's case and after the plaintiff's
case.
The Court: Do you have any new grounds?
Mr. Causey: I think we are in the same position we were
this morning.
T·he Court: What I would like to know is what is the story
on this question of what 'vas required of Mr. Abernathy in
the prosecution of his claim. Is there anything in the contract other than Section 109.05 t11at spells out how a claim for
an eliminated item is to be processed? In other words, is
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there any deadline other than at the earliest of the filing of
the final certificate?
Mr. Stotts: I was going to say from my slight knowledge
of the specifications the only section in here that really deals
with this clain1 is this Section 105.13. It really
page 166 ~ deals with claims and extra work and adjustments,
and to n1y knowledge that is the only section that
really comes out and spells out how claims are to be submitted
and what time and so forth.
The Court: This section says, in effect, that in any case
where the contractor deems that extra compensation is due
him for work or material not clearly covered in the contract or
not ordered by the engineer as an extra, as defined herein, the
contractor shall notify the engineer in writing of the intention to make claim for such extra compensation before he begins the work on which he intends to make a claim. That is
for extra work.
That do~sn 't say anything about elimination of an item
or substituting for another item therefor, and it goes on to
say, ''If such notification is not given and the engineer is not
afforded proper facilities by the contractor for keeping strict
account of actual costs thereof, the contractor agrees to waive
the claim for extra compensation."
Is there anything on elimination whereby there is any
waiver by the contract or spelled out in the conpage 167 ~ tract?
Mr. Stotts: I think the only thing would be
the section that you pointed out this morning.
The Court: If you go back to the section ·which deals
with final inspection and acceptance, after reading that, in
other words, we just have the Section 109.05 which deals with
.. eliminated items that is in any way pertinent I would say as
to a time element for a claim such as 1\ir. Abernathy l1as
put in.
1\fr. Causey: I think that is quite correct, and I think the
reason for it is a very practical reason. You go ahead on in
the case of an eliminated item, and you have this surplus
material which you have on hand, and it is conceivable because
. in the course of the contract, because of things that might
come up, the material might be used and can otherwise be
disposed of, and until you eome down to the end results it is
virtually impossible to determine what your claim might be
on an eliminated item, and so far as we can see and so far
as what the specifications on the contract, and I have educated
myself to some degree in this as a result of this
page 168 r proposition, and I can find nothing else in the
contract specifications which bears on a claim
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of this type, other than Section 109.05, which apparently
would leave it open so far as the contractor is concerned,
provided he makes his claim.
The Court: Common sense would tell you he has to make
his claim before they come along and say all right, it's all
washed up.
:Nir. Causey: Yes.
The Court: Your theory would be that once having made
his claim in writing, and, incidentally, I don't think the
record shows that the claim was made in writing.
Mr. Stotts: lie said a writing dated such and such, but
where does that call for written notice?
The Court: It doesn't call for it. It's just a question of
ho'v it is done. Their theory is once they have notified them
in writing, and they have prior to the final ending up of the
contract as far as tbe engineer on the project is concerned,
then they have preserved their right to go against the other
party to the contract for whatever is necessary,
page 169 ~ cast-in-place pilings considered unnecessary
items. It's a question of semantics, but I don't
have any great difficulty with the word ''unnecessary.''
In other words, we have argued back and forth here with
the question of the bridge being unnecessary, or there could
be a situation where a quantity of paint w·hich has been acquired to put in a double white line, let's say, where they
.finally decide to end up with a single broken line, I mean it's
the same principle. It looks to me if the parties decided not
to go on with cast-in-place piling, as it appears they did, it
necessarily follows the parties must have understood that the
contractor is not going to on a day to day basis and order
these pipes, or whatever you call them, in effect, from the
company in Ohio or wherever they come. He has to have
them on the site. So once the pre-stressed concrete is agreed
upon, there is no question but the parts necessary to cast the
concrete in place is unnecessary.
As far as the concrete itself is concerned, that is a different type thing because there you get it from
page 170 ~ the ready-mix plant or you have your own plant
a.nd you bring it over after the piling is down,
but t11at is not something you would be expected to stockpile ahead of time, and again if you have a contract with a
subcontractor for that concrete, you might l1ave a different
question as to why you breached it, but if you were drawing a
contract with a subcontractor, you would have to put in a
provision, if the same be -required or a contract for the requirements at so much per cubic yard.
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!-Ir. Causey: As far as mate1·ials, there is nothing included
in there for concrete.
The Court: That's right. There are one or two things
that have occurred to me, and ·here is what I am driving
at. You don't sustain a motion to strike the evidence or
enter up summary judgment so long as there is any question of fact in dispute. What we really have here is more
a question of law as to whether the evidence should be stricken, and, as I see it, I do not see that, as a matter of law, these
cast-in-place pilings are not eliminated items.
page 171 ~ There is a question of fact involved in it as to
whether they were eliminated by virtue of having become unnecessary by virtue of some action on the
part of the Department of Highways by their determination
alone, or whether, as has been pointed out in here in the.
testimony for Mr. Abernathy he says that it was impossible
of performance and they had to ga ahead with the other
stuff, whereas the Highway Department witnesses say Mr. ·
Abernathy was trying to figure out how to do it and all they
did was suggest to him different methods and then they all
agreed on the method which proved to be acceptable. It is
hard to divorce that from the question of law, but I see how
it is possible to first instruct the jury as to what an eliminated
item is, and then in that saying that if you believe from the
evidence that the necessity of the cast-in-place concrete piles,
or the lack of necessity of it, resulted from no fault on the
part of Mr. Abernathy, that then they could find for Mr.
Abernathy in such amount. That is the only way I believe it
could be submitted.
We find as a matter of law that this item was
page 172 ~ unnecessary in the sense they were going to shift.
At the same time whose fault was it they were going to shift from one type or the other? Is it something that
Mr~ Abernathy couldn't help or was it something that be
should have taken care of?
Mr. Toombs: Don't we get back to the engineer's statement?
Mr. Stotts: At the time the parties modified this .agreement-Section 109.05 clearly contemplates a unilateral action on the part of the Department, and we can tell the contractor to go to the devil if we want to and, ''If you don't
like it, it is too bad.'' This doesn't contemplate the Department going out and working with the contractor and substituting one item for another item.
Under this section, if we are going to build a road out here
and ·we decide after it is decided to build that one of these
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overhead bridges is not necessary, we write the contractor
and tell him to leave it, period. 'Ve don't say we are going
to sit down and work out a work order deleting this.
The Court: In the middle of a job such as here
page 173 ~ and 1\fr. Abernathy starts driving these cast-inplace pilings and they don't work and you send
him a notice and you say all right, Mr. Abernathy, quit that
and we will go on and we want some pre-stressed concrete
piles, what is the difference between that and entering a new
work order1
Mr. Stotts: When 1\fr. Abernathy started in this we could
ha.ve just decided we didn't like cast-in-place and we could
have written him and said stop using that and start using
pre-stressed, and we could have taken some action on our
own as to handling the contract, which clearly we couldn't
do without incurring some liability. That is not the case l1ere.
The case here is when we got to this point and there was
some discussion about the pilings, the parties sat down at
that time and made their own change in the contract and said
here is what we will do and here is how we will be paid for
it, and each side said okay and they proceeded on that basis,
and subsequently this claim comes in for additional compensation for the same thing tha.t the parties had already
sat down and discussed. 'Vhat is a work order
page 174 ~to do if it doesn't modify the contract? It's a
bilateral action on the part of the partieS'.
The Court: What you are saying, technically, Mr. Abernathy had just one course of action he could take, either kick
up his price in the work order or just forget all of the pipe
line on the ground and let all of his materials stand by.
What you are saying is somebody signs a contract with the
Highway Department and that regardless of what happens
between the time he signs that contract and con1pletes that
contract, that any expense that he incurs to complete the
contract in strict accordance with the plans and specifications
is his expense, unless it is specifically excepted somewhere in
there, that any difficulty he runs into, whether it is based
on his fault or on their fault, it's just too bad.
Mr. Stotts: If he assumes that risk by saying, ''You pay
me for what I get in there satisfactorily in place,'' he doesn't
say, ''You pay me for what my actual costs a.re. '' If we
wanted a cost plus contract, we would go out
page 175 ~ and say undertake this with cost, plus so much
profit, but how is the state to know when they
have a definite commitment and 'vhen they do not?
As 'POinted out, when these difficulties came up, thev g·ot
together with the contractor and entered into a price. They
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enter into a work order modifying the terms of the contract and then proceed, and both parties know where they
stand, but in this case the Department doesn't know where
it stands. It assu1ned at the time it entered into a modification of the contract, both parties, but now we find that is
not the contract, but there is sornething- else eng-rafted on it.
The Court: We ·find from the practical facts, don't we,
that here it was agreed in the work order that it would put
the pre-stressed concrete in and be paid at $7.50 per linear
foot, but we also find in the contract itself a provision dealing with it.
Mr. Stotts: I am saying a work order covers one sort
of situation. An eliminated item is a unilateral action by one
party only, not where the parties sit down and discuss this
thing. 1Vork orders are entered into every day
page 176 ~ increasing the unit price when difficulties arise.
The Court: I will agree they are and I will
agree that every day contractors run into problems that they
can't solve for one reason or the other, and they end up
losing money on it because they made a bad guess, but here
a person goes into this in good faith and obtains material
on the contract, and it's the same type of material specified
in the contract. Although it didn't come out in the evidence, it
is perfectly obvious and I take it it is not incumbent upon
anyone's imagination for a contractor to go out and run his
own borings.
~Ir. Stotts: There is not evidence to say the borings are
incorrect.
The Court: The point I am making· the Higl1way Department says to a man when they are discussing a work order,
okay, put it in for $7.50 and put it $7.50 for pre-stressed pilings because, if we don't, it's going to tie up tl1e job, and
we can't get approval from the Bureau of Public Roads,
and the n1an says, "We have got a. claim." There
page 177 ~ is no question he brought it out, and they say,
"All right, it is your prerogative to process your
claim." Let's say tl1at Mr. Abernathy is not the most learned
scholar of the law, but it just strikes me a case in which if
it were contemplated that a work order would be all inclusive of every possible aspect of this change, but then the
I-Iighway Department would be unjustly enriched to the
extent of what Mr. Abernathy had done up' until that timeMr. Stotts: To what extent' I would agree with you that
if the Highway Department received any tang·ible benefit
from any work, but the Highway Department did not receive the the first penny from his attempts-
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The Court: "\Ve don't count benefits solely in money. \Ve
count it in getting the bridge there so we can drive our automobiles to points in that direction.
1\{r. Gibbons stated-incidentally, you boys better talk to
those boys before you get them on the stand-l1e said maybe
if you had enough piling or maybe if you have a smaller cross
section or dimneter of piling, maybe you wouldn't have the
trouble.
pag·e 178 ~ They say hard cases make bad law. There is
no evidence of bad faith on anyone's part, either
one. This is one reason why I have given as n1uch consideration as I have to this question of eliminated items. \Vbere
you have bad faith that is entirely different, but it strikes me
here you have a man acting in good faith and he orders it
and puts it on the site and the Highway Department knows
he is going to do it and everybody knows it, and then they
c01ne along· and they get in a bind and they find out that the
stuff doesn't work, and the Highway Department's own
engineer writes out this thing, and whether he wrote it because Mr. Yeatts told l1im that is what they had to say, but,
nevertheless, they are bound because that is the agreement,
and it says $7.50 per linear foot, and if we want any more
we have to go to the Bureau of Public Roads, and I fail to
see how the Highway Department can stand up and say,
''All right, that is all your responsjbility, 1\{r. Abernathy.
"\Ve are sorry it happened this way. If you wanted any more
money, all you had to do is tell us back in June, 1960 that
you wanted more than $7.50 per linear foot for
page 179 ~ pre-stressed concrete piling installed, so that
you could have taken care of it right there on
the site. You could have taken care of the transportation,
the use of the crane or whatever you bad to get it over there
off the railroad cars, so that you could. have taken care of
your overhead. All you had to do was put it in there right
now and you wouldn't be in this trouble that you are in now.''
The obvious answer to that now is who was in the hurry to
get the job done 1 All he had to do was stop right there and
say it is impossible -of performance. Then what would you
do about itt That is the point.
He went ahead, relying on them to help him out. I mean
sometime, and I hesitate to say it, but, it looks like to me
the High,vay Department should never let itself get into this
position, unless it takes the position that regardless of anything that happened, whether their borings are made by them
or submitted to the man ahead of time, or whether their
minimum specifications puts such a great burden on the
contractor that they will never get a contract in
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reason from now on, if that is the case, if that is
the way they operate.
It looks like to me that is what this case is, in effect;
that you go ahead and you do it exactly as the plans
and specifications say, and we don't care how much it cost
you to do it that way; you should have taken care of it in the
beginning and the Department says, ''Sure, we put in the
specifications cast-in-place poured in concrete pile, and it
wasn't our fault that it didn't work. It is our fault for ordering that type thing, so you are stuck with the cost of it."
Doesn't that make sense to you'
Mr. Johnston: May I refer Your Honor to Section
403.15? It looks like this whole situation comes back to the
work order, and the last portion of that section 403.15, there
the contractor assumed the risk.
The Court: (Reading) "These payments shall be full
compensation for furnishing all labor, tools, n1aterials and
equipment for driving, cutting off, treatment of heads, splicing, constructing build-ups and extensions of concrete piles,
painting of steel piles and all other incidentals
page 181 ~ necessary to satisfactorily complete the work.''
Nobody is arguing with it. All that the plaintiff
is saying· is that you read this whole contract together, as
a whole, and that if Section 109.05 says that on an elimination
they are entitled to wh~tever they have got invested in that
which is eliminated,- then it doesn't contradict in any way
that paragraph.
True, you paid them for the piling that went into the ground
and that takes care of putting it into the ground, but they
say relying on what your specifications were we went out and
got this other stuff and that wasn't comtemplated as falling
within the cost of labor, tools, materials, equipment for driving- and so on and so forth for this.
Mr. Stotts: You mean if a work order is entered into a.nd
the price had been increased instead, that would not have
precluded him from coming in and saying he had additional
costs Y What we are saying they could still come in and say
you eliminated this and we \vant to put in a claim for additional compensation. In other words, the parties by making
a work order and changing the contract, it is not
page 182 ~ binding on the contractor tl1at this is it? He can
still come in and say I am entitled to an additional amount.
Mr. Johnston: This Section still prevailed under the origi~
nal contract.
Mr. Causey: The Highway Department which drew this
\York order, if they want to protect themselves against the
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eventuality which Mr. Stotts just suggested, can write it
right smack in the work order.
The Court: It shouldn't be done in every substituted case.
Mr. Sutton: This eliminates the other clause of the contract.
Mr. Johnston: This section already made that provision
and casts that burden upon the contract. If you substitute the
pre-stressed concrete piling for metal shell, all other terms of
the contract remain the same. Therefore, this provision
places the burden upon the contractor to have a completed
piece of work before he is entitled to any payment.
The Court: 'Vhat you are saying he buys the metal shells
and that is his tough luck. You all say, "'Ve don't pay anything for those.''
page 183 } 1\fr. Stotts: If the contract calls for payment
of metal shells, we will pay for that. If it calls
for payment in place, then you pay what is in place.
The Court: V\Then you say that, you arc not paying any
attention at all to Section 109.05.
1\fr. Stotts: Let's go to that. Then getting back to the
argument before, should not the contractor have protected
himself on that final payment~ Then they say that is not
necessary. They say, "We could write into that something
else,'' that he could write in a claim and protect hin1self.
The Court: He had already made a. claim.
Mr. Stotts: This doesn't say that. If you are going by the
wording of the contract, and if you say this section applied,
which, of course, we disagree with that, but if you do, then
why isn't the contractor held to this work instead of saying
well, he cloesn 't have to do this and protect hitnself? If the
contractor makes a claim to the Highway Commission and
while it is pending before the Highway Commission the Statute of Limitation runs on him, then it comes bepage 184 } fore the Court and says you clidn 't make your
claim in t.hne. Will the Court say the claim was
in time?
The Court: How can the statute run on it until it's been
detern1ined by tl1e Highway Commission?
Mr. Stotts: The Statute says it will be made within one
year of elate of final acceptance.
The Court: vVe are dealing with a claim and not with the
question of a suit being brought.
J\fr. Stotts: He is saying, "I had this before the Highway
Commission; therefore, I saved myself under this provision,''
and I am saying under that other situation could he sayThe Court: Your strongest point is the fact that Mr. Abernathy went ahead and took that final payment. That is your
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strongest point in that he accepted final payment and didn't
hold the file open, so to speak, until he worked out this clahn
part.
Mr. Toombs: The reason for that being under customary
procedure, most of thls money paid is owed out to someone
else and they have got to have that.
The Court: No question about that, but the
page 185 ~ Highway Department's theory is that is his tough
luck.
Mr. Stotts: In an ordinary transaction, if you accept less
than what you are entitled and say" in full satisfaction," then
tough.
Mr. Toombs : If you had a payment accepted on account in
full, which was. actually a mistake of fact, the law seems to
be generally that that would be set aside.
}fr. Johnston: A unilateral 1nisstatement of fact 1 I am
not familiar 'vith that.
The Court: If he accepted, in other words, you are bound
to have unilateral mistakes of fact in tha.t case.
I think in all fairness to the parties that the better procedure is to overrule these motions and let the jury determine what, if anything, 1\{r. Abernathy is entitled to. Then
if you say I am wrong in n1y interpretation of tl1e contract,
it's a simple matter. The Supreme Court of Appeals can just
say 1\fr. Abernathy is not entitled to five cents and that iR it.
On tl1e other hand, if they say he is, then the writ of error
is denied and we haven't lost anything, but I still
page 186 ~ think that equity and justice dictate that he
should be compensated for what he put on that
site and what his reasonable costs were incurred on the basis
of what he had to do up until the time this change order came
up, and, as I say, it's not only equitable and justice, but it
g·ets around kind of like the question of public policy, although that has nothing to do with my decision. My decision was made on the way I read tl1e contract.
Mr. Stotts: We wish to' object and except to the ruling of
the Court for the reasons previously stated.
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Note: The following discussion and objections to instructions do not follo'v the order in which the instructions were
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numbered, but, wherever possible, the court reporter will
list the Instruction No. as they were numbered by the Court,
in parenthesis.
(Instruction No. 6)
The Court: The only suggestion that I have for the first
one here would be that ''The Court instructs the
page 191 ~ jury that if you believe fr01n a preponderance of
the evidence-',' and then you can go down where
you deal with, ''if proven.'' That \vould necessarily relate
back to by a preponderance of the evidence. I don't see where
it is necessary to have the preponderance in there but once.
Do you all want to be heard on the one they tagged No.1 Y
J\Ir. Stotts: On this (2) of this Instruction, this comes
back to the Spud and those things.
J\ilr. Causey: There is a subsequent instruction which takes
care of that.
Mr. Stotts: If it is actually a cost for construction of castin-place piles you were paid forMr. Causey: What we are talking about are the cast-inplace piles which were driven in Pier 3 which were not acceptable.
The Court: "Why can't we do that by adding ''by the installation of cast-in-place pilesMr. Stotts: Some of those were paid for. It says ''work
not paid for.''
page 192 ~ The Court: Work done at the request of the
Highway Department not paid for. It ought to
be pretty shnple. In other words, for that portion of the
work that was done and paid for they are not entitled to recover, and instead of going around the long way, they use a
short expression and they say for any work done and not paid
for.
Mr. Stotts: They brought in what went in for putting
in these cast-in-place piles over and above what they should
have been required to do, but the contract says all compensation for driving, and this says for installation of the castin-place, not the ones that couldn't be put in place. Those that
\Vere installed were paid for.
T·he Court: "'What about adding "the attempted installation of cast-in-place piles on Pier No. 3"?
Mr. Stotts: Of course, we object to the whole instruction, but that part of it, yes.
The Court: "\Ve trv to set out their case and set out your
(lase and, necessarily,"' there are going to be objections. ~
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page 193

~

}lr. Johnston: Isn't it going to be a little bit
confusing to tell them in this place to pay for it
and in another instruction tell them not to pay for

it?
1\fr. Causey: If you recall the way Abernathy's claim was
broken down, it was broken down into four parts with relation to the piers. The next item, which is No. 3 goes to the
third item which is the special equipment, and we knocked
the Spud out in Instruction No. 3 in accordance with the
understanding yesterday, but we think we are entitled to be
con1pensated for the drill.
The Court: All of the instructions are entitled to be read
by the jury, and it is impossible to spell out for the jury
in writing every little aspect or every little detail of it. What
you have to rely on is the fact they are reasonable men and
that they read English and understand what English .says.
If they have any difficulty with it, they are entitled to come
back in the presence of Court and counsel and have the
Court elaborate, and if the Court .feels it should, the Court
will, but if it is perfectly plain to the Court in the sense that
it puts itself in the place of a reasonable man, for
page 194 ~ a change, you 'vould not have any problem with
it. Otherwise, what you would end up with is a
long charge to the jury, which is not the system used in the
Virginia state courts.
· We take each separate proposition and set up a separate
instruction for it and then we tell then1 that they are all read
together.
Mr. Johnston: If Your Honor please, may I suggest, with
the approval of the Court, that we add ''except as further
instructed'' in that particular portion of this instruction?
The Court: You want what now?
1\fr. Johnston: In connection with the installation of castin-place piles, insert "except as further instructed,'' and
then you have your special instruction on the steel Spud.
That way this would not appear to be completely inclusive.
The Court: Well, you are do,vn on 3 and I was still looking at 2.
Mr. Johnston: I think it would be the same situation, 2 and
3.
The Court: That special equipment is again limited to
Pier No. 3, or is it not Y
Mr. Causey: No . .
page 195 ~ Mr. Stotts: Special equipment, well, we are
speaking· again about what is going to be referred to as the Spud is to tell them not to-
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Mr. Causey: The only special equipment is the Spud and
the drill and the air compressor.
The Court: 'Veil, special equipment, I can put "with the
exception of the Spud and transportation thereof" right
after the words "special equipment".
~{r. Stotts: Your Honor, we feel that this last sentence
here about ''In no event greater than the amount claimed
in the petition'' may be misleading. Does this In can they can
find the total amount of $27,000?
Mr. Toobs : We are claiming the sum, less the credit.
~Ir. Stotts: Is there any objection to putting the total
amount?
The Court: Yes, there is.
Mr. Sutton: We wouldn't object.
Mr. Stotts: I withdraw that statement.
The Court: I am not going to let you do that.
Mr. Stotts: It is all right with it as it is.
page 196 ~ The Court : Are there any other corrections
on this Y I am going to ask that it be retyped,
unless you all have any further objections.
Mr. Johnston: Your Honor, ''re object to the instruction
as being contrary to the law.
The Court: I mean any specific objections T
Mr. Johnston: 'Ve have stated our objection.
(Instruction No. 5)
The Court: Now their nun1bered Instruction No. 2, do you
want to be heard on that?
~fr. Stotts: Would there be any objection to inserting that
this work order modifiesThe Court: 'Vhy do you have to put "modify" when
you say already it's a part of the contract T You have already
said that Work Order No. 1 is already a part of the contract.
Now you have to remember that the jury is supposed to be
reasonable men of average intelligence or above average intelligence.
]/fr. Stotts: :J\IIy thought is to tell them it
page 197 ~ modifies the contract ·to this extent only.
Mr. Causey: No, that is not true.
Mr. Stotts: It is not?
Mr. Causey: When you say to this extent only.
The Court: When you say this is a part of the contract,
that is all you need. What it means it is a part of Exhibit
No. 5. It's just as much a part of the contract as the first
page or the second page or what have you.
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You all can argue or explain the fact that the contract
specifications call for cast-in-place, but I don't think anybody
could possibly be confused, and the only thing this tells t'4e
jury is that this is as much a part of the contract as anything else and its terms are as binding as anything else, and
then the explanation has already come out in the testimony
that here we tried cast-in-place and it didn't work, and now
we shift to pre-stressed and represents a. determination by
the Highway Department.
Mr. Causey: The reason we are offering it is right in line
with your earlier ruling which did not permit additional
evidencepage 198 ~ The Court: That is on the question that they
were bound on their determination and cannot
now come in and say that they had not so determined it,
whether Mr. Perry drew it because Mr. Yeatts told him to
draw it or whether they consulted counsel before they drew
it.
Mr. Johnston: If Your Honor please, I would like to make
a general overall objection to the instruction on the basis
that it is contrary to the evidence.
The Court: The easiest way to get to that then is you
take them afterwards and sit down with the reporter and
dictate your exceptions, and if we do not get to them today,
then this Court, has never objected, if you cannot finish today,
to sit down with the reporter and do it tomorrow, but other
than a general objection is there any sug·gested change in
No.2~

Mr. Johnston: No, sir.

•
page 216

•

•

•

•

•

•

~

•
(Instruction No. 4)

The Court: That is actually your No. 7 and there is no
question about that being true, that it was a part of the
contract and modified only to the extent of according to the
theory of eliminating the cast-in-place piles and substituting
pre-stressed concrete piles. I see no harm in givpage 217 r ing that one because that spells it out so. as
~m&d
·
}Ir. Stotts: "\Ve object to it being amended.
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The Court: If you object to the amendn1ent, you can do
that. That is to the extent of eliminating cast-in-place concrete piles and substituting pre-stressed concrete piles?
Mr. Stotts: Yes, sir.
(Instruction No. E)
The Court: The next is No. 10. Yon didn't number them,
but this is the next one in order. (Reading) "The Court instructs the jury that if you believe by a preponderance of the
evidence that at the time the difficulty in driving the piling
arose-," This says that if you believe that the plaintiffs and
defendants mutually agreed to modify their contract by substituting pre-stressed piles for cast-in-place and that the
plaintiffs were compensated-In other words, if you believe
they were compensated, and if you believe it was a mutual
modification, then you are dealing- in substitution.
page 218 ~ This is really the opposite of your ails.
1\IIr. Toombs: That is covered by a previous
instruction.
Mr. Stotts: There is no finding instruction.
!fr. Causey: That is contrary to a previous instruction,
which is I believe now marked Instruction No. 4 which was
given and says that all other terms of the orirginal contract
remained in full force and effect and were binding on both
parties. It is contrary to their own instruction which has
been given.
Mr. Sutton: It says what nobody disputes: that we were
paid for the piles that were put in place, and this says if you
believe they were paid for this, they can't get anything else.
l\1r. Stotts: I think we are entitled to an instruction to allow the jury to find for tJ1e defendant.
Mr. Sutton: You would have to say that he agreed to
eliminateMr. Stotts: I don't believe we have elimination here,
and under our theory elimination does not apply.
page 219 ~ The Court: The Court has held that elimination does apply. In other words, there is not11ing literally for the jury to determine on elimination as I see
it because the Court made the determination, not that this
was a question of mere substitution, but, it was a question
of elimination of an i tern, of a type of pattern, and the only
question that remains is whether, literally, they actually went
in and incurred these expenses and how much they would be
entitled to.
!1r. Stotts: I think they would be entitled to an instruc-
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tion, if you call this elhnination by substitution of this method
by mutual agreement. and that payment ofMr. Toombs: We ha.ve had no evidence of that in the face
of His Honor's ruling yesterday.
}Ir. Johnston: We have bad evidence here as to who entered into this amendment.
The Court: They entered evidence as to how the agreement was entered into.
Mr. Johnston: No objection offered to that evidence coming in, and \ve think this instruction is supported by that
evidence.
page 220 ~ The Court: Then you would cut out all of the
other clauses of the contract.
1.\tir. Stotts: We are saying that the parties to the contract
when they modified it took the contract under consideration.
:f\{r. Causey: Your Instruction No. 4 is directly counter
to that.
l\tir. Stotts: No, you still come back to that situation we
were discussing when he had to be taken care of in final payInent, which is a term of the contract.
The Court: I don't like the language as it is as it knocks
out completely any elin1ination. I mean it goes right straight
in the face of the elimination idea. It just says elimination
is not a part of the contract.
Mr. Causey: That is the way the instruction is drawn.
lir. Stotts: Vl e feel that even if you want to include elimination in substituting that, ·this did take into consideration
the elimination. In other words, at the time that if the parties
themselves ag-reedTh~ Court: What you are saying is, notwithstanding the
provision of the contract with reference to elipage 221 ~ mina tion, if you believe from a preponderance of
the evidence that plaintiffs agTeed with the defendants that there was to be no further compensation to them
other than what was spelled out in the work order, then you
shall find for the defendants. That is what you are saying,
in effect.
Mr. Stotts: Even if you consider this to be an eliminated
item, did the parties themselves intend this to take care of
the situation. If you considered this to be an eliminated item,
the parties knew at that time that certain work and materials
had been obtained at that tin1e at that point the parties took
that into considerationThe Court: Let's leave that for a few minutes and go
through the balance of them. This short instruction, I don't
know what you base that on.
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(Instruction No. D)
Mr. Stotts: No Virginia case, but there are Federal cases
and they all deal with construction contracts, either for roads,
·
buildings or dams.
page 222 ~ Mr. Toombs: Again, yesterday the uncontradicted evidence there was no difference in
price whether it was used or not used.
The Court : ~There is there any evidence that this is so?
In other words, if you put somebody on the stand and said it is
customary in cases like this to allow only one-half of the fixed
or generally accepted rental rate, you would have gotten somewhere.
Mr. Sutton: It would then be a matter of conflict of evidence.
Mr. Stotts: We are saying as a matter of lawMr. Sutton: If it's a matter of law, I didn't know it.
Mr. Stotts : I say we don't have a case in the State of
Virginia on it, but, as a matter of law, we feel in these cases
anyway that it's been stated that it wasn't for the jury to
decide, and it was well settledThe Court: You cannot give an instruction, as I see it, on
something like that when the only evidence we have is there
is no difference in the depreciation, that the depreciation in
any eventpage 223 ~ 1\fr. Johnson: In these cases there was no evidence of depreciation.
·
Note: At this point Mr. Stotts cited to the Court the case
of Warren Brothers v. Uwited States in 105 Federal Supplement 826 and read from Headnote No. 5.
The Court: Well, I don't see how 've can say it is a matter
of law unless it is a statute or unless it is a provision for it
in the contract that the amount that he affixed as the fair
rental value for having the equipment idle was wrong.
Mr. Toon1bs: We didn't grab it out of the air.
The Court: He had a basis. The jury has been told what
the basis \vas and the jury has been told that the equipment
was idle during this period of time, and the only thing they
can determine is whether the amount that is due was a reasonable amount.
Mr. Causey: His basis was questioned on cross examination.
The Court : Even though he wasn't questioned, I don't
think the jury is bouncl. I think that is a question for them
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to determine in assessing· the amount due. If they
buy it, okay, and if they don't nobody can controvert it. They are the tryers of the fact of
what is the fair value.
I can't go along with that as being a proposition of law.
I think the proper way to handle that would be to have a provision in the contract, in the event of idleness, the maximum
amount recoverable shall be one-half of the schedule rate in
accordance with such and such. They have everything else
provided for.
pag-e 224

~

(Instruction No. C).
The Court: Now getting hack to this other one we were
discussing and put off, in other words, Mr. Causey, your position on this instruction is that what it does is leave to the
jury to determine that the elimination clause is nothingMr. Toombs: Leaves to the jury what you have already
decided.
The Court: That this can't be an elimination, that the
effect of the work order language, to-wit: That it can't be
done, is nothing.
page 225 ~ 1\tir. Causey: The instruction is directly counter
to Instruction No. 4, which I think is a correct
statement in this as well: That you have here a series of
documents and, particularly, in this case Work Order No. 1,
and that document is unambiguous on its face, and where
there is no ambiguity the jury looks at that and goes ahead
and decides it, and this gets into a lot of collateral matters
which are simply outside of their province.
The Court: "\Ve are, in effect, finding as a matter of law
that by virtue of the statement of the engineer in Work Order
No. 1 that the cast-in-place concrete piles were not satisfactory as driven and that pre-stressed concrete piles would
be substituted therefor, but finding, as a matter of law, that
binds the Highway Department and estops them from coming
in and asserting to the jury anything to the contrary.
This was a bilateral action, not a unilateral action. It's
obvious on the face of it that he went along with it or he
wouldn't have executed it if he hadn't, so I am inclined to
agree with Mr. Causey that this offered instrncpage 226 ~ tion goes in the face of what we have already
determined.
I don't see how under the present posture of the case there
is really any great question for the jury to determine other
than 'vhether Mr. Abernathy was paid, and if he wasn't paid,
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how much he wasn't paid. Tha.t to me is the way I see it. I
think that, if the jury believes from all the evidence that Mr.
Abernathy had been paid for everything he had coming to
him, they find for the defendants. If they find he has not been
paid for everything, considering the contract as a whole, and
I think that the language that should be given-in other
words, if you change this or leave it the way it is and say that
the plaintiffs Abernathy have received full compensation for
all work done in and about the contract, which is the subject
of this action, and that there is nothing further due the plaintiffs under the said contract, then you shall find your verdict
for the defendant·
~{r. Sutton: If you say all amounts due under the contract, I suggest not all work done because we are
page 227 ~ claiming for something that was left on his hands,
the material that he had on hand, which they
might say tha.t was not for work done, if he received payment.
The Court: I think you are definitely entitled to a finding
instruction for the defendants and let me write it out. I will
have this typed and then you all may dictate your objections
and exceptions.
Mr. Sutton: Counsel for the plaintiffs respectfully objects and excepts to the action of the Court in giving Instruction No. 9, as this is quite outside the purview of this
case and is contrary to the Virginia Statute and the rule in
Virginia which allows the jury in an action to allow in their
discretion interest on the amount recovered, or any portion
thereof, and to fix the time from which interest shall run.
~Ir. Johnston: Counsel for the defendants object and except to Instruction No. 4 as given to the jury as originally
tendered, Instruction No.4 used the words ''substituting precast concrete piles,'' rather than the word "eliminating."
The use of the word ''eliminating'' is objected
page 228 ~ to because it is the defendants' position that the
pilings were not eliminated from the contract,
but a substitution of the pre-stressed concrete piles \Vas made
in place of the cast-in-place concrete piles, and the instru~tion
would have been contrary to the theory of the case as advanced by the defendants, and it was contrary as granted.
Defendants object and except to the refusal by the Court
of Instruction No. B on the basis that this instruction instructed the jury as to the proper interpretation and construction of the original contract as entered into, and the
jury was entitled to have this information before them for
their deliberations. The information contained in this in-
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struction is not contrary to any of the testimony in the case,
but bears out the testimony, and, therefore, we feel that the
defendants were entitled to have this instruction given or
granted.
Defendants object and except to the refusal of the Court to
grant Instruction No. C on the basis that the theory of the
defendants' case was that a substitution of the piling was
the only resulting change in the contract, and that the provisions of Section 403.15 were controlling in the
page 229 ~ case at bar and covered all costs in connection
with the piling, precluding any other claim.
Defendants object and except to the refusal of the Court to
give Instruction No. D on the basis that this instruction
shotild have been tendered, since, as a matter of law, the
plaintiffs were not entitled to but one-half of the rental rate
of the equipment for delay and loss of time. This proposition
is supported by the case previously cited, 'vhich I believe is
105 Federal Supplement 826 and cases therein cited, wherein
it is held that the contractor for delay is onlv entitled to onehalf of the rental rate on the equipment. ·
Defendants object and except to the refusal of the Court
to grant Instruction No. E on the basis that it is in support
of his theory of the case; that there was a mutual agreement
to modify the contract by substituting materials and not the
elimination thereof.
Defendants object and except to the granting of Instruction No. 6 as given because of the statements ''That the Highway Department on or about June 2, 1960, deterpage 230 ~ mined that this type of pile could not be satisfactorily driven in the type of material encountered at the job,'' and upon the basis that the instruction was upon the elimination of an item from the contract,
rather than referring to the mutual agreement or work order
by which the materials were substituted, rather than eliminated.
Defendants also object and except to Instruction No. 6 as
granted in that it allows the jury to include in the costs work
done and the cost of special equipment used in connection
with· the installation of cast-in-place piles, which under the
contract were covered by the payment under Section .403.15
and, therefore, not to be considered in this action.
Defendants object and except to the granting of Instruction No. 5 as given on the basis that it is contrary to the law
of the case a.nd that the interpretation as rendered by the
Court upon the ruling that the Commonwealth is precluded
from contending that the statement contained in the work
order could not be elaborated upon by parole testimony.
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The Clerk: I will read the verdict as amended. (Reading)
"vVe, the jury, on the issue joined find in favor of the plaintiffs against defendants, Sidney C. Day, Jr., Comptroller
of Virginia, the Departlnent of Highways, Commonwealth of
Virginia, and Howard Hugh Harris, State Highway Commissioner, and assess their damages at $15,403.57. (Signed)
Peter R. Roughton, Foreman.'' Is this your verdict, gentlemen?
Note: The members of the jury answered in the affirmative.
Note: At the request of counsel for the defendants the
members of the jury were polled, and each of them stated that
was their verdict, after which time the jury is excused and
the hearing co~tinues as follows:
. The Court: Are there any motions?
Mr. Johnston: If Your I-I on or please, the defendants
would like to make a motion to set aside the
page 235 ~ verdict of the jury and enter up judgment for the
defendants on the basis that the verdict is· contrary to the law, for the reasons which have been previously
stated, as well as the ruling of the Court which prohibited
the defendants from introducing any evidence to explain
the meaning of the engineer's explanation, which read,
'' . .t\..fter observing failure of steel monotubes as being driven,
it is evident that this type of pile cannot be satisfactorily
driven in the type of material encountered.'' This is as set
forth on Work Order No. 1, signed by 1\fr. Abernathy, and
dated June 2, 1960.
If there is any doubt in the mind of the Court as to the
reasons which we have previously stated, we would be glad
to elaborate upon them now.
The Court: I do not have anv doubt as to what the reasons were. I have heard them several times.
Mr .•Johnston: Yes, sir, Your Honor, we have stated them
quite frequently.
The Court: Do you 'va.nt to respond to that?
Mr. Sutton: No, sir.
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The Court : As far as that particular motion
is concerned, the Court has not had anything
pointed out to it in the interim between the time
it overruled the last motion for summary judgment to strike
the evidence of the plaintiff which would tend to cause the
Court to change its n1ind, and again I 'vill say what has been
said many times before: that if I sat and studied over it
for the next three years, I still probably would end up being
of the same opinion, and that being the case, I will overrule
your motion to set aside the verdict and will enter up judgment for tl1e plaintiffs.
~Ir. Johnston: I would like to note an exception to the
ruling of the Court.
The Court: Is there any motion by the· plaintiffs?
}Ir. Sutton: No, sir. I take it the judgment will be entered up in accordance with the verdict?
The Court : Yes.
page 236
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A Copy-Teste:
H. G. TURNER, Clerk.
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